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an introduction to the
INVESTIGATING YOUR- ENVIRONMENT SERIES
Making decisions about the management of our environment becomes.a little easier if we understand what makes up that
environment and how our actions affect it. The processes and techniques contained in these investigations enable people
to examine different components of the environment and help them to understand the relationships among these components.
.

.

The investigatiOns encourage participants to observe their surroundings and to collect, record, and interpret data. Facts
and figures are collected as'a means toward gaining a deeper understanding, not as an end in themselves. The questions ,
and discussions are designed to elicit maximum response and involvei-nent from the participants and to eliminatelecturing and show-and-tell activities. Each lesson plan provides a framework within which succeeding activities and discussions build on what has been learned before, leading the participants to an understandingof environmental. relationships: A knowledge of these relationships provides the basis,for better understanding of environmental problems ands
their possible solutions.

/

One Of the gbals is to help individuals develop the skills and motivation to interactwith their environment at many
different levels. The rriaterialS (lessons and tasks) in this series are designed to contribute to that goal because they allow
participants to investigate the environment by:

Collecting, recording, and interpreting information about different parts of the environment
Applying these interpretations by analyzing physical, social, andeconomic impacts on the environment in a
variety of situations.
.

.

The lesson plan for each investigation has seven components:
.1

Suggestions for setting the\stage

Individual or group activities
Task cards for some activities
Charts and .tables to be used in data interpretation
Suggested questions and discussion points
A statement of anticipated behavioral outcomes
List of equipment needs.
s

The main frameWork of the lessons is the Interpretation of Data Process. This process has been adapted baRpermission

from the course, "Development of Higher Lel/ Thinking Abilities," 1968, NorthWest Regional Education Laboratory,
Portland, Oreg. The course deals with thinking taskS concept formation, interpre ation of data, and the applicatiOn of
the parent material.
these data, as defined
.
.

.
This Interpretation of Data Process, used throughout the lesson plans, allows people to make their own interpretations
about the environment using the observatioas and information that they collected. It-involves four basic, types of "tasks.'!
RESULT

TASK

Produces a large body of data

Open

Allows everyone to participte
Focus

Zeros in on the topic or topics to be investigated

.
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TASK
Interpretive

Looks for contrasts and
lationships between the foe

Sujnmary

Allows group to summarize it."

c.

:awes and effects; and other re-

: Task cards are an integral part of each investigation and are important fiecause they:
Promote smgil group interaction and data collection.
Allow. for individualized study
Allow.for people with different levels of ability to participate at the same time
Are success oriented
Place responsibility for learning on the participant rather than the teacher.
.

Some%f the interpretive tasks use charts, tables, and other factual material as a basis for making mor
ccunte iriterpretations of the data collected. This can further place the responsibility for learning on the participant and allows the
teach er)or leader. to faciliate the activities ancllearning experiences even if he or she'is unfami!rer with the material.
The summary questions and discussions at the end of each "task " and each Investigati4:n are among the most important
_activities. They
designed to:

Allow each persdn to contribute to the group's understanding
,-.=;Allow each person to6ummarize into generalizations or cone i al ideas the data they have collected and
interpreted
Allow each person to analyze the processes E. -d meth gds used by the group to collect, interpret, and summer- .
ize data.

This process can become a valuable tool by:
°

Japing environmental investigation that allows groups to pool their skill's and knowledge in collecting
and interpre;:ing their own inforrnation
i
Giving a groUp leader a way to Identify wher/the group is in their level of understanding of a topic
Mowing everyone an opportunity to participate at their level of interestand motivation
Allowing a group to wcirkItOgether in proplem-solving'situations
AllOwing the group to summarize its own findings, Values, and feelings before comparing them with other
groups, specialists, or professional opinions.
./ '

Conducting an Investigation
The lesson plans are self-explanatory, althou

there are some aspects of the overall process -that need to be em-

phasized.

Preparation

1. Select the site and dry run thie investigation on the site.
2. Plan to.pace the session so that each activity can be done well.
3. Use the lesson plan as a gut e, espeoially for the questions and the discussion periods. Once the plan has become faMiliar, do not hesitate to re ise it-as necessary.
4. If there will not be enougll time to do an entire investigation, decide in advance which activities should be
omitted. Do not become trapped into moving so quickly that the participants are provided data rather than being allowed to collect it. Always allow limple,time for the summary questions.
5. Make sure thatthere is epough,egoipment and that it is in working order.
.

,

.

Beginning

1, Set the stagefor what will happen during the session. Refer to the introductory paragraphs in each lesson.

C2. Before leaving for the study area, have the participants discuss what effects the investigation itself may have on
the environment and possible hazards that may be encountered.
3. Arrange for checking out and returning the equipment. Usually it is best to have one or moc,4 participants do

Implementation
1.- Be sure to give clear - directions.. Do not be reluctant to read or write directions. Experience has shown that ad
libbing instructions oftern changes and confuses the meaning.

2. Listen to what the participants say and accept all their contributions.
3. Refocus on the original question if the discuision 'digresses.
4. Allow adequate time for the final summary and,clisdussion..1fmay take,as much as one-half hour. This discussion extremely important because it concentrates on th'e application of what was learned during the investigation.
5. When appropriate, discuss how the investigatioQ,can be-used in classrooms or on schoolgrounds, and especially
how environmental 'studies can be integrated into various subject areas in the school curriculum.
6. Consider using the summary discussion as an evaluation tool.
ConclUsion

1. Constantly be alert for opportunities to expand, adapt, and improve subsequent investigations.
2. The iltras and activities presented in these teaching,materials will come to life only as you try them, modify
them, and improvethemto fit your own needs, style, and situation.

S

All of these materials are for public use and may be reproduced without prior permission. They were developed by
many people from many different groups who shired_tija-objectives of bettec environnl'ental education through involvement, They halie been successfully used at enviromnIntal education workshops throughout the country.
.

Specific materials and ideas in this packet are.used with the permission of:
Oregon and Washington Environmental Education Group
Northwest Regional Education Laboraiory, Portland, Oreg.
Michael Giammatteo, Ph.D., Sylvan Institute of Mental Health, Vancouver; Wash.
Journal of Geography.
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a lesson plan for
_* A PROCESS AND PROBLEM-SOLVING APPROACH TO ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
Set the stage for this session by reviewing quickly what will take place in the allottedtime. For example, "In this session we will identify sorrie techniques and-processes for group problem-solving. We will then use these processes to
solve a couple of problems and discuss their values.

SOLVING A PROBLEM THROUPH GlfOUP INTERACTION

I.

Have audience arrange themselves in groups df six, or group chairs this way ahead of time: Pass out the "Bits
of Information" problem, one bit of informatioji to each person. (Use one of. the problems at the end of this
lesson plan.)

Tell-thegroups, "There is a problem to solve; you have all the information in your group needed to solve the
problem The only information you need from the facilitator is printed at. the top of each bit of information.
it says, 'Although you may tell your group what ison this sheet, you may not pass it around for others to
A

read.'
.

,

.

Repeat instructions again to the whole group. If ople tell you they don't understand, just repeat the instruc tions. Afterabout 5 minutes into problem, pass'out aper and marking pens. Write on board:

Trust
Visual Display
Matrix (chart),
Tell audience, "If the words on the'doard and the markers and easel paper passed out to you can help your,
group solve the problem, please use them."
--

'

As groups finish the problem, they may ask you for the right answer. Refer to the bit of information card held
by one member of their group that tells them there is only one right answer and they can prove it. Ask them to
verify their answer with another group. The purport is not for the facilitator to tell a group that they are right
or wrong, but for groups to develop trust in their OWn ability to solve problems and verify their findings.
Questions and Discussion

. After all groups Wave finished the problem (20- 0 minutes maximum), ask the following questions:

a. "What kept you from solving the problerfi to begin with?"
b. "What helped you to solve the problem later?"
"The people who developed this exeicise felt that it contains elements of involvement that most groups go
through to solve common problems. The/ hypothesized that the following things would take place during
the problem - solving exercise." Write o board:

Trust
Ritualistic listening

43%

Real listening
-Vision
-Space

-Noise
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a. Trust - It is difficult for problem-solving to occur if- people do not trust or feel comfortable vs/101'06er
people. You must trust that the facilitator gave you a solvable problem and that others in your group are
communicating the information they have.
-

b. Ritualistic listening - This is a kind of polite listening because the data or information offered has no relevane at that time. Many speeches, introductions, etc., are often listened f ritualistically.
A

c. Real ligening - When real problem-solving begini to take place, the kind of listening going on is very real
because the information shared begins to' mean something. People interrupt to say, "Please repeat that."
When real listening occurs, three things will change:
°

Vision -.Participants will begin real listening by really looking at other people and constructing a
vjsual display (writing data in a common place).
-

.

$pace - Space factors will change:
People will usually move closer together.
People will sometimes change places or move around the table.
.

Noise - The noise level will go upwhen groups start working together.
3. "Using this type of activity at the beginning of a session can be irnpoi-tant for several reasons.s'
a.

It can be used as an icebreaker with a new group.

b. The problem could not be solved without the contributions:of each person in the group.
c.. People feel more committed to a session if they contribute by saying something, the earlier the better.'
k

d. It's ,asier to talk to each other in' a small group than to talk to one instructor in front of-a large group:
e. This exercise illustrates that each person ina group brings information and skills that can be used by the
entire group to solve common problems. The pieces of paper represented:the infOrmation and skills
that each of you brought to the group.

4. 'We will be concerned in this workshop with providing wayi for each person to contribute knowledge,
information, and skills to the solving of common problems. The content and activity itself are not alwaysthe most importantwhat is important is theidea that you can uge different techniques to get people
talking to each other and contributing,as a group."
n
5. "None of us is as smart as all of us" Put up a chart with this printed on it or Write this on the board.
s.

II.-

OBSERVING AND CLASSIFYING TREE LEAVES
Questions and Discussion

1. "Lets transfer some of the problem-solving factors to another activity." Distribute six different
, rnens, a different one to each person in a group.

speci-

2. "Take your own leaf specimen and look at its observable leaf characteristics..Sincewe are looking at
observable characteristics, we won't be concerned with the name of the specimen."'

.

3. After. a minute, have each person share the observable characteristics of his or her sample with other members of the group (about 4 mini tes).

4. "Now each group put all the leaf specimens into two piles; the basis of the major
ajor likenesses and differences
..
of their leaf characteristics. Write down' one criteria or reason you used to./do it."
.

1
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Ft. Ask each group to tell the criteria or reason used. Liit them on the boied. Examples: long vs. short, round vs.
flat, etc.
.
.
1

.

.

.

6. "Your next task is for each group to construct a classifica- tion key. ConstruCt the key using your own criteria.
-as a starting point for
the samples into two piles. Divide each pile, into two more piles of samples
based on tfie major likenesses and differences of their leaf characteristics.'Continue dividing piles'until you
have only one specimen left iiieach pile. This is one Vray to make a key you may want to use another way."
Give. each grOup apiece of paper and marker. Tell each Group to construct its key so everyone can see it.
As you explain point 6, draw the key'on the board, e.g.:
Tree Samples (6)1

Samples (4)
Criteria

Samples (2)

Criteria

it
!Samples (3)
Criteria
Sample (1)
Criteria

Sample (1)
Criteria

Criteria

Sample (1)
Criteria-

Samples (2)

Criteria

Sample (1)

_Ctriteria
HI.

Sample (1)

Sample.(1)
Criteria

COMMUNICATING ABOUT THE TREE SPECIMENS
"Now that your group has finished, select one sample, and using the words in the key that describe that sample,
write a description of it in sentence form." Print:this instruction on the board.
Questions and Discussion

1. (After most of the groups have finished writing the sentence) "One person from each group read your group's
description, and the other groups hold up the sample they think is being described. The other members of
the group whose description is read, should check to see if the other groups seilected the right sample." You
may have to ask people tohurry so as, not to drag out this part. It is important, however, for each group to
read its description.

2. (After all descriptions have been read) "How could we use this classification activity to improve mmmunica,
tions among people?" (Form committee, common vocabulary, etc.)

3. "What else can we do with this key?"
Sample responses:

a. Demonstrate ability to use the key by adding a new tree sample. Have additional sample to pass out to
each group to see if it fits into the key.
b. Describe the difference between the key you make and another one. "Change keys with thy group next
to you. See if yOu can match up the samples and then compare the two keys.'
.c. Take the key outside -t8 use. it it) finding the trees or adding new ones. This can be securitf for teacter
and student the student builds a tool and develops a skill in the classlOom and gets touste that.tool and
skill in the outdoor classroom. The teacher doesn't need to know the names of trees to ptovide a meaningful learning experience for the student."

4. What do you know about the specimens:now that you did not know when we started? We haven't even talked
, about names'of these trees yet. Names'ny not be important to begin with. This classification process allows
us to become familiar with the observable characteristics'of the specimens. Now vi,re are reedit:to use carter
written or picture keys to associate our descriptions with others and to find a name that society has given the

.
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trees." Use books with picture keys, such as Trees to I:now in Oregon and Washington and Important Trees of
Eastern Forests, which Usually are available at the lOcal-Forest Service, State Forester's Office, or book stores.

DESCRIBING.CURRICULUM RELATIONSHIPS-WITH
TREE PARTS.
o

IV.

(Optional, depending
on needs of group)

Questions and.Discussion

1. ':What other parts of.trees car, we use to classify?" List as column 1 on thi. blackboard or easel paper.
.

2. "In what curriculum areas can we use these parts of trees?" List as column 2.
3. "What are some examples of hoW they_could.be used?".List as column 3.
.

(2)

(1)
.

-

(e.g.)

PART OF TREE

.,

(3)
HOW USED

CURRICULAR AREA USED
(Art, Math, S.S., Sc..etc.)

Art

Bark
Shape
LeaVes

Branches

Wood.
Cones
etc.

/

,

,

Construct mosaic
Classify different
textures, compare
texture, patterns
and designs of

different kinds of
bark

I

4. "Many people feel that classifying is strictly a science process, and can't or Shouldnft be used in other subjects.
We have just disproved that theory by showing that we can classify different parts of/trees.and use them in
many parts of the curriculum."

5. "What other things in the environment can we classify (for example shoes, people, rocks, communities, and
animals)?"
6. -(Optional, depending on time constraints; 10 minutes) Have each group select a group of objects in the
immediate environment and develop a classification key about them. Share results.
DESCR IBING .VALUES AND PROCESSES

Pass out this lesson plan and:have groups do Task A (about 10 minutes).

'TASKA. (pairs or small groups)
1. Describe the val ITS of classifying thing's ii' the environment.

Give an example of the use of classification as a tool in environmental management.

\

Questions and Discussion

1, "What are some values yOu've listed or falked about?" Sample responses might include: Because of grOup
interaction you often look at ti-:;ngs in a different way; it simplifies our information gathering and facilitates
retention of knowledge; it is useful for previous history or future piedictions; we each looked,at it from our
own frame \ofreference.
2. "What are some examples of the use of classification as a tool in. environmental management?"

EE4

.

e

.1 -\
3. Have groups turn to Task B and discuss in groups which of the processes Iiited below were used so far in the
session (about 10 minutes).
.

.

TASK B (Small groups)

,

.

,

Mark the processes used in this activity and give an example of how they were used.
.

`

.

PROCESS
.

.

EXAMPLE OF HOW USED

.

.

OBSERVING: Learner uses several of the senses
--(tasting, tleling, seeing, hearing, smelling, etc.) to
collect data about environment.
1

.

II

MEASURING: Using standard units of measure and
"invented" units to determine quantity, quality,
and_extent..

CLASSIFYING: After determining similarities and

.7?

.

differences, learner places objects, ideasinto groups
or categories.

.
,

IrFER RING: On the basis of collected data and
observations, learner can determine some possible
reasons for ob;ervation.
`
PREDICTING: On the basis of current data and
experience, learner foritells future evants, conditions, etc.

_

,
..

.

.

COMMUNJCATING: Lear er can present information and ideas to others, n verbal and nonverbal
forms.

,

.

FORMULATING HYPOTHESES: On the basis of
preliminary experience and inferences, the learner
establishes the direction for furiher inquiries.

,

e
."

EXPERIMENTING: Learner seeks to find
answers to an unsolved problem through various
methods of testing, data collection, and interpretation,
.
INTERPRETING DATA: Collected data are
organized and compared with previously verified
data in order to determine meaning.

,

-

..

.

.

.

/.
This list wasiadapted frOm materials developed by the American Association for the Advancement of Science
for the Project AAAS Commissiog or Science Education.

VI.

SUMMARY
1. "In what ways were the six bits and tree classifiCation activities similar?"
2. 'What did we find out about problem - solving techniques in this session?"
\

/
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.

As

3. "How can we summarize our discussions and activities?"
4. "The things we've just done are typical of the processes that we will use here. Although we will be imieetigating
one environment, the same type skills and processes are transferable to the investigation of any environment."

.

5. "These types of skills and techniques can assist us in setting up problem-solving experiences for people to
learn more abouthreir role in the management of their, environment."

7"

6._ You may-Want the participants to evaluate the sessions by writing how they felt about the session.

\

VII. SOME OBJECTIVES

.

.

Behavioral Outcome in Knowledge.

1. As a result of this session, each participant should be able to:

a. Identify at.least six factors that take place within a group to make it work more effectively together.
b.\ Identify 'and describe nine processes and their use in environmental data collecting and interpretation,
problem-solving.Behavioral Outcome in Feelings,

wareness, Values, and Action

2. As a result of this session, each participant should be able to:

a. Describe the values of classif ing things in the environment.
b. Describe the values -01d give ejCamples of.the use of classification as a tool in environmental management.

c. Describe how this problem:sol ing process can help people work together better.
I

VIII. EQUIPMENT NEEDED

.

"t"

c.
Blackboard and-chalk, or easel, newsprint, and markers.
Enough Six Bits of Information problems cut up for the small groups.
Tree leaf Samples in sets of six for the srnall groups.
,
Optional: Picture keys, such as Trek io\Kno-w in your Loc.al Area.
\

4
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"SIX BITS OF INFORMATION" PROBLEM
Printed by. permlision of Michael Giammattio, Ph.D.

till 1

B; 4'

You may tell your group what Is on this slip, but yoir
may not pass It around for others to read.

You may tell your group what is on this slip, tint. you may
not pass itaround for others to read. '

Information

Information

All teachers taught at the same time and exchanged
groups at the end of each periOd.

Dottie taught the Freewheelers during the sedond period.

,

D15.

The Jets had three more members ttian-the Aces.

Eachteacher liked a different groUp best. Each teacher

taught the grourie liked best during the.fourth period.

The Jets had. Agnes for a teacher:during their. third period.

Carl was the team leader for the intermediate unit.

Bi2
Y6u may tell your group what is on this slip; tut you
may not pass it around for other! to read.
,

You may-tell your group what is on this slip, but you may
not pass it around for others to read: :.
:,

I

Information

Information

\

I

-nlb team leader',taught the Buckaroos during the
f'srst petiod.

Each teacher taught every group durin one of the first
four periods of the day.

Working out a schedule was difficult because Carl arid

During the first period'Agnes taught the Aces.

-1

Dottie wanted Edward to work with them.during the
same period.

Of all the groups, Bob liked best'to work with the Aces.

Edward-and Frieda could rieveF agree on which group
Waseasiest to handle.

Bib
You may tell your group what isn this slip, Nit you may

B13

Yoq may tell your group what iston this Slip, but you
may not pass it around for others to read.

not pass it around for others to read.

Information

Information

Your group members have all the information neededto find-the answer to tha following question. Only one
answer is correct. You can prove it.

The Howell Elementary School Intermediate Unihad
'four teait ers,.two teachers aigies, a4d four instrdctiorial

IN WHAT SEQUENCE DID DOTTIE TEACH THE
VARIOUS INSTRUCTIONAL GROUPS?
Soine of the information your group has is irrelevant
and will not help solve the problem.

Each instructional group had chosen its own name.

,

.

grobpsof

.

It
1'
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"SIX BITS or lNFORMATION" PROBLEM
"Printed by parmission of Michael Giammaiteo, Ph.D.

,

.

B22

Vt#03t:IS on this slip, but you

r otheietdreed.

.%

,

You may tell your group what is on this slip, but you may
not pass it around for others to read.
.

._,Information

or'a teacher during the third

All teachers taught at the.sarne time.and exchanged groups
at the end of eachperiod.
.

get along well *end .so they

e Tearfteatier taught the

Each teacher liked a different.group best. During the
second period each teache4taught the group he liked best.

st..

Eachteacher taughteyery group during one of the first
'four periods of the day.

what is on this slip, but you
r others to read.

You may tell your group what is on this slip, but you may
not pass it around for others to read.

Information
ichool Intermediate Unit had,
teachers, and four instructional

Your group members have all the information needed to
find the answer to the following question. Only one
answer is correct. You'can prove it.-

had choien its own name.

`IN WHAT SEQUENCE DID.THE APES HAVE THE
VARIOUS TEACHER'S DURING THE FIRST FOUR

ar for he.I nterinediate

PER IODS?-

Some of the information your'group has is irrelevant and
will riot help solve the, problem.
B26

what is on this slip, but you
others to read.

You may tell your group what is on. this slip; but you may
not passit around for others to read.

Information
eed about hoW, it would be
rs
ilwaysshad trouble

The Team Leader taught the Dinosaurs the second period.

Harry workedmir the Bombers in the third period.
pith the Champsovera11,,

Sybil had been at FAeznel School a shorter period of time
than any of the other teachers in the Intermediate Unit.

er had been at Frezhel School

ihorter period of time than
iers.

EE8

TASK B (Small groups)
Mark the pi-ocesses used inthii,ectivity and give an example of hoW they were used:

EXAMPLE OF HOW USED

PROCESS
--..-

.

.

.

OBSERVING: Learner uses several of the senses
(tasting., feeling, seeing,,hearing, srte!ling,'etc.) to
collect data about enviroriment.

.,

..

,

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

MEASURING: Using standard units of measure and
"invented" units to determine quantity, quality,
,'.
and extent.
, ,/

,

.

.. CLASSIFYING:` Afier determining similarities and
differences, learner places objects, ideas into'groups
/
-orcategories. :

/

-%

/

.

INFERRING: Oh the basis of collected data and
observatioris, learner can determine some possible
reasons for observation:

.

i.
.

.

0

.

.

PREDICTING: On the basis of current.data and
experience, learner foretells future events, conditiOns, etc.

/

--

.

-

-

is,

?-

,

,

.

,

.

COMMUICAT.ING! Learner can present informaticil. and ideas to others in verbal and nonverbal.
forms.
,
.

,

.

.

FORMULATING HYPOTHESES: On the basis of
preliminary experience and inferences, the learner
establishes the direction for further inquiiies.
..

.

..

EXPERIMENTING: Learner seeks to find

.
:

.

-

...

answers to.an. Unsolved problem through various
.methods of testing, data collection; and inter.
,
pretation.

,
.

.

,

.

1

.

.

INTERPRETING DATA: Collected data are
organized and compa.red with previously V'arified
data in order todetermine meaning.

/

-

was adapted from materials developed by the American Association for the Advancement of Science
for the Project AAAS Commission on Science Education.
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PROBLEM-SOLVING.APPROACH Task Carc
Forest Service -USDA

1E1.9

.

a lesson plan for..
SOIL INVESTIGATION
Set the stage, for this investigation by reviewing quickly what will take place in the allotted time. For example, say:
"In this session we will develop some skills in collec,tipg, recording, and interpreting data about soil environments. We
will then apply these data in r9king;ome decisions about how to use this land."
NOt2 to facilitator. -Both.the metric and English systems of measurement are included in the lesson plan. If it has not
'already been determined, you should discuss and decide with the group which system will be used.
I.

DESCRIBING SOIL
Distribute Task A and have the group complete it before going to the study sites. (

minutes)

TASK 'A

Writeour own descriptiOn of soil. Keep.this description for reference later.

OBSERVING AND RECORDING THINGS IN THE SOIL
-Go onto Task B.
-c

1. Have participants do Task B, step 1, before going to study site. (5 minutes)
2. Travel to study site. Have participants do T.aq< B, steps 2 and 3. (15 minutes)

Investigating Your Environment Series
Forest Service, United States DepartMent of Agriculture
Revised,1978
SI.1
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TASK B (small groups)

"

I. Predict wfjt you will find in the.top f

incher, (centimeters) of eie area to be studied. List your

.

preciictiorfs-:

..,
.

.

.

-

.

2. Select an area about 2 feet (61 cm) Iquereen the ground and sift through the top 3 incgts (7.6 cm),
recording the evidence of plants and animals you observe. Replace the ground in as near original condition

.

as possible.

Name or description
of item in the soil

Quantity

.

Possible effect on soil

.
.

.

.

..

.

3. The terms litter, duf f, and huMus are Pse& to describe organic matter at the top of the soil. From your
study above, complete the following chart
.
i

Term and definition
.

List the identifiable,parts of plants
and animals you found .,

Describe the feel

.

.

'

,

Litter (identifiable dead things
on 'surface)

'.

i.

c

.,

Duff (pattially decomposed

organic matter coripactid
,
.

.

.

HUmu% (almost comPletely
decomposed non identifiable

.

7.,

organic matter)

..-

.

,

...

c

Questions and Discussion

Discuss the terms- litter., duff, and humus. Have participants pick up samples of litter, duff, and humus from the
area they're standing on.

1. "What did you find?"
2. "How do you think the organisms you found affect_the soil?"
3. "What Might be some reasons for the odors in the soil?"

4. "Under what conditions would you expect to find more or different organisms?"
HI.

DEVELOPING THE SKILLS TO COLLECT i()11. DATA
Questions and Discussion

Move the group to a soil profile or soil pit.
1. "What do you see as you look at this'cross section or profile of soil?"

2. "What are some-things we might want to find out about this soil?"
Comment to the group, "The various conditi.ons.and characteristics of soil that you have rne.tioned, such as
color, texture-, structure,-temperature, aid acidity end alkalinity (pH), affect the way land Can be used. Knowledge of these conditions is essential to land use planning, whether in a for &st or in your baCkyard. We are
going to collect, record, and analyze some information about those soil characteristics." Distribute Task C and

refer to instructions on the back side.
SI.2
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Discuss and demonstrate how to collect data about the following soil characteristics using the.instructions on
,
the backside of Task C. This instructional session is extremely important: The. participants need the *ills they
develop in this session when they collect data for, the micrornonOlith. Demonstrate and discuss what y a; are
doing as you prOceed,.and draw on the participants for most of the observations. For example, in .1,-,mci. istrating texture you may want to have samples of sand, lOam, and,clay in cans. Have participantsl'Iel these samples
before determining the texture of the soil layers in the profile. You may want to demonstrate the use of the
pH kit in front of the whole group. Use some foreign material such as cigar ashe& a rotten log, or coffer.

CONSTRUCTING A SAIL mICROMONOLITH
Refer to Task C. txdlain that there is a place to check or'recOrd the data collect -.land a place to sketch.hovv
looks.
Display the. aterials available (jars; jelly cups, baggies, etc.) and demon: .rate.how they are used to construct a
. (45-60 minutes)
KC
ing the information on the back of this task, and the available equipment, record your observations below.
ake a micromonolithusing the materials provided.
Sketch yOur soil, profile, label the layers or horizons, and rccird the data.

DATA
PROF.V.E SKETCH

__,q4--temperatures:

3 ft, (91.4 cm) above surface
Just along surface
Contents or layers abotie top soil (if existing):

Litter

Duff
HuMus

Total dept)

layer above top soil

Topsoil (a horizon):
Depth in (cm)
Color. .
Texture:

to

Sandy_, Loamy

Structure: Columnar

Blocky

in (cm)
Clayey
Grnula;
Matey

pH
.

TemPerature
Plant roots visible

*5 ( °C)

Record below the same information for the other layers.

r.;

Describe type of rock in the bedrock (if present).

/

"NJ

.

;

.

..

COLLECTING i,NP,ORMATION ABOUT
SOIL CHARACTERISTICS
.

,-- ,

1. Soil layers:0Orizons). Mi ik-where the soil changes color and gen eral appearance. Many soils have three major.;
layers or horiions: ,top sill, subsoil, and parent material. Because soil formation has many variables, you may
find. more or fewer layer9.

I

2 Color. Describe th e.coloiof each major layer, using your own deicriptive terms. Moisten soil to get a more
-I
accurate color description,
.
:.

_.

,.

.,

.

.

.

.

.

"3. Texture (how the soil feels). Determine the texture of each major layer:. Testute is deter ined by the feel.
Rub...a moistened sample of\soit between thurrib and forefinger.. Spit on sample to moiste , if water is not
'available.

.

If it feels very gritty and not plastic sandy
If it feels smooth and slic , or somewhat gritty and sticky loamy
If it feels smooth, plastic, ery sticky clayey
,

.

4. Structure (how the soil is put Together in geometric shapes). Determine the structure of each major layer.
Car fully break apt a shovelfctl of soi':' fromeach layef and 'match its characteristics with one of. these
,

struct ie words:. Blocky

ocio

;

i:

000

,

-Y.

l'

Columnar

nnn

Granular
Platey

5. Temperature. Determine the temperature of each layer. Use the soil thermometer.
.

r

6. pi (acidity or alkalinity): Determine the pH of each major layer. Soil pH is an indication of how well certain
plants can ,grow in the soil. Pin' a small sample, of the'soil to be tested in a porcelain dish. Do not touch the.
sample. Use just enough pH reagent to saturate the soil sample. Match the color of the pH reagent at the A
edge of the soil, sample with pH color chart.
I

Each person should construct a soil micromonolith (Task C). A.micromonolith is a small modelof a soil
profile in JirtAch'sarnples of each soil layer are attached to a card.
:

T,

Y.

2.

SI.4

ANALYZING THE SOIL DATA

%,

After tha group,filishes Task C, distiibute Task D. Discuss this task by reading the instructions with the whole
> group and going over the first task on soil depth'.

I

.

.

It may be important to have local plant identificatfon books, picture keys, etc, for useby participants in
t_
interpreting tha soil data tablas on the back of Tail( D. (20-30 minutes)'

\

-

TASK D (individuals or small groups)

ANALYZING SOIL DATA

.'

.

e...'

the:soil data.you collected and the information provided in the soil data tables on theother side of this
ask, complete the following.
fig

4

Or the basis of soil depth, Complete the followingreler to Table D.
The potential ofmy soil for water storage is
.. *

1

.

Why?

.

..

\\

'

2. On the basis of color, complete the (glowing (refer to Table 'I).

,

a. The top soil, or A horizon:.

T'

Fertility

.

_

. Amount s:,f organic material
Erosion factor .

.

.

;

.

.

\

b. The drainage in thOsubsurtace soil; or B horizon it,..

.''''---

.

.

.

'3. aithe basis of texture, complete thefollowing (refer to Table III).

w

1

Water holding capacity'

LCy er.pr horizon
.
1

.

)

TO/Fsoil A..

'

Subsoil B

.

Looseness of soil

,

4,/On the basis of structure; coMplete the followirig (?efer to Table IVI,

-

i-

.r

ILayer or horiziin
Topsoil A

'

/

[

Penetration.of Water

Drainage

Aeration

-

Subsoil B

\-.

,

.i.

5. On the basis of pH ranges, completethe following (refer tb Table V).
Some'plants that could grow here according to the soil pH
plant chart

Some plants actually observed
growing here

tc,.

How well cl;c1 the plants in the study area check out with the pH you measured?

.1

,

Describe in a short paragraph how you woLlil set up an experiment to collect data areConstr,uttyour own
.,
soil pH plant chart.

6. On the basis of the soil tempeLsturv: compl to ;tie stateriir nt belovii (refer to T,-.1sle VI):: The plants on my
snit have
'......_ growth takifi) place vow. I rec.;i6tthat in 3-rnamhs the gr',wth conditions.of the soil, on
the basis of soil temperature, will be
.
1

7. Write a soil desc ;)tion about this soil using h words 'rom the data yuti collected grid recorded on the soil
micromonolith card, Compare this descritionx.-:th live one you wrote at the,41-zgianing of the session.

St-5
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SOIL DATA.TABLES
TABLE I. RELATIONSHIPS OF SOIL OEPTH TO PLANT GROWTHANO WATER STORAGE

TABLE IV, SOME EFFECTS OF STRUCTURE ON SOIL CONOITIONS

.

.

..

Water Star.%

Sod Depth

Deeo,Soil lover 42" sir 1.1 m)

Structure

COlurfter

Eit cadent woter storage andlolant growth

Mod. Deed Soil I20".42'Or

m,lJ Good water stclogs and plant groWth

Blocky
Granular

Shalom, Soil 120" o-.0.13 M. and under) .1 Poor waUr storage and plant growth

Ratty

'

Penetration 01 Rotor

Drainage

Aeration

Gootl

Good

Good

ono 1

Good

Modarste

MMY, rate

i

Good

Bost

Bost

Modest.

Moderato

1

Of lq
coo

P

'$;,...,,.+'

liall

-.

. Moderate

:

.

1

TABLE II. SOME RELATIONSHIPS OF COLOR TO SOIL CONDITIONS

A. TOPSOIL IA HoiluoNi
Color

TABLE V. RELATIONSHIPS OF SOIL pH TO PLANT SPECIES

Condition

Dark (Marl grei,
brown to block)

'Amount of meiotic motorist

I

Moderotaly.dva
'brown trevellow.
brown)

High

Medium

Low

Medium

L'O"
"le
to

13.5 to 4.5 is too
acid tor many plants)

Low

I

'Awation

.

.

Available Nitrogen

High

:

.

!Molt plarits
do beat hoe)

.

. :14

8.5

18.5 to 14 is too e ,aline
for most plants)

'Some example, of 'Oil pH Plant indicators'.

".,

Erosion rector

-7

OA

4.5

3.5

.

0.1i 4.0.5,0: Rhododendron., canmIliesataless, blueberries, soma ferns, hemlocks, some

High

Medium

Low

High

Medium

Low

Medium

l,pw

Pines and spruces.

a

pH 5.0-5.0' Some pines, fire holly, &ohne, SOT. Mruao, osik birch willow.
rhododendron.

.

Fer lellry

.

.

H'gh

-

pH 13.0.7.11;. Maple, mountain ash, pansy, attr s, peact.m, carrots, lettuce, pines, firs,
ale, besswood aim, yellow poplar.

pH 7.0.8.0: Mock orange, araiegus, sagotulle red coda,

B. SUBSURFACE SOIL lb :40117'.:41

t.ris....hico soil co14.
1 Dull Prey fil I: ii..

Condition

:

..

: Hw.r.4.29.d wile Poor aeration

won.all soils 9.20-1,

Wall.drelned ',oils

.

.

.

.
.

.

1 yellow,ra:ofown ,tieck Id in lonni sods;

-

Now f how relationdtips may vary tightly In dif loom t environments.

f.)

-I

fol.

I .
.

---"H

.

1-H;111arl prey Tel el Nimes sods)

SOMaelat Poorly W OWN' drained Sail. ,..._1

TABLE VI. SOME RELATIONSHIPS OF SOIL TEMPERATURE TO PLANT GROWTH
.

Soil WmperHPra

TABLE Ill. SOME EFFECTS OF TEXTURE ON SOIL CONDITIONS

nature

ISandy

Loosen,, of ;on^

Poor

..

!r

.

Good

.
Good'Io cwlent

Loirny

Clang

Koh Wong,

40 F - 85°F 14.4°C - 18.3°C)

Some growth

fleF - 70 F 118.3 °C - 21.1°C)

Fallow growth

r

70 °F -85°F I21.1°C

.

I

d toa tightly for pint use/

I No growth, 10 bacteria and lungi not very WI.*

Less than 40°F 14.4°C)

Wm*. holding capacity

i

---J

Poor .

Plant growth dujing growing Mason

I

29.4°C)

IAbort 85 °F 129,4°C)

20
ti

1

4

Some grown,

No growth

4'

Questions and Discussion

1. "Using the obsenied color of the top layer,and Table I I, A and B, what did you say about the erosion factor,
of your sail ?"
/-

"Using the structure of y6tir soil and Table IV, what did you say about thedrairiagiof water?
a "How well did the plants in the study area conform. to the soil pH, plant. hart?"
s

Have groups read how they would set up their ownioil.OH/plant chart. Point out that soil scientists determine
soil , pH and record the plants growing in the area to cdnstruct a table or chart for use in interpreting soil pH/
plant relationships elsewhere. /
.

5. If there is a Soil conservatiop Service soil survey report describing local soils available, read its description
Of the'Soil just studied. Point out that these reports are prepared from the same information we used
Cornpare the Soil Conservation Service's description -with the participants' descriptions. Usually theslescriptions are very similar.
/.
.

'6. "Him (Ries this soil desdription differ from the one you wrote in Task.A?'-'

VI.

MEASURING THE SLOPE OF THE LAND

r

"In addition.to the other data we have collected, measurements of the slope of the land are needed in'ordertodiscuss possible uses /Of the study area. If the slope is varied, measurements from several locations may be.needed
to obtain .a more andorate average. Pass out Task E. (10 minutes)

,'

.

.1-

-k

TASK E

MEASURING THE.SLOPE OF THE LAND

CI

I. Select aplace that rnametnts the average slope of the land beino studied or take several measurements
and average them:

°

2, Place one end of a 100inch (100 cml suck On the slope you want to measure. Hold stick so it is about
owe. oroeN sew a Harem length suck, then correct by using the conversion table.

3. Mice ajer with sornalmuid In.lt on the outright stick. Raise or lower the st;Cliuntil level.
4. kleasuie the numb?, of inches IcentimeterS1 the free end of the stick is off the ground..

5, The, number of inches loom /meter) is the dot* of the lard in percent.
'B. Robes' the above steps .n several different wets to get an average slops of the lai'd bong .nvestigated.

..
Stick length
oche I

CONVERSION TABLE

r

potence the end of the

,'

st.ck .s above the oroupd

on 10,1

oh lCfh)
;SO .n (CPO

on

SI-7

km/

...-

by
conversion lector

Slope
'to

4

yu., DETERMINING POSSIBLE I AND USES

.

"Using the soil data
have collected, tP:is elope measurements, and the land use data tables, determine a land
claissification and. possible use(s) for your study cite." Distribute Task F. (20 minutes),

TASK' F. Ismail groups)
.

,RETERMININd POSSIBLE LAND USES "'
Mari'sgreat diveriity of land uses requires different sets of criteria that analyze a variety of soil and land factors
inlifferent ways. These factors must be considerectn determining the most appropriate land use for a given
area..The most limiting soil factor will bethemajor influence in determining the best use of the land. See the
Land Use 0)ata Tables for definition'of limiting soil factor.

.

Using the data from Tasks D andE and from the Land 1.Ise Data Tables, answer the following questions.

According to thetand Use Data Tables:, this land could be used for

1. Agriculture (list and explain why):
2. Occupancy land uses
Roads and streets
Building sites
I;

Septic tank filtet fields

Picniand camireas
I feel the best uses of this land would be:

Why?

0

r
or,

LAND USE DATA TABLES
AGRICULTURAL USES
..

,

°

Directions: - Circle the item in each of the five columns below that best describes each of the five soil factors in the
soil you studied. The most limitifig soil factor will determine the best agricultuial use of the land. A limiting soil
factor can be defined as something that will restrict the use of land for desired activities. The most limiting factor
indicates,the mbirappropriate agriculiurai use.
,.
0

SOIL FACTORS

Agricultural Uses

..-.

Slope (%1

Erosion Hazard

Soil Depth

0-3

None

Deep
.

:

\

Good

.

Somewhat
poor

ate

20-30

Shallow

Severe .

Loam Or silt

Farm cropscultivation good soil

loam

mngmt. practices

Sandy loameor

Farm crop'- -few to several special,

silty clay

cultivation prdttices

,

Slight to moder- Mod. deep

3-20

Texture

Drainage
.._

Poor

1

Occasional cultivation, many special
practices

Sand or clay

i

,

.

.

,.

"--....'

None to slight'

0-2

-

Good to

Deep

lit,
30-90

Stony

Pasture-Woodland cultivation: no
machinery can be used

pOor

Very.severe

p1eep

to
shallow

.

Good to
poor

-

.i.

.

Pasture, timber growing, woodland,
wildlife, no cultivation machinery

Sandy. !twiny,
'clayey or rocky

,

all'

None to extreme Deep-to
shallow

'Rockland,' river Wildlife ." "recreation
'
wash, sand dunes

Excessive
.

to poor

Loam is a-combination of sand, silt, and clay particles.

.

.Occupancy land uses

Select the most limiting factor for each land use and record the overall limitation (slight. moderate or severe) on
Task F.

\ Land Uses and Factors
Affecting That Use

Moderite Limitation

,

1,

_
.

,. .
Severe Limitation
,

Slight Limitation

.

.

Roadstand Streets
Slopes

Depth
`Watertable

20.40 in. (50.8-101.6 cm).
10-20 in. (25.4.50.8 cm)

Over 20 in.

0-12%

Depth
Watertable

Over 40 in.
Over 30 in.

.

12-20%' *..
20.40 in. (50.8-101.6 cm)
°

20.30 in (50.8-76.2 cm).
e

S e p t i c Tank Filter Fields

Slope --

.

--- ..

Depth
Watertable depth
belOw trench
Picnic and, Camp Areas
Slope
..,
Stones
.

Watertable during

Over 30%
Less than 20 in.
Less than 10 in.

.

Slopes

.

-

12-30%.

Over 40 in..
.,

Building Sites

.

0.12%

,0-7%
.

7.12%

:

'

.

Over 20%
Less than 20 in.
Less than 20 in.

0verj 6 ft.-

4.6 ft_(121.9-182.9 cm)

Ovee. 4 ft.

2.4 ft. (61.0-121.9 tin) -

.

Over 12%
Less than 4 in
Less than .2 ft.
N.

.

0-7%

7.15% .

0-20% '
Over 30 in.

20-50%

20.30. in. (50:8-76.2 crnc

Over 15%
Over 50%
Less than 20 in.

!

season 8f use

Si.9
t

ti

.

A

Questions and Discussion

1. "What recommendations did you make on Tail( F?"

2. 'I-low do you feel about the piesent use.of this land?"

J.

3. "How could man improve the use of this land?"
4. "What are some uses which could damage the land? What environmental precautionsshould be taken to
minimize the dam'age?"
5. "How do the things we have done so far relate.to making land use decisions?"

6. "How do social, economic. and political factors affect the development and use of the land?"
7. "What are some long-range effects of land lse deciSions on our society?"

VIII:, COMMUNICATING FEELINGS, AWARENESS, AND VALUES

TASK G. (individuals or small groups)

.

.

\

in addition to the factors we have collected information about today, list others that influence the way land is
used.

(

Factor

1

,,Who Is Involved

Influence On Land

.m

Select one or two of the above factors and des ribs what you might do to IVicome involved in determining how
theland will be used in your badward Comm6nity, county, etc.

Ask forresOonsei from Task G and discUss.
O

0A
S

10

1. "What did We find out about the environment in our study today?"
2.. "How can we summarize our discussions and investigations?

3. "How are soil characteristics important infenvironmental manageMent?"

4. You may want dip participants to evaluate the session by writing how they felt about it.
X.

SOME OBJECTIVES
Behavorial OutCome ?n Knowledge

1. As .a result of this session each participant should be able .to:

a. Describe three ways in which the living organisms in the top part of the soil affect the soil
b. Construct a soil micronomolith of an assigned soil Profile,..and determine and record texture, structure,
pH, temperature, and color of each layer

c. Write a description of a soil studied, using the words recorded 'about that soil on the micromonolith
d.. Demonstrate the ability to determine the best uses of the land in this area, using lie data from the soil
micromonolith and the land capability, ,charts.
\
I

e. Describe three things that man does to determine the proper management ofsoil resource.
.

.

Behavorial Outcomes in Feelings,-Awareness, Values, and Actiortis

1. As a result of this session, each participant should be able to:

a. Describe how he or she feels about man's effect on this soil environment
P. Describe`how he or she feels,about man's effect,on the soil environment, where they live

c. Describe what he or she can do to improve the use of the soil and in communities.
XI

I

EQUIPMENT NEEDED (for a class of 30 people)

6 La Motte soil pH kits
30 micromonolith cards

100 jelly cups and lids"
'3 soil thermometers
2 #10 cans of water
30 hand lenses
3 baby food jars, half full of water

."

6 tape measures
30 sets of lab sheets
3 sticks (50n/ern or 1001/cm !Ong)
30 sets of task cards and data cards
3 staplers
1 box of staples
2 shovels
3 yardsticks,(metersticks)
.

Samples of sand, silt, clay.;(optioisal)
Plant samples, drawings, citguides to use with soil pH plant relationship chart (optional)
,,

.

The tasks and discussion topics in this lesson-are designed so th4 many can be dbne individually or in combination,depending upoh The facilitators objittives and time constriints.
.

It is suggested by the writers that continual plan revision be done by the people who use this plan.

"Other materials (bagyies, plastic wrap, pill bottles,'etc.rhave been used satisfactbrily.
S1.11

TASK1A
.

.

Write yoUr on description of soil. Keep this description for refererfce later.

o

TASK, B

(small groups)
w

1. Predict whit you will find in the top few inches (centimeters) of the area to be'studied. List your
'predictions.

/

.

.
.

2. Select/in area about 2 feet.(6 I cm) square on the ground and sift through the top 3 inch3s (7:6 cm).,
recording the evidence of plants and animals you observe. Replace the ground' in as near original condition
as possible.

Name or description

)f item in the soil
.

Quantity

Possible effect on soil

.

.

.

The terms litter, duff, and'humu are-used. to describe organic matter at the top of the soii. From. your
study above, complete the followingChart
.

Term and definition

.

.

Describe The feel
-,

.

List the identifiable parts of plants
and animals you found

.

.

:' ,

Litter (identifiable dead things

,

on surface)

,,..

.9

.

Duff (partially decomposed
organic matter - compacted
.

Humus (almost completely.
decomposed nonidentifiable
organic matter.)

,
I

1,
.

..
N.

SOIL INVESTIGATION Task Card
Forest Service-USDA,

t.

TASK C
Using the information on the back of this task, and the available equipment, record your observations tielow.
Make miCrom. onolith using the'rn. aterials provided..
Sketch your Soil profile, label the layers or horizons, and record the data.

-PROFILE SKETCH

DATA
Air temperatures:
3 ft. (91.4 cm) above surface
. -Just along surface
'Contents of.layers aboveptop soil (if existing):

Litter

'Duff
Humus

Total depth of layer above topsoil

Topsoil (a horizon):
Depth
Color
Texture:

in. (cm)
Sandy

to
Loamy

Structure: Columnar_ Blocky

in. (cm?

Clayey
Granular

Platey

pH

Temperature
Plant roots visible

°F ( °C)

Record below the same information for the other layers.

Describe type of rock in the bedrock (if present).

SOIL INVESTIGATION Task Card
Forest Service-USDA
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COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT SOIL CHARACTERISTICS -1. Soil layers (hOrizons). Mark where the soil changes color and general appearance. Many soils have three major
layers or horizons: 'top soil, subsoil, and parent material. Because soil formatiorihas many variables, ypu may
find more or fewer layers.

2. Color. Describe the color of each- major layer, using your own desdiptive terms. Moisten soil to get a more
accurate color description.

3. Texture (how the soil feels). Determine the texture of each major layer. Testure is determined by the feel.
Rub a moistened sample of soil between thumb and forefinger. Spit on, sample to moisten, if water is not
available.

If it feels very gritty and not plastic sandy,
If it feels smooth and slick, or somewhat gritty and sticky-7- loamy

If it feels imootli, plastic, very sticky clayey
Structure (how the soil is put together in geometric spapes). Determine the structure of each major layer.
CarefAI-; break apart a shovelful of soil from each layer and match its characteristics with one of these
' 000
structure words: Blocky
000
Columnar
Granular
Platey

5. Temperature., Determine the temperature of each layer.,Use the soil thermometer.

6. pH (acidity or alkalinity). Determine the pH -of each major layer. Soil PH is an indication of how well certain
plants can grow -in the soil:Put a small sample of the sod to be tested in a porcelain dish. Do not touch the
sample. Use just enough pH, reagent to saturate the soil sample. Match the 'color of the pH reagent at the
edge of the soil sample with pH calor chart.

Each person Would construct a soil micromonolith (Task C). A micromonolith is a small model of a soil
profile in which samples of each soil layer are attached to a card.

08
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TASK.D (individuals or small groups)

.
.

ANALYZING SOI L DATA
.

,

r

.

.

,

Using the soil data you collected'and the information provided in the soil data tables-on the other side of this
-...
Task, complete the following.
.

1. On the basis of soil depth, complete the following (refer to Table I).
The potential of my soil for water storage is

0

-

Why?
_

.

.2. On the basis of color, complete the following (refer to Table 11).

a. The top soil, or A horizon:

,

,
cl

Amount of 'organic material
Er6sion factor

.

Fertility
.,..,,.,,

b.. The drainage in the subsurface soil, or B horizon, is:
.

.

.

3. On the basis of texture, complete the following (refer to Table III).
Layer or horizon
' Topsoil A
Subsoil B

Water holding capacity

.

.

'

Looseness of soil

.

.,

.

4. On the basis of structure, complete the following (refer to Table IV).

.

-

....

Layer or horizon
Topsoil A

Penetration of Water

Aeration

Drainage

Subsoil B

5. On the-basis of pH ranges, complete the following (refer to Table V).
.

Some plants that could grow here according to the soil pH
plant chart

Some plants,,actyally observed
growing here'
.

.

H6w well did the plants in the study area check out with the pH you, measured?
1
.
,_
,
Describe in a short paragraph how you would set up an experiment to collect data and construct vow' own
'
soil pH plant chart.
4
,
.

.--4,

6. On the basis of,the soil teMperatures, complete the statement -below (refer to Table VI): The plants on'rny
growth taking place now. I predict thatin 3 months the growth conditions of the soil, on
soil have
.
the basis of soil temperature, will be

*

7. Write a soil description about this soil using the words from the data you colleCted and recorded on the soil
'
micromonolith card. Compare this description with the one you wrote at the beginning.of the session.

SOIL INVESTIGATION Task Card
Forest ServiceUSDA
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SOIL DATA TABLES
TABLE IV. SOME EFFECTS OF STRUCTURE ON SOIL CONDITIONS

TABLE 1. RELATIONSHIPS OF SOIL DEPTH TO PLANT GROWTH AND WATER STORAGE

Sod Depth

w

Structure

Water Storage

Fi

-.

.

Drainage,

Aeration

Good

Good

'

COlumner non I

Excellent rater stoner and Plant growth

Diskr Soil lover 42- or 1.1 m.)

.' Penetration of wider

I

1

I-r

Good

I

Mod. 0..o Sod 120"42' st.,0.6.1.1 m.)
Shallow Soil 120" or /O.6 rn. and under)

Good -water storage end Plant growth

Blocky

Poor wet.r storage ant/ pis I growth

Granular

e

-f-----

one ;
1

-.....:"..f.s

is,i

Platey

b-w__L.

I-----

1

Good

Moderate

Good

,

Best

Moderate

I

Moderate

Modera6
r

Best

f

Moderate

TABLE II. SOME RELATIONSHIPS OF COLOR TO SOIL CONDITIONS

A. TOPSOIL IA HORIZON)
Color

Condition

Dark !dark reef
brown to black)

Mcderetely dark
(brown to yellow.
brown)

High

Medium

Low

Medium

High

Light (Pale brown
10 MiChul

TABLE )1' RELATIONSHIPS OF SOIL pH-TO PLANT SPECIES

.]5

, Am >um of orgen.c melons!

I

)--Erosion factor.

Low

',

hi.

H.gh

!

Medium

Fertility

High

I

Medium

.

Low

S.

Condition

Subsurface to.1 color

ntam ash. pink laclysloper.

pines and spruce..

a

pH 7.0.0

!

for omit AMMO

I

pH 0 111 0: Maple, hophornbeen, pansy, asters, peaches, unwires, lettuce, Pines, hrs. ash, bass- .
wood elm, yellow poplar. scarlet oak, black oak, red oak. red ceder. and hickory,

B. dUBS URFACe SOIL 18 HORIZONI

' 1e

14

PH 504.0. Aealass, blueberries. hemlocks, some cones, firs. holly, depgre, some 'puce. oaks.
birth, willow, chofeopus, rhododendron, alder. apple. alt.? duertuopm and Niue..

Low

..1

Dull grey lit in low rentrall soils 0.70-)

8.5

18.5 to .14 is too alkaline

PH 4.050. Carmelites. sweetbay. Ow, white cedar, some ferns.

,.

Available Nttrodin

I_

,

`Spate examples of sod pH plant indicators

Lew

Medium
-i-

1.-

7

(Most plants
do best hoot

t7.

- High

Ace etioil

4.5

13.5 to 4.5 is too
acid for many plants)

ri

Mock orange. asParegus, sagebrush, okatd, haw, balckvimtu. blackberry. catalpa,
and nackborry,

ristn: Thie relationships may very slightly on different manonments.

Waghlogged soils. Poor aeration

Yellow, rerl.mown. Mack 1.f, in forest soils)

Well tamed sods

Mottled grey lit .n humid sods)

S.enewha( poorly toyoorly drained soils

1

. (

-

-

TABLE VI. SOME RELATIONSHIPS OF SOIL TEMPERATURE TO PLANT GROWTH

Soil temperature

; Ne c,04,h, snit ba4teriaand fungi not very active

Lam thel:40°4 14.4°O1

TABLE III: SOME EFFECTS OF TEXTURE ON SOIL CONDITIONS

T. rum

Mint growth during growing Meson

Were. holding capacity

Looseness of soil

;.

40 F - 65°F 14.4°C

1B 3°C)

!

-1

Some growth

1

Sanity

Poor

L0.11,

Good to ourceIlent

Clayey

High

ale, 0/.111100 pont', tor coo.no on.l

1

0

Good

65 F

C

7 1.1°C)

Or7c-:

70°F - 85°F littl°C

3.4°C)

70 F

e.

0 Poor

Fastest growth
Sigma growth
rl

No growth

Above 135°F

3
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'TASK E
MEASURING.THE SLOPE OF THE LAND
Select a place that represents the average slope of the land being studied or take several measurements
and average.them.

2. Place one,end of a.100-inch (100 cm) stick onthe slope you want to measure. Hold stick so it is about
level. If you use a different length stick, then correct by using the conversion table.
3. Place a jar with some liquid in it on the outright stick. Raise or !tower th s stick until level.

4 Measure the number of inches (centimeters) the free end of the stick is off the ground.
5. The number of inches (centimeters) irthe.slope of the lalx:1 in percent.
6. Repeat the above steps in several different areas to get an average slope of the land being investigated.

JAR OF WATER
100 INCHES
INCHES. (CM)
ABOVE ,GROUND

t
CONVERSION TABLE
'Stick length
(inches)

Distance the end of the
stick is above the ground
in. (cm)
in.

100 in. (cm)
- 50 in. (cm)

(r)

Mult. by
conversion factor

Slope
yr,

1

x,

SOIL INVESTIGATION Task Card
Forest ServiceUSDA
SI-19
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TASK F (small groups)

DETERMINING POSSIBLEIANCI USES

\

I

Man's great diversity of land uses requires different sets of criteria that analyze .a variety of soil and land factors
in different ways. These factors must be considered in determining the most appropriate land use for a given
area. The most limiting soil factOr Vvill be the major influence in drtermining the best use of the land. See the
Land Use Data Tables for-definition of limiting ioRfactor.
''Using the data from Tasks D and E and from the Land Use Data Tables, answer, the following questions.

According to the Land Use Data Tables, this land could be used for:

1. Agriculture (list and explain why):

a.

e

Occupancy land uses
-1.. Roads
and streets

Building sites

Septic tank filter fields
Picnic and camoareas

I feel the besuses of this land would be:;Why?

TASK G (individuals or small groups)

in addition to the factors we have collected information about today, list Others that influence the way lend is
used.

Factor

Who Is Involved.

Influence On Land

Select one or two of tbe above factors and describe what you- might do to become involved-in determining how
the land will be used in your backyard, community, county, etc.

SOIL INVESTIGATION-Task Card
Forest Service-USDA
51-21
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LAND USE DATA TABLES

.

AGRICULTURAL USES
,

Directions: Circlohe item in each of the fivecolumnsb;:low that best describes each of the five soil factorS in the '4.
soil. you studied. The most limiting soil factor will determine the best agricultural use of the land, A4limiting soil
factor can be defines! as something that will restrict the use of land for desised activities. The most limiting faFtF....
indicates the most appropriate agricultural use.
.

SOIL FACTORS
_

Agricultural Uses

_

Slope (%)

Erasion Hazard

Texture

'Prainage

Soil Depth .

:.-_.

,

None

0.3

Good

Deep

'1
320

Slight to moder Mod. deep
ate

Somewhat
.. poor

.-

.:5.

.

Loam or silt
loam'

'FarMcroOs-cultivabon good soil

Sandy loam or
silty clay

Farin crops-few to several special
cultivation practices

Sand or clay

Occasional cultivation, many, special
practices

nirfgmt. practices

\

.

20.30

Severe

o.

None to slight

Shallow.

j

PoOr

.

-.,

3090'

-

Deep to
shallow

Very severe

j

Good to
poor

Deep.

Good to

.

Pasture-woodland cultivation; ho

Stony

'machinery can be used

.

Sandy; loamy,.
clayey or rocky

,-.

poor.

Pasture, timber grs. .ng, woodland,
wildlife, no cultivation machinery

None to extreme Deep to'
Excessive
Rockland, river Wildlife, recreation
shallow
to poi%
wash, sand dunes
l
Loam iSa combination of sand, silt, an clay particles. -'

all

.
,t

Occupancy land uses
.

'Select the most Itriliting factor foi each land use and 'record the overall limitation tslight, moderate or severe) on
Task
...

Land Uses and.Faccors

Affecting That Use

.

-

Slight Limitation

Moderate Limitation'

Severe Limitation

.

,

,

.

.

Roads and Streets
Slopes
Depth
Watertable

-.

012%
Over 40 in

12.30%

Over 20 M

.

.

20..40 m.(50,8,101.6 cm)
10 20 in. (25.4 -50.8 cm)

,

Over 30%
Less than 20 in,'
Less than 10 in.

.

.

Building Sites

.

Slopes

0.12%

12.20%

0.v. er 20%

Depth
Watertable

Over 40 in,
Over 30 in

20.40 in. (50.8.101.6 cm)

Less than 20 in.
Less than 20 in.

Septic Tank F tl ter, Fields
Slope
Depth

-

Over 6 ft.
Over 4 ft.

--

season of-use

20.30 in (50;13-76..2 cm)

CO%

Watertable depth
below trench
Picnic and Camp Areas
Slope
Stones
Watertable during

.

7.12%
.

--

.

'

4.6 ft. (121.1 182.9 cm). ,
2.4 ft. (61,0-121.1cm) -

Over 12%
Less than 4 in,
Less' than 2 ft..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

715N,
20.50% \

0.7%-

020%
Over 30 in

,-

2020in.(50.1176.2 cm)

.

Over 15%
Over 50%
Less than .20 in.

.

L.
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a Lesson plan
SOME WATER INVESTIGATIONS
Set the Stage for this investigatioby reviewing quickly what will take place-in the altottedtiMe.-For exampfe, "In
this investigation, we will:develop some skills in collecting and interpreting data about thewater- environment. We will
then apply these-data in discussing the role of water in the environment and our society."

Note to facilitator: Both the metric and EnglisQsferns of measurement are included in the lessorr plan. If it has not
already been determined, you should discuss and decide with the-group viihich system Will be used.
OBSERVING THE WATER ENVIRONMENT
c.

Distribute Task. A.

-I.

4

e

"As you approach the water, record your obtervations on Task A." (10 minutes)
TASK A (individuals or small groups)
As you approach the water. observe and record your observations.
Plants

Animals

Air
Rocks
Water

Other

Questions and.Discussicin-

1. "What are some things you noticed as you approached the water?"
0

II.

OBSERVING AND COLLECTING AQUATIC LIFE

1

Questions, and Disctissio

1. "What do you notice about the water environment?"
_2. "What are some factors.that affect the lives of animals in water?"
3. "Where would you expect to,find animals in a water eqvironment?"
4. "What are some guidelines that we need to consider in collecting aquatic life so our investigation will cause
the least impact on the environment?"
.

Pass out collecting equipment. Go on to Task B. (30 to 40 minutes)
TASK B (individuals or groups)
Part 1
as Possi()sing the collecting eritripmerlt (screens. jelly clips; etc.), collect as ffiany types of aquatic
ble. Put then; in the white dishpans for observation by the group. (Keep the pans ioa cool place.) When you
move onto Part 2 of the task. Try to identify the aquatic life found.

Investigating Your Environment Series
Forest Service; UnitedStates Department of Agriculture
Revised 1978
WI-1
._

III.

IDENTIFYING AND RECORDING AQUATIC ANIMALS
Have groups identify as many of the aquatic animals they found as possible, using the aquatic life drawings on
back of Task B and in pond life books provided. (20 minutes)

Part 2

Using the "Golden Nature Guide Pond Life" books, or similar field manuals, and picture keys on the other
side of this card, generally identify the specimens you found.

I

1

.

List or sketch the animals yoti found. Return animals to water as soon as you have finished.

.

1

Description of where found

,...

.

.

Common

How many

Type (name or sketch)

.

,

name

-

.

.
.

.

.

'..*,

.

.

'

!

.

..

.
.

.
.

.

S

-

r

.

I

Questions and Discussion
1.

'What animalt did you find?" (You might compile a group list, preferably,on a chart. Each person could
record his own list.)

2.. "Where did you find most of the specimens?"

3. "Wh-at other life would you expect to find in this stream?"
4. "What are some things we could do with this list of.animals ?"
IV.

PREDICTING WATER CHARACTERISTICS FROilM AQUATIC ANIMALS FOUND
Distribute Task C Cards. On the basis of the aquatic animals you found, and the tables in Task C, predict the
tempirature, pH, and 02 count. (10 minutes)'.

TASK C (individuals)
On ttfe b.tlis of the aquatic animals you found, the tables in the Aquatic Dat'a section below, and your
observations, predict the following characteristics of this stream.

I predict that the:
because
Water temperature will be
Air ttmperature will be.
because'
'because
pH will be
becatoe
Dissolved 02 count will be
ft, info the Water:
I -can see about
The color of the water is'
.

:I

A

.

.

Koepthese predictions for future use.

AQUATIC DATA
Table ). pH Ranges That Support Aquatic Life

2.

1

1.

Bacteria

10

/,

NEUTRAL

MOST ACID
3

4

5

6

.7

8

9

10

1/1

MOST ALKALINE

'12

,13

.14

13.0

./

.

Plant:
(algae, rooted, etc.) Cart.), stickers, catfish
dune insects
Bass. crappie
Snails, clams, mussels

Largest variety of
animals (trout, mayfly,
stonefly, caddisfly)

Table H.

6.5

12.0"

9.0

6.0
6.5

t,

8.5

. 7,0

9.0

.

//

.,

6.5

7.5

Dissolved Oxygen ReqUirements for Native Fish and Other Aquatic Life

D. 0. in parts per million
or/milligrams per liter

Examples of Life

Dad water organisms, including salmc5n and trout (below 68' F .y
Spawning, growth and well ,being (caddisfly,stonefly, mayfly) 6 ppm and above
Warmwater organisms (including game fish, such as bass, crappie, cat fish;and carp)

(above 68' F)

-

GrOwt'h and wellbeing (some caddis fly)

5.pprr and above

f
Table 111.; Temperature Ranges (Approximate) Required:for Certain Organisms

Examples of life

Ternperatilie IF afirenheit)

Greater than 68° F (20 !CI
warm water

Middle range: 55 68° F.
.

1.12_8 20 `.'CI

Mtich plant life, many fish diseases
Most bass, crappie, bluegill, carp, catfish, caddisfly
Some plant life, some fish diseases

Saltiton, trout, stonefly, mayfly, caddisfly, water
beetles

Low range: Less than

55' F. (12,8 'CI --cold

Trout, caddistly, stonefly, mayfly
---""

V.

MEASURING AVE). RECORDING WATER CHARACTERISTICS TO TEST OUT PREDICTIONS
,

"One way to test the predictions is to use this (Hach Water O2pH Testing Kit, or equivalent). Open the kit. The
instructions are inside the lid. There are lots of jobs to be done in testing (clipping, squirting, swirling, dipping,
Counting, reading, etc.), so make sure everyone in the group has:a job to do."
Pass out Task D (and Data Card on the reverse side). Have group transfer their predictions from.Task.0 to
Task'D and record the testimeasurements beside the predictions-for_cOmparison.
.

Each group of three to five people takes a kit, and spreads out along the edge.Of the water.

Do not demonstrate the use of the kit., Let the participants read the instructions and learn to use the kit as they
.collect the data. You shOuld check among the groups as they.work to make'sure they use the right bottles,
.chemicals, etc. (20 minutes)
Questions and Discussion

1. "How did the test results compare to the predictions?"

2. "Under what conditions might we dxpect to get differerit results than we did today?"
3. "What can we say about the quality of the water in this stream so far?"
.

4. "What else would we need to know to dpcide whether or not to drink this water?" (Coliform bacteria count)

1

k
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TASK D (groupi of 3-5)
.

Make Sure Everyone in Your Gioup Gets Involved in the Testing.
o

.

.

.,

1. Using the water test kit; determinethe water and air tirriperature, dissolved oxygen count, and pH of
the stream or pond.
Record the data below, using predictions from Task.C.
.

.

-

.

Name of Stream; Pond or Lake:.

.

Location of water sample Time
(edge or middle of stream Taken
bank of pond, etc.)
.
.

Temperature (°F or °C)
.

.

Water

.

,

Usable

pH

..,-

Oxygen (ppm)
(mg/liter)

.Air

.

.

Actual

My
pred.

My
,pred.

test

.Actual
test

My
Actual
pred.- test

My
pred.

Actual
test

..

.

.

-

.

.

l
2. Water Productivity and Color
'
,
On the basis of the color you recorded in Task C and Table I (See Data Card reverse side), what can you
.1b
say about this water?

.

,

.

r
t

t
1

3. Light Pentration (pond or lake)
'
My estimate of how far I coOld see into water (from Task C) is
ft (or meters).
Ti ansparency of lakeind pond waters can be roughly determined by the use of a white ind bi.ack.plate
(called a secchi disk), which is lowered on a line until it cap no longer be seen. It is approximately 8
inches in.diitneter, painted white and black in alternative quadrants. Very little sunlight pentrates below
the point at which the disk disappears.
.

r

.

Lower the,Secchi disk into the water until it can no longer be seen. Measure depth frdm surfaceof ti.e
water to the disk and record
ft (or meters):
On the bask of the depth,of the Secchi disk and Table II, what can you say aboUt the water?

/

.

.

.

.

4. Temperature Layering (pond or lake)
On he basis of the temperatures you recorded for your pond, the season of year, and the information
b
in Table Ill, describe what you think is happening in the water now,
,.

,

.

,
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VI. MEASURING WATER VOLUMES FOR STREAM, POND, OR LAKE
(For a stream, use Part 1; for a pond or lake, use Part 2.)
Part 1. Stream Measurements
4-

Questions and Discussion

'1. "How many people do you think could live off the water in this stream (doniestic water use only)?
2. "What measurements do we need to know in order to determine the amount of water in this stream?"
Discuss how to make'different measurements. Work Task E, Part 1.

Questions and Discussion

1. "How many people could live for 1 day (domestic use only) off 'thewater in this stream?"
.

.

2. "How did your prediction compare with your measurement?"
3. "What Would happen to this environment if we piped all the water at this point to a community?"
4. "If we were goirit to use some of this water, how.much should be left to flow doWntream? Why?"

5. "What might affect the amount ofwater:in this stream?"
6. "How important is this stream to a community? To the environment here?"
Part 2. Pond orLake Measurethents
Questions and DiscussiOn

1. "How many people do you think could live of the Water in this pond or lake?" (domestic water use only)
2. "What measurements do we need to know in order to determine the volume?" Work Task C

art 2.

Questions and Discussion
1-

1. "How many people could live for one day (domestic use only) off the water in this pond?"

2. "How did your prediction compare with your computations ?"
3. "What might affect. the amount of water hi ihis pond?"
4, "What would happeri to this aquatic environment if we drained it?"
5. "If we were going to use some of this water, how much should be left to minimize_damage to the pond
environment?"

6. "How important is this pond to the environment?"

39
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Instructions for collecting and recording streamflow measurements.
".'
' iFor metric application. substitute meters for feet and liters for gallons.)
1

\

Measure and mark a 1007f.00t distance along a straight section of your stream. If you ican't find a 100'
'section. use 25' or 50'. Throw a stick 15 or 6 inches long; or 12.7 or 15.2'cm long) be-rni
in 4ter above
the upstream marker. 'Record the number of seconds it takes to float dovinstream between the markers.
\Record below. Now avale the 100.foot distance by the total seconds it took the stick tb.floai between
the stakes. Do this three times and use the.average time.
.
st measurement
100 ft -,ft. per second.
(distance)
(total seconds
'(nuMber of feet stick
to float 100 ft.)
floated each second)

2nd

easurtnent

'

100 ft

\ 3rd m \sure eht 100 ft

f per second
ft per second:

v.

Total

1

,,

.i.. 3 =

..
(ft. per second)
Ift. per second average)
.
.
2. Find ttie averyge &idth of your section of the'stream: Measure the width of Itia stream at three places
Within the 100.for.it area. then divide the total by three to get the average width of the stream.
First measurement
ft

Second measurement
Third measurement
Total
1

i

.

3

1

ft. -,

ft (average width)

3=

.

.

F ,nd the ,ryes age depth 01 your section oilthe stream. Measure the depth of the stream in three places
across the stream In a straight line, then divide the total by four to gdt the average depth bf the stream.
rirry measurement
4.
i

-ft.

Second measarement
Third rr,hfasurement

Total

ti

,

Ift.

i I t.

"...i4, .,..

.

ft.
ft.

...:

/

4=

.

/

ii
I
ft. (average depth)

NOTE

The reason you take three epth measurements th. yh dismie by fours to take into account
the shallow areas of the stream. It an.}Itt explained by th following examp'e of a drawing of a"
stream cros,,saction II depth in th ftplaces in A13'). fitin and iC15'), (total 20'), find an average
by dividing by three. 20' 3" 6 2 3'. Now look at tn., area or average depth ID). wt ichas 5'.
Take total of depths and divide b 'a.* 20 -.- 4 = 5.1 the correc average depth.
..01.1r,f ..,,,,

3 Filiit the

feet Of water ire second Multiply the average width. average depth, ansf the number
of feet the .tick floated each sec and (A i:ub¢ foot is water in dcontainer 1 loot wide, 1 foot high. and
fi)pt long, in 7.413 gallons. A cal
mete: of Water 5 the amount in a container 1 meter wide, 1 meter
high. ,end 1 mehr long. or 1,000 liters I

ft

Airrage
width

ft X

X

Average

depth

Number of
feet bef second

Cubic feet of water,
flowing per second

5 The average person uses about 200 gallons (757 trs I of water a day for home use. (This does not
relief:, each person's %haienf water used for Public services and industrial ind commercial uses). In
Older to find put how many people could get their water needs for 1 day f om this stream, complete
the following calculations.

/

x
Stre,i;;;TITiwa,"--,:ii ft

wr 1.cond

Gallons in 1 co ft'-.
of water

Gallons of water

Seconds in minute

Gallons of water
per m note

per second

X

Canons per second

,

x
Gallon< of wirier
tree minute

'200 Gals

Number of minutes
'n

.111.1y

,Total gallons
water tier
day

(Amount of water
one person uses
.

per day)

.

Total number of
People whu could
get daily waters
needs from this
stream

S. Ofhcn of 'F.(ItiC,Ibin,

WI.7

tcording volumes of water in a pond or lake.
,te meters for feet and liters for gallons.)

stance across) of the pondrMeasure the length and width of the pond. You
tliand width measurements and get average of them.

ft.
ft.
ft.

(average diameter)
2.
ft.
ft. x 3.14' ( . ) _ 4=
sgdit. surface.

,ter

(area of pond)
pond or lake. Measure the depth in three places along a line (trahsect)
piddle as Posiible. Add these depths and divide by four'Isee explanation
th. (If additional accuracy is desired, repeat this proces.s along additional

ft.
ft.
ft

ft. ÷ 4

ft. (average depth)

three depih measurements then divide by four is to take into
the pond. It can be explained by the following example of a
gin. If depth in three places is A(5.), 8(10) and C(5'), (total 20),
three: 20ti. 3 = 6 2/3'. Now look at the area or average depth (0)
ths and divide by four: ze ÷ 4 = 5', the correct average depth.
Waler surface

C

-

t
serOlgallons of water in pond.
cu. ft.
depth
Volume in cu. ft.
Number of gals. water in pond

water in a container 1 foot wide,.1 foot high, and 1 foot long, 7.48 gallons..
amount in a container 1 meter wide,.1 meter high and 1 meter long, or

olume aihs-atle feet of water. (No meter equivalent included)
verage depth in feet

Volurine cu. ft.

acre feet of water.

t. Man acre

sot

Number of gallons in pond

It 200 gallons (757 liters) of water.a day for home use. (Tills does not
water used:for public services-and industrial and commercial uses.) In
people could get their water needs for 1 day from this pond, complete

unt of water one person
uses per day

Total number of people who could
get daily water needs from this
pond

_

VII. DETE.RMINING WATERSHED BOUNDARIES
.Distribute. Task F and a map of the area in which you have been working.

,

TASICF (small group's)

Describe what you think a watershed is.
;-.
.

,
.

.

.

.

.

.

c,
.

.

,

4

.

p Find your location on this stream (pond, lake) on the pan.
Where does the water come from?
"
Where does it got
Draw lines around the boundaries of our watershed. We are in the
..
watershed.
i

.

.

,

.

---'What activities in this watershed might change the characteristics of this water?
_.

Actilly

.

Ways the activity might change the characteristics ot'the Water
.

ti

Have participants get into small groups and write a description of what they think a watershed is. Have groups
share their definitions with the other groups.

Finish Task F. 110 minutes)
Questions and Discussion

1. "What activities did you list and how did you think they would change tne water characteristics?"

2. "Are any of these evident here?"

3. "How would we find out 'more about this watershed?"

WI.9

sr

VIL COMMUNICATING FEELINGS, AWARENESS, AND VALUES
Have participants complete Task G. (10 minutes)

TASK G (individuals or small groups)

In addition to the factors we have collected information about tod

./

'water, is used.

Factor

. list others that influence the wey

..
.

'

Who Is Involved

Influence on Water

.

.

_

.

.

Select one or two of the above factors and describe what you might do to become involved in determining
how the water will be used in ygur home, community, county. etc.

Ask forksponses from Task G and discuss.

VIII. SUMMARY
1. "What did we find out about water from our investigations today?"
2. "How can we summarize our\discussions and investigations?"
3. "What are some methods and processekwe used in our investigations in this session?" (May be useful for
first field sessions to identify proce&s used in the investigation).

4. You may want the participants to evaluate the session by writing how they felt about the session.,

43

IX.

SOME OBJECTIVES
Behavioral Outcomes in Knowledge

1. As a result of these activities, each participant should be able to:

a. Identify the boundaries of the stream (pond or lake). atersne on the map provided
---b. Predict the pH, temperature, and dissolved oxygen count o the stream or pond, using the list of aquatic
animals -found
...

c. Demonstrate the ability to test out the above predictions using the water testing kit

/

d. Measure the cubic feet of/water 'per second flowing in the stream, or in the pond, and, determine what
_

size community could.live off the water measured

//

I

e. Describe three ways:/ this stream or pond is important to the surrounding environment.

/

.

1

I

Behavioral Outcomes if; Feelings,Awareness, Values, and Action
,
1. As a result of theie activities, each participant should be able to:

I

a. Describe in writing how he or she feels about man'seeffect on the aquatic environment at this site
.

t

,

.

.

.

I

.

.

b. Describe at least one action he or she can take in everyday life to help improve the way water is managed
in the -Home

I

Community
Consumer habiti
c. Describe the benefits of each of th

bove actions

d. Describe the implications of water use and management in our society:
X.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED (for a class of 30 people)

4 Water testing kits (Hach Co.
or equivalent)
4 Thermometers
4 White dishpans
30 Sets of lab sheets
Task cards
Data cards

1

'

Secchi disk

30 Jelly Tups, baby food

30 _Maps of the area
.1

50-foot or 100-foot tape

jars, etc.
30 Hand lenses

4 Screens
Markers

15 Pond Life books
(Golden Nature
Guidei)

Chart river

The tasks and discussion topics in this lesson are designed so that many can be done individually or in combination,
depending upon the facilitators' objectives and time constraints.
It is suggested by the writers that continual plan revision be done by the people who Use this plan.

TASK A (individuals

small groups)
.
.
As you approach the water, observe and record your; observations .,
OF

..

Plants'
.

.

Animals

Air

.

.

.

.
.

,

Rocks

.

.

Water
.

.

,

Other

w'

-'y, TASK B (individuals or groups)

L.
Part 1
'1

Using the collecting equipment (screens, jelly cups, etc.), collect as many types of aquatic animals as possible:Put them in the white dishpans,for obserliatidn by the group. (Keep the pansn a cool place.; When you
have finished, move on to Part 2 of the task. Try to identify the aquatic life found.

.

Part 2

Using the "Golden Nature Guide Pond Life" books, or similar field manuals, and picture keys on' the other
side of this, card, generally identify the specimens you found.
List or sketch the animals'you found. Return animals to water as soon as you have finished.
.

.

_

\

.

.

\,

Description of where fund

Type (name or sketch)

\

How.rnany
.

Common
name

...._

..--

,

.

/
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1

SOME SUB-SURFACE FRESH WATER ORGANISMS

FRESH WATER
SHRIMP

!MVO ZUAN
COLONY

LEECH

FAIRY SHRIMP

't .01

121 cm.I

DAPHNIA

-SOME-AQUATIC INSECTS
Lorre
trreeor

":"---*".'
I I/10 Inches

9

dmll

InCh
IC)

12.3 ern.)

WATER STRIDER

11 cm.1,.

MAY FLY

L01,0'

pond

Cerro

110"
11.5 em.1

C A DOISFLY

WHIRLIGIG BEETLE

1
MOSQUITO

)

.

STONE FLY

15.17.11 ern.1
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TASK C (individuals)
On the. basis of the aquatic animals you found, the tables in the Aquatic Data section below, and your
observations, predict the following characteristics of this stream.

I predict that the:
Water temperature will be
because
Air temperature will be
because
pH will be
because
Dissolved 02 count will be
because
I can'see about
ft: into the water.
The.color of the water is
Keep these predictions for future use.

AQUATIC DATA
Table I. pH Ranges That Support Aquatic Life

NEUTRAL

MOST ACID
.

2

1

tiacteria

3

_4

5

6

MOST ALKALINE
9

8

7

10

12

11

10

13

14

13.Q

Plants

(algae, rooted. etc )
Carp. suckers, catfish
some insects

6.5

6.0
6.5

Bass, crappie
Snails, clams, mussels

s

9.0

8.5
7

Largest variety of
animals (trout, mayfly,
stonefly, caddisfly)

Table II,

12.0

6.5

.

7.5

Dis Ived Oxygen Requirements for Native Fish and Other Aquatic Life

D. C in parts per million
n 'milligrams per liter

Exarriples of Life

Cold water organisms, including salmon and ;rout (below 68' F..'
Spawning, growth and well-being (r.auLisfly, stonefly, ma
6 ppm and above
Warm-water organisms (including game fis'i such as bass.
.ne, cat fish and carp)
(above 68° F.)
Growth and well-being (some caddis .fly) 5 pi rt..rtid above

Table Ill. TempOnire Ranges /Approximate) Required for Certain Organisms
Temperature (Fahrenheit)

Greater than 68° F. (20 °C) %seam" water

Mit Idle range: 55 68° F.
(12.820 °C) .

Examples of life

.

Much plant
many fish diunsrs
Most bass..crappie;bluegiii, carp, catfish, caddisfly
Some plant life. some fish disease s

Salmon, trout, stonefly, mayfly, c-addisfIy, water
beetles

Low range: Less than
55° F. (12.8 °C)

Trout, caddisfly, stanefiy. mayfly
co151

._:/
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.

.

.

TASK D (groups of 15)

.
.

.

Make Sure Everyone in Your Group Gets Involved in the Testing.
.

1. Using the water test kit, determine the water, and air temperature,dissolved oxygen count, and pH of
\
the stream or pond.
Record the data below, using predictions from Task C.
Name of Stream, Pond or Lake:
.

.

/

1

.
.

.

A

.

.

;

.

.Temperature ( °F or °C)

Location of water sample Time
(edge or middle of stream Taken
bank of pond, etc.)

.

.

Usable

.

i

.

pH

Oxygen (ppm)
(mg/ iter )

Ai

Water

. I

My
pred.

Actual

My
pred.

test

Actual

Actual

My
pred.

test

test

My
pred.

Actual
test

.

,

.

2.Water Productivity and Color
On the basis of the color yourecorded in Task C and Table I (See Data Card reverse side), what cfn you
say about this water?
.

.

3. Light Pentration (pond or lake)
ft (or meters).
My estimate of how far I could see into water (from Task C) is
.
Transparency of lake and pond waters can be roughly determined by the use of a white and black plate
(called a secchi disk), which is lowered on a line until it can no longer be seen. It is approximately 8
inches in diameter, painted white and black in alternative quadrants. Very little sunlight pentrates below
the point at which the disk disappears.
.
.

Lower the SeCchi disk into the water until it can no longer be seen. Measure depth from surface of the
ft. (or meters).
water to the disk and record,
ot, tht basis of the depth of the Secchi disk and Table II, what can you say about the water?
_
.

.

...,.

.

1,

.

7err,p.:t,F.ture Layering (prind or lake)
On the basis of the temperatures you recorded for your pond, the season of year, and the information

in Table III, describe what you.think is happening in the water now.
.

.

.

..
.

.

...

,

.
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DATA CARD

Table f. FlaletansfllPs of eater color to otoriuctivity

Table 111. To/norm', Layering in Ponds -Lakes

TN rsuantity of Ilfe t t maybe ortsent in any given body of miter at any given time is
Wien referred to a the peoductroty." A water of low productivity is a poor water,
hfokeilfullY Ideating, but is a clean water and clearable as water supply or for acme.
tional ins A productive water may be tither is nuisance to Ma(er, it may be highly fle:

In summer, the surf *co water aboorbs the sun's Nat and warmi faster 'Wan the-water below.
The warmed Owner is lighter than the cold water, so it floats on Ina cool layers. By midsummer
there are three distinct layers.

suable..-Foul odors and emed-choCbed waterways are usually beaildad a nuisance;

hOVIVW, Dumper Min 05 bass, selfish or font ish maybe the result and are highly

1

During the ou/rawsr. musing or circulation is prevented by Mae stratified layers of water which
act of a barrier.

desirable.

.

Color of Water

Probab Gaulle

Fish Food

Productivity

.

TN upper layer of water cools in autumn until it eroaches the temperature of the water in
the middle and lower layers. Aided by winds. its, 'face water sinks causing circulation from

li,to bottom.
.

In winter, the cold surface water continua to sid and the Wafer becomes stagnated. photosynthais slows, and oxygen leiaals drop.

;;fear

Absence of alga; and microorganisms

Lo

irapsh Hue

Blue green algae

Modeiate

Overturn.'

Yellow to Yellowbrown

O1atoms Imicroscoptc. onsitellad Ogee)

Moderately High

I

Reif

Microcrustaceons

High

Peat, Hunius

Low

.

In the spring. sided by winds, smother circulation and mining occurs, called 412e "Spring

\

t
-

Seasonal ch., Diagram
Summer,.

Winter

SOring and Fair

.

Dar. Brown

8,1, .10
4.1.1.,

GEOLOGICAL FACTOFiS HAVING BEARING ON COLOR

34,11/.

hrto.110110 ,leutoq

;men

Miele,

Ahuneleni Caiciurn

t

In volcanic gootoyv

VelkiwGren

, Abundant Suitor
Abundant Iron

aeil

U,ring the summer,
/el and ortu11, Ida

Dring ooing 0,111 tall

Activity is gretly

oer tut assn iM tempera.-

era most Mr t.ve.

tve n1 fire water is

ducted thiring tn. wont*.
Mans animals hiberriete

eiteireo throughout
the lake. F inosn0

Low
2

M.Nle, ate

re

in Os mud or Clef,. a
Ilse Sotto.,

other animals are more

ctiv then on ...ter,
nut itss ctire then
Table II fielatonthip 01 Water Cranny to F isn F.000 Production and Watershed Condition

Interpretations of Depth Readings

V)

Fish Food Production
Ili reasons for degree of
clarity are biological

:an len Into
hater IMI. t.h.

Ina velingl

lees., etc. II.

II

.

moss productive waters

hi

for rite 1Ortl

0 If. 2 cml

Condition of Watershed
above Water Readings
Cif reasons irsr degree of
. [Wily are yucal (sod
siltation, Cr II

'Poor condition Ow to
.oil 'unull, slides, etc

Seasonal Cnanoe Chart
POSS.bildy of
Dissolved

t..nrilMtAt

Minerals

Mint

Ma 'morn oxygen from
photosynthesis ilorautaistl
diurnal veriettisnl

a

MiSlis.AUM

lifer rnym Igeor growth

JAN

61 0 cml

Lees, productive tor

May indicate Dotter

fish loud

condition because of 0
vs. annum 'coy.. more

Mint/num oitoe, from

name sod. etc.

.1'1

MAR

Aran

Least

, OnEttoSent nests (least

ditenS1 ariatronl

Minimum Ski. growth
i.

.1 0

.J

VAV

Jo"

Jut

AUG

Ste

OCT

NO,

DEC.,

u

TASK E (in groups)

Part 1. For Stream
Instructions for collecting and recording streamtlow measureme ts:

(For metric application, substitute meters for feet and liters forge s.)
1. Measure and mark a 100foot distance along a straight section of yo r stream. It you can't find a 100'
sectic n, use 25' or 50'. Throw a stick 15 or 6 inches long; or,12,7 or .2 cm long) in the water above
the upstream marker. Record the number of seconds it takes to float
nstream between the markers.
Record below. Now divide the 100-foot distance by the total seconds it
k the stick to float between
the stakes. Do this three times and use the average time.
1st measurement S 100 ft
ft.
second.
(total seconds
(dyltancel
'Inurnber of feet stick
,

to float 100 ft.)

2nd measurement 00 ft

floated each second)

ft' per sec nd
ft per seco d.

+

3rd measurement 100 ft
Total

3

(ft. per second)
(ft. per second averag
2. Fin() the average width of'your section of the stream: Measure the width of the stream. t three places
within the 100-foot area, then divide the total by three to get the average width of the s cam.
irst measurement
ft.
Sevind measurement
ft.
Third measurement
ft.
Tots!
ft. +.3
ft. (average width)
.

I

3. Find the average depth of your seedian of the stream: Measure the depth of the stream in three places
across the stream in a straight lint, then divide the total by four to get the average depth of the stream.
First measurement
ft.
Second measurement
.

ft.
ft.

Thir,d measurement
.

,

Total

4=

It. (average depth)

,

NOTE: The:(eason you take three depth measurements then divide by four is to take into accountthe shaTh;W areas of the stream. It can be explained by the following example of a drawing of a
stream crosssection. If depthm three places in A13'), 81101 and GI51, (total 20'), find an average
by' dividing by three, 20' 3 6 2/3'. Now look at the area or average depth (D), which is 5'.
Take total of depths and divide by four: 20' i 4 5', the correct average depth.

4

Find the cubic feet of water per second: Multip y the average width, average depth, and the number
of feet the stick floated each second. (A cubic foot ii water in a container 1 foot wide. 1 foot high, and
1 foot long, or 7.48 gallons. A cubic meter of water is the amount in a container 1 meter wide, 1 meter
high, and 1 meter long, of 1,000 liters.)
:

.

i

ft. X

ft.. X
Average

Average

Number of

width

depth

feet. per second

Cubic feet of water

lowing Per second

5. The average person uses about 200 gallons (757 liters) of water:a day for home use. (This does not
reflect each oerson's share of water used ,for public services and induithal and commercial uses.). In
order to find out how many people could get their water needs fdr 1 day from this stream, complete
the following calculations,

x
Stream flow in cu. ft.

.Gallons in 1 cu. ft
of water

per second

Gallons of water
per second,

X

Gallonser seceind.

Seconds in minute.

.

X

Gallons of water..
Per minute

Gallons of water
'per minute
-,-

Number of minutes
in a day

\

Total gallons

waterpei
day

.200 Gals
"(Amount of water
one person uses
per day)

.
Total number of
people who could
get daily waters
needs from this
stream

S. Office of &Ideation.
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TASK E (in gioups)
Part 2. For Pond or Lake
Instructions for collecting, and recording volumes of water in a pond or lake.

(For metric application, substitute meters for feet and liters for gallons.)
1. Find the average diameter (distance across) of the pond. Measure the length and width of the pond. You.
may have,to take several length and width measurements and get average of them.
Pond width
Pond length
Total
Average diameter

ft
ft.
ft.

4.

2;

ft.

ft. x 3.14

(average diamete'r)
(

1

4 4=

sq. ft. surface.

(area of pond)

2. Find the averagedepth of the pond or lake. Measure the depth in three places along a line (transect)
'across the pond, as near the middle as possible. Add these depths and divide by four (see explanation
below) -to get the average depth. (If additional accuracy is desired, repeat this process along additional
transects and average results.)
First measurement
Second measurement
Third measurement

ft.

.Total

.

ft.
ft
ft.

ft. (average depth)

4=

NOTE: The reason you take three depth measurements then divide by four is to take into
account the shallow areas of Me pond. lt can be; explained by the following example of a
'drawing of a pond cross-section. If depth in three ',laces is A(5'), B(10') and C(5'), (total 20r),
find an average by dividing by three: 20' + 3 6: 2/3'.'Now look it the area or 'average depth (D)
which is 5'. Take total of depths and divide* four: 20`.4 4 .= 5'; the correct average depth.
A

.Water surface

C

B

0
3. Formula for computing number of gallons of water in pond,
cu. ft:
=
X
a.
Volume in CU. ft.
Average depth
Area of pond

cu. ft. X ?.48

b.

Numberof gals. water in pond

Volume in cu..ft.

(A cubitifoot of water is the water in a container 1 ft:lfwide, 1 foot high, and 1 foot long, 7..18 gallons.
A cubic meter of water is the amount in a container 1 meter wide, 1 meter high and 1 meter long, or
1,000 liters.)
4. Formula for computing the volume using acre feet of water. (No meter equivalent tricludti)
X
a. (Surface)
Volume cu. ft.
Area of pond in feet
Average depth in feet
43,560
(sq. ft. in an acre

b.

Volume cu. ft,
X

c.

Acre-feet

395.900
Gal./acre foot

acre feet of water.

Number of gallons in pond

5. The average person uses about 200 gallons (757 iters) of water a day for home-use. (This does not
reflecteach person's share of water used for pub is services and industrial and commercial uses.). In
order to find out how many people could get the r water needs for 1 day from this pond. complete
the following calculations.

Gallons of water
in the pond

Amount of water one person
uses per day

'U.S. Office of Education

W1-20

Total number of, people who could
get daily water needs frorh this
pond
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TASK F (small groups)
Describe what you think a!Watershed is.

Find your location on this stream (pond, lake) on the map.
Where does the water come from?
Where does

Draw line: around the boundariii of our watershed. We are in the \
watershed.

What activities in this watershed might change the characteristics of this water?

Activity

Ways the activity might change the characteristics of the water,_

WATER INVESTIGATION Task Card
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TASK G (individuals or small groups)

In addition to the factors we have collected information about today, list others that influence the way
, water is used.
0
Factor
Who Is Involved
Influence on Water

Select one or two d\the above factors and describe what you might do to become involved in determining
ha the water will be used in your home, community, county, etc.

we'
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a lesson plan for
SOME FOREST INVESTIGATIONS
Set the stage for this investigation by reviewing quickly what will take place in-the allotted time. For example, "In this
session we will develop,some skills in collecting, recording, and interpreting data about the forest, and then communicate these interpretations using different methods and processes."
.

, Note to facilitator:. Both the metric and English systems of measurement are included in'the lesson plan. If it has not
already been determined, you should discuss and decide with the group which system will be used.
°

I.

1

OBSERVING-AND INFERRING WITH CROSS SECTIONS.

Distribute cross sections of trees 4"-6" (10-15 cm.) in diameter that show a variety of growth patterns and
influences (fire, insects, etc.).
Have people spend a few minutes looking at the cross sections (5 minutes).
Questions and Discussions

1. "What ate some of the things you noticed about the cross section?" List on bqard.

2. Point to two or three items from the list that deal with growth characteristics and rings (varying widths of
growth rings, center. not in the middle, etc.).'
?" Select some observations.

"What are some possible reasons for

3. "In general, whlt could growth rings tell us about a group of trees?" (competition, climate, temperature)
4. Pass out Tasks A and B. "This is what we just did and here is the task card7or your-reference later."
Refer to the information on Task A about tree growth rings.
TA$K A100. tr,

%MAO,

ryth;M

Mt, you nu!

Alf It 11,,em

0111.1h t rtn so.

mlalt 'mum,

TASK B

/,..% Mr., Me !IL.,
,,,,,
',Own% to, Mm

!WS .101

Mere ohm,

OMem.11,m
ItAft

OM111

th. 'ttt.

... , ,

Or. , .1 060.1

.

.

t..

.
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NND INTERPRETING DATA ABOUT TREE GROWTH RATES AND COMPETITION
e cores) requires preparation by the facilitator before the session.
uld be selectetrfor study, four to five trees tagged, numbered, and bored, and their diameters
)e selected should show effects of environmental conditionsinjury, overcrowding, lack of
e tagged and numbered trees should be bored with an increment borer by the facilitator
:ores should be numbered corresponding to numbers on trees. Taping tree cores to cardboard
scotch tape or in plastic straws willhelp keep them longer if liquid resin is not available. In
the numbered cores and trees to use again. This eliminates the necessity of reboring the trees.

to find and use stumps of trees that grow under a variety of competititon influences, instead
es.

sk C are all planning steps in setting up an investigation and should be done away from the

iscussion

tree core that your group has been given and record the information in step 1 of Task C." Pass
,es, pencils, the numbered tree cores taped to cardboard, and Task C. (10 minutes)
TASK C ,groins of 4 51
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2,.Have each group tell you the information for the number of dark rings from center to bark and remarks
/ -about the ring pattern while you record on the large chart (seeTask C, step 2). "What does this tell us about
.

the trees these cares came from ?"

3. Now put the diamete-rs on the large.chart and have everyone record them on Task C,'stip 2. Ask, "Now what
does this added information tell us?"
.
.

4. "Go on To Task'C, step 3. Pick out two 3r three-treeefrom the chart that show differences in growth and
set up an investigation to find 01.:7. why there are differences."

5. Have the groups take Task C to the area where the trees are tagged and numbered. Have them spend 10-15
minutes doing the investigation aria completing Task C, step 4.

6. (Outdoors) It.'hen all groups are finished, ask for a 2-3 minute summary from each group. "What did you

fird out?"
7. "What are some of thesmajor factors that you think are affecting the growth of this forest?"
8. "What does the information tell us about the past events of this environment?"!

III.

OBSERVING EVIDENCE OF CHANGE
Pass out Task D.

Questions and Discussion

1. "What evidence of change (natural and manmade) might there be ir\this environment?"
2. "Spend the next 20 minutes looking for evidences of change and recording-them on Task D." Pass out Task D.

TASK D
Look for evidence of change (natural and manmade) in the environment.
Record and fill out other columns.

Evidence of changes in the
environment
.

What might have caused'
them?

Effect on the environment

Questions and Discussion

1. "What evidences did you find?" Have group de,,elop a total list. Record on chartin front of total group, if
possible.

2. "What could sye do With this list?" This is-a key question.

3. "Get into. groups and put.the whole list into a sequence." (Optional)
F1-3

r-

C

IV: OBSERVING AND RECORDING THINGS ABOUT A ROTTEN LOG OR STUMP
Move the group to a rotten stump or log.

1. '.'Let's'focus in on one evidence of change in this rotten log (stump)."
2. Pass out hand lenses arid-dernonstrate how to use them (many people have never used one before).

3. Go on to Task E. "Notice that on Task E it says, 'Do not tear the stump apart!' Why do you think this
-note is there? Spend 10 minutes observing the log and recording your observations on and interpretations
of Task E."

TASK E (individuals or groups)

.

,Do Not Tear The Stump Apart!
,

1. Record your observationt and ideas below.
Living things

.

Effect on stump

'Nonliving things

,Effect on stamp

..;.
.

.

\

2. In the space below, construct a diagram of one of thecycles taking place in the rotten log or stump:
(

-.04 \
..,

You define the word cycle any way you want to.

F1.4

Questions and Discussion

1. Ask for volunteers to share what their diagram or cycle looks like. If appropriate, comment how people
defined and illustrated The word cycle differently.

COMMUNICATING INTERPRETATIONS THROUGH SKETCHING AND WRITING.
Distribute sketching paper and pieces of charcoal from a campfire or fireplace.
Questions and Discussion

1. "Sketch the log or stump you just studied, using charcoal from a campfire or fireplace. Other sketching
materials will be given to you as you work." Subject of sketch depends on the environment. It can be
anything that is significant about the area: a rotten tog, stump, snag, old homestead, fence, barn, city
building; transmission tower, or freeway.
2. While people are sketching, go around and give them rotten wood, brown dandelion leaves, green dandelion
flowers, and other goodies in season.

3. If you're not in the woods, improvise.
Begin this part when abOut half the people finish their sketch.
Questions and Discussion

1., "Use your pencil or pen. Find a place on your sketch (across the bottom, or down the side) to write some
things as i give you the directions."

2. Give these directions to the group:

a. "Write two descriptive words about the stump (words that tell what it looks like)." Repeat instructions.
b. "Write three action words about the stump (words that describe processes or changes taking place, or
things happening to it)." Repeat instructions.

c. "Now write a short phrase that tells how the stump affects the rest of the environment (a phrase
describing its value or usefulness or a phrase describing any thought you have aboot MI stump)."
Repeat instructions. .

.

d. "Write one word that sums up everything about the stump (a word that suggests a comparison, an
analogy, or synonym)." Repeat instructions.

e. (Optional) "Now, if you wish, gg back and give a title to what you have written."
f. "Congratulations. You have just written a poem about the stump or whatever yowsketched."

3. Have people read their writings if they wish.

#
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:VI.

TRANSFERRING THE PROCESS TO OTHER ENVIRONMENTS
This could be done inside, depending on outside conditions. The same processes could be used to investigate
other environments.

TASK F

List some other things in this environment that could help us further interpret the forest.
What it can tell us about the forest

Things in the forest

Identify and list some of the methods and 'processes we used today in our investigation.

0

Describe how we could use these methods and processes in another environment to find out more about it
(city, schoolyard, etc.).

VII. SUMMARY
1. Discuss Task F..

2. "What did we find out about the environment in our session today?" (List on' chart, if there is time.)
3. "How are these things important to the way we manage the environment?"
4 'How can we summarize our investigations and discussions today?".

5. You may want the group to di, ,cribe in writing how they felt about this session.

VIII. SKME dBJECTIVES'
Behavioral Outcomes in Knowledge

1. As a result of these activities, each participant should be able to:
a.

List at least three observations about the cross-sections provided, and infer possible reasons for each
.
observation.

b. Describe ways to set up an investigation to find out more about the above observations and inferences.

59

c. Set up an investigation (collect and record dat) to find out reasons for growth rate differences in a
given stand of trees.

d. Describe actiyities'appropriate to other environments for interpreting the landscape.
e. IdenVfy and list at least three evidences of change in the environment, and infer the cause-and-effeet
relatiBnships of those changes,
f. Construct a diagram of a cycle in a rotten stump.

Behavioral Outcomes,in Feelings, Awareness, Values, and Action

. 2. As a result of these activities -each participant shotild bb able to:
a. Describe how he or she feels about one change in this environment.,

I

b. Communicate feelings of awareness by constructing a sketch of a given object in the environment,
using natural materials.

o Communicate feelings, awareness, and values by desCribing in writing the effect of a givin object on
environment.
IX.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED (for a class of 30 people)'
30 Cross sections of trees
6. Increment cores (preferably in plastic) from numbered-trees
30 Hand lenses (optional)
30 Pieces of sketching paper
Lab sheets
Task, cards

Natural materials for sketching
The tasks and disc ission.topics in this lesson are designed so that many can be thine individually or in combina
tiog,depending upon'the facilitators' Objectives and.time constraints.

It is suggested by the writers that continual plan revision be done by the people who use this plan.

60
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TASK A (work in small groups)
Write down some things you notice
about the cross sections.
.

,TASK B (work in small groups)
.

Select three observations about the cross sections from the group list.
List possible reasons for these observations.
Liss ways you could set up an investigation to find out more about your observations and inferences.
Observation
(What you noticed)

Investigations

Inferences
(Possible reasons for this)

(How we cculd find out)

2.

Tree Rings Information.
The current year's growth is the ring next to the cambium layer, just inside the bark: The rapid spring
growth is Aighter color than the groWth made in the summer; so one light and one dark ring makes one
year's growth. It is easier to see and count the summer wood or dark rings to determine the agc of a stump
or log of a tree when it was cut.
These rings are easily counted on the stumps of cut trees.

How old was this tree when it was
The dark rings are summer
cut?
wood and the light rings are spring
wood. One light and one dark ring makes

one nar'i growth.

FOREST INVESTIGATION Task Cird
Forest Service-USDA

FI-9
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TASK C (groups of 4-5)
1. Observe the tree core yourgroup has been given and record the information.
See drawing of tree core to help interpret the tree core you have been given.
.

l

Number of dark rings
from center to bark
(approx. age)

Tree::
i

Remarks about the ring patterns

DRAWING OF TYPICAL TREE CORE
START COUNTING HERE

CENTER

LAST YEAR'S GROWTH1

rBAAK

2.. When your group has recorded the information, one person from the group should put this information
on the blackboard or easel board. Chart shouldbe like Task C, step 2.
.

Record the following information about tree cores from the master chart. Instructor will provide the
diameter information.
NOmber of dark rings
from center to bark
(approx. age)

Tree 4.=

Diameterof
tree trunk

Remarks about the ring pattern

(cir. ÷ 3).

1

.

2

4

t
5

6

,

3. Set up an investigation to find out reasons for some of the differences, in the data.
a. Select two or three trees from the list that show differences in growth sates.
b. Which trees did you select? (indicate by number)
c. Why did you select these trees?

4. Go with your group to the site of the trees you selected for investigation.
a, Collecting and recording data: Record ybur observations.
b. Interpreting data: Record possible interpretations of the above data.
c.. Summarizing your investigation:: Write your group's summary below, including:

What you were trying to find out
What data you collected about,it
.What interpretations you made
What other data would you collect about your investigation..
o

.FI-10
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TASK D

.

.

,

.

.

Look for eviddhce of change (natural and manmade) in the environment.
Record and fill out other. columns.',

.

.

.
.....

v,

.

...

Evidence of changes in the
environment

What might have caused
them? , ,
.

Effect on the environment

.

\

N

.

,

a

.
.
,

.

.

.

.

TASK E (individuals or groups)
.

.

1

t.

Do Not Tear The Stuarrp Apart!

.
.

,.

1. Record your observations and ideas below. -,
Living'things

Effect on stump

-

.

.

.

"

.

__....

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.,

.

.
.

.

'Nonliving things

Effect on stump

.

.

P

.

s

.

D

....

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

..
5

.

.

L.-.

.

2. In the space below, construct a diagram of one of the cycles taking place in the rotten lob or stump:
.-.

.

!You define the word cycle any Way you want to.

FOREST INVESTIGATION Task Card
Forest ServiceUSDA
FI-11
.
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TASK F
List some other things in this environment that could help us further interpret the forest.
Things in the forest

What it can tell us ahem. te forest

Identify and list some of the methods and processes we used today in our investigation.

4

.Describe how we could use theie methods and processes in another environment to find out more about it
(city, schoolyard,

6
4

FI-12

a lesson plan foi
INVESTIGATING SOME ANIMALS AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT
Set the stage for this investigation by reviewing quickly what will:fake place. For example, say; "During this session we
Will collect and interpret inforMation that will help us identify some relationstoz.s that exist between animals and their
environment in this area." ,

Note to facilitator: Both the metric and English systems of measurement are includeu in the,lesson plan. If it has not
already been determined, you should discuss and decide'with the group which system will be used.

CIBSERVING AND MEASURING ANIMAL SIGHTINGS AND EVtDENCE

I.

Q stions and Discussion
3,

'1. "What animals would we expect to find living in this area? (Vertebrate, invertebrate)
2. "What are the needs of these animals?'
3. "Whats'are some names of the places where animals live?"

4. "Where would you look for animals around here?"
_...

.5. "What habitat conditions exist in this area that would be important to the 'animals?" (Vegetation, soils,
moisture relationships, temperature)
6. "What evidence might we find that animals have been fibre?" (Sightings, sounds, smells, tracks, droppings,
nests, burrows, partially eaten foOd)

7. "What are some guidelines that we need to consider so our investigation will cause the least impact on the
environment?" List on task A.
.

Pass out Task A and go over instructions. (30 minutes)

G.

N

Investigating Your Environment Series
Forest Service, United States Department of Agriculture
Revised 1978
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TASK A (individuals or small groups)
.

1.' List guidelines to use in minimizing the impact you will have or the environment while doing this
task.

2. Explore akmany places as you can from
to
, and record any animals
or evidence, or signs of animals (feathers, nests, scat, tracks, partly consumed food, etc.) and the
numbers of each.

3. Observe and list different habitats for animals in the area (grass, cultivated fields, hedges, etc,)

.4. Listanimal foods observed in the area.

Al -2
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-Questions and Discussion-

1. DiSVAS Task A. 2. Pass out Task B and go over instructions. (30-45 minutes)
Have the group use thearea used in Task A as one habitat if they want to.

II.

COMPARING HABITATS
TAS.K B (small grquPS)

,

,. ,

.

1. Select three different habitats in this area and record the data in the chart. Give each habitat a name
based upon the characteristics that you record.
_

,

.

Habitat

III

II

I

.9-

.

Characteristics-

.

.

.

.,

.

.

.

,

.

,

.._

.

Name of Habitat

_

.

Name and numbers of
animals or evidence

i

.

.
.

,

.

2. What could account for the similarjties and difference among habitats?

.

......

_

.

.

Questions and Discussion

1. "What habitats didyou explpre?"
2. Break into three groups and have each group put the data for one habitat from Task B on a large piece of
paper. Haxe each group put their display up and report on it (characteristics, animals there, or evidence).
Use three different habitats: Record responses on board.

3. "What could accourit for the differences and similarities of the habitats?"
4. "What are some other animals that might live in the different habitats?"
5. "After looking at this information and our discussions, what can we say about habitats?"

Al.3

III.

OBSERVING AND DISCUSSING ANIMAL ADAPTATIONS
.

"Animals are adapted to their environment in many ways. What characteristics of an animal would we look at
in determining why it lives in a particular habitat?"
Pass out Task C andgo civet, instruction's. Discuss Task C when group has finished. (20-30 minutes)

TASK

C

.

.

List some things about the animals in this area, that would enable them to liv::, here.

.

.

.

Think about the charlacteristics, traits, and adaptatio'ns of theanimals you have found in this area othat

,

we would expect to find living here.

Fill in the following chart.
.

i
.

.

.
.

.

.

.

Things that enable them to live her.. (char nteristics,
traits, adaptations)

Animal

.

How it helps /hem live here

.

,

..

2.
.,.

,

,

4.

-

.

5.

.

.

,.

4

T)
..

..-

.

,

.

.00

Optional Activities
ltappropriate, during these activities say something such as: "The purpose of these activities is not necessarily to
name the animals, although Many of you know them from past experience. The purpose isto o...serve the different
parts of animals up close and to make some inferences about where they live, what they eat, etc.- If you are interested
in the namesof these animals, there are specific books on animal identification.

1. Animal Adaptation (20 minutes)
This activity can be done with.-the actual animal parts (skulls, pelts, stuffed mammals, and birds) or by using
pictures of different animals cut or copied frOm encyclopedias, national wildlife magazines,Golden Nature
Guides, Peterson field guides, etc.

Put the following parts of animali into separate piles and have about three or four participants around each pile.
5-6 skulls (r....,nivores, omnivores, herbivores)
5-6 study specimens (weasel, skunk, mole, chipmunk)

5-6 Tits (bobcat, coyote, fox, other raccoon)
5-6 birds (woodpecker, grossbbak, flicker, bluejay, hummingbird)

*

a. Adaptations of one part of an animal
.

\

Tell participants to list any types of adaptation's that they can observe that will help infer: Whattypelof
habitat the animal might live in, where in the food chain it might be, and where this aninial might live in the
environment (names of animals are not important). Each group will then report their findings to the other
groups.

AI-4

6

t.)

and of each Presentation, ask any questions*that migh 'draw more inform tion out of the group. For
e, if the y,: cup didn't infer that the coyote and fox had developed the sen e of smell, sight, and hearing
of a long nose, forward eye sockets and large ears, ask the group: On
basis observable characterMkch senses dc.: you think have been highly developed in these two animals " (if groups. ask you
ns).411abut animal's names, etc., tell them to wait until we try to put some of the different groupv's
"together.)

\

.:

,
1

I

,

g oelts and skulls

ee or tour skulls andthematching peltsor_study_ specimens -in -the enter of, all-four-groups._Tell them,
I somebody please match-the-A-Ulls with the other parts of the animals?" Let the gr?7,-up solve the task

t help from the facilitator.

'

.

ley have finished this part, say: "EaCh \group had only paft of an animal, so, on the basis of observable
eristics, they could only 'make certain inferences: Now, by adding another part of the animal and by
leach group's Observationswe.know more about the animal."

-

acting a foodchain using animal parts.

try something else." Put the mole, chipmunk, weasel, and coyote skulls and bobcat skin in a pile.
!m, "Would somebody build _a food chain from these parts of .an;;
After they have done that,
le have now put more data together to furtherinterpret our information about these animals."
s let each person draw or sketch the food chain.,
cloth and Mouth. Adaptations for Food Use (20 minutes)
ping a key
-

ich group of five to eight a group of four to six skulls to classify. Among the skulls to classify it is
let:, have those from carnivores (fox; bobcat), herbivores (muskrat, chipmunk), and omnivores /
acoon):

tions:
serve the skulls that you have been given. Look at.the characteristics of their teeth andfor mouth."
ce the skulls into two piles on the basis of similarity and difference of their tooth or mouth character. Try to use observations rather than inferences."
ke a large key on flip chart paper, starting with the two piles that you've made. Writege reason for
wo piles you've made."
itinue to divide the two piles into two morepiles and write the reason.
tinue dividing the skulls until each Was been singled out."

4 Skulls

2 Skulls

2 Skulls

Those without

Those with
Those

with

SkUll

Those
Without

7 /,ose

with

Skull

Skull

Those

without

Skull

ave your skulls and key and rotate to a key'which another group has made. Try to place their
nal skulls in the appropriate places on their key."

AI-5
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b. GroupinOkUlltby tooth stn cti.ire
"Using the observations you made in developing your key, plain. the skulls in the three following categories:"
- `Mainly sheering hack teeth that, cut hke scis,ws - carnivore (meat-cutting)
-- Mainly grinding back teeth, like human 1:),K.k teeth = herbivoire (plant-eatis.g)
I

Both grinding and sheering back. teeth, or teeth modified to do both cutting
(plant- anttmeat-eatirig).

IV.

grinding - omnivore

EXPLORING RELATIONSHIPS,BETWEENANIMAL6AND ROME ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Foodthairs.
'.One relationship among animals living in a particular environment is a food chain showing what animals eat
and whoeats them."
1. ."What characteristics of an animal would we look at.to determine what it eats ?"

2. "What characteristics of an animal would we look at\to determine what other anima s ':at it?"
3. "What d...) we mean when we to

about predate; /prey relationships?"

Pass out Task D and go over instructions. (10 minutes)

'TASK 0
-Using the information from Tasks A and B. construct at least-a titrestage t:,od chain that sows
predator/prey relationships.

Questions :Ind Discunion
1. Have groups share their lood chains.

/

2. "How can numbers of animals help you determine a animal's positionim the food chain?"
3. "How.can animal adaptations hdp you determine a animal's position i in the food chain?"
Energy Cycle

1. "Food chains/illustrate the movement of energy through a portion of the environment.'
2.. "What do you think would happen-to the food chain if that was the extent of energy flow in the environment?"
3. "Think aboUt the diagram in Task E; place the appropriate organisms from your habitat in the
appropriate
..,
places and draw arrows."

Pass out ?mkt. (15 minutes)

70
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TASK E

-

,
List the animals or their evidences you have seen in the appropriate places in this diagram. Put in arrows.
What other words and ways can you think of to illustrate a similar cycle?

Plants Herbivores
(plant eaters)

Nutrients

Carnivores
(meat eaters),,
Death
, Decomposers
(bacteria, fungi)

r
What would happen if the group were eliminated?

' Questions and Discussion
1.--"What is the function ofeach 5art of the energy cycle?"
2. "What do yoU think would happen if the group you selected was removed from this ecosystem?"

3. "How does the energy cycle relate to a food chain?"
4. If noone talked about the decomposers, ask what they think would happen if that group were eliminated.
Relationship of, Animals to the Environment
your choice or use one of the animal cards and
1. Pass out Task F and animal data cards. "Select one animal
evaluate the area as to the suitability of the area for that animal." Ask people to take different animals so the
area is evaluated for a variety of animals. Have reference guides to get information about different animals.
1

2. "Many times we use only our/own value system in evaluating things for other people or purposes. It may
the role of that animal." (30
help you, therefore, to do this task for the animal you picked by as
minutes)

Al -7
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TASK F

Working with another person, evaluate this area for one animal. Fill out the animal data cy 'below before
doing the task, or use the data for one animal on the back'of this card.

Animal Data

. ANIMAL

.._...:._, .-

/

.

/

Wheie it lives'
Food needs
Predators

/7-

//

7/

.

Other (adaptability to man, life span,
reproduction r' te, etc.)

1. How would you rate the area for the animal's following needs:
a. General habitat

b. Winter and summer food supply
c. Evidence of predators for your animal

d. Other factors
2. How many of your assigned animals or their evidences did you find in the area?
Lis: some relationships you think exist aMong.the animals of the same species already living
there.

how might the animals react to others of the same species moving in?
3. Which of the habitat types will these animals use?

Where will they probably locate home, nest, den or burrow? Why?
4. What are some ways that this species of animal affects this environment?

S.' Summarize how the animal assigned to you might react to living in this environment.

Questions and Discussion

1. "What do you think are some of the relationships among animals that live in this area?"
2. On the basis of our observations and discussion so far, how can we summarize the relationship.between
animals and their environment?" .

Al.8

DISCUSSING CHANGES INIANIMAL HABITATS
Questions and Discussion

1. "Are habitats always the same?"
2. "What kinds of irifluences can cause changes?';

a

Pass out Task G. (10 minutes)
TASK G
Describe in writing three influences-that yoti-observed that have changed the habitats in this.area
and the cause aniI effect relationships that occurred.

\

Consider:
a. Evidence of change, influenee that cause it
b. What the area may have looked like before the change occurred and the, animals that
lived there then
c. What the area looks like now and what animals live there
d. How the.change affected the habitat and theenirhal species that did and do live there.
.

.

.

QUestions and Discussion

1. Have individuals read their descriptions and compare different descriptions.
2. What evidences did you find that show man's influence in this area?

VI.

COMMUNICATING FEELINGS, AWARENESS, ANDVALUES
Go on to Task H. (10-15 minutes)

TASK H (individuals or small groups)
In addition to the'factors we haSe collected infOrmation about today, list others that affect the Wildlife
and their habitat.

Factor

InquenCe on Arimal

Who Is Involved

AI -9
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Ask for responses from Task H and discuss.

Optional Activity - Designing a Model Animal
"In our investigations today we have discussed some adaptations that animals have kik living successfully in
their environment. Let's put these adaptations together and design a model animal to live in one habitat found
here."

Instructions: "Working in pairs, design a model animal that you feel would be best adapted to one habit found
here. When you have finished, give your animal a name that seems to sum up its characteristics.",.

"Coniider the following ideasin your sketch and identify the parts of the animal that you dgigned forthe
iterni listed below and any other items you consider:"
-4

T. Adaptations for food gathering
2. Adaptations for defense, protection
3. Adaptations for seasonal changes
4. Major foods required (kind and amount)
5. Amount of habitat required for needs
6. Value of animal to environment.

VII. SUMMARY
1. Discuss results of Task H.

2. "What did we find out about animals in our field study session today?"
3. "Why are animals important in the environment?"
4. "How can We summarize our discussiOn and investigations today?"

5. "What methods and processes did we use in our investigations today?"
(This may be useful for the first field session to identify processes used in the investigation.)

6. You' may want the participantt to evaluate the session by writing how they felt about it."

VIII. SOME OBJECTIVES
Behavioral Outcomes in.Terms of Knowledge
.

1. As a result of these activities, yLathsbzuld be able to:

a. Identify and describe three different habitat types
b. Identify and describe six different animal adaptations
c. Construct a diagram of a food chain or an energy cycle using th:: evidences of animal life observed
Describe possible adaptations of certain animals that enable them to live in a particular er,:ronment.
Behavioral Outcomes in Terms ,..1 Feelings, Awareness; Values and Action

1. As a result of these activities, each participant should be able to:

a. Evaluate onehabitat fa a particular species of anima;
..
_..
b. Describe three things that come down in everyday life that will make tir: energy cycle and consumer
habits more efficient and that will cause the ieast an'ic4.:nt of harm to ;lie ecosystem
c. Design and sketch an animal well adapted to a particular habitat.
I'

Al-10

IX.

EQUIPMENTNEEDED
.

Golden Nature Guides- zoology, mammals, fishes, reptiles, and amphibians
Task bards

Animal data cards
Four or five each of animal skulls, skiris, study mammals, birds, or pictures of the different parts c.:!

(for optional activities)
The tasks and discussion topic in this lesson are designed so that many can be done individually ot- :f, combin
depending on the facilitators' objectives and time constraints.
It is suggested by-the writers that continual plan revision be ciOne by the people who use this plan.

\

TASK A (individuals or small groups)
I. List guidelines to use in minimizing the impact you will have on the environment While doing this
task.-

2. Explore as many places as you can from
to
, and record any, animals
or evidence, or signs of animals (feathers, nests, scat, tracks, partly consumed food, etc.) and the
numbers of each-.

3. Observe and list different habitats for animals in the area (grass, cultivated fields, hedges, etc.)

4. List animal foods observed in the area.

ANIMAL INVESTIGATION Task Card
Forest Sen;ice-USDA
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TASK B (small groups)

1. Select three different habitats in thisarea and record the ddti in the chart. Give each habjtaa name
based upon the characteristics that you record.
Habitat .
Characteristics

III

II

I

4.

..

.

.

-*

.

,

.

.

_

.

.

.

..

.

.

Name of .Habitat
.

-

Name and numbers of
animals or evidence.
.
.

e
.

.

2. What could account for the similarities and,differerice among habitats?

-

.
_

.

.

.

TASK

.

C

List some things about the animals in this area that would enable them to live here.

.

,

Think about the characteristics, traits; and adaptatiorTs of the animals you have found in. this area or that
we would expect to find living here.
Fill in the following chart.
.

Animal .

Things that enable them to live here (characteristics,
traits, adaptations)
.

.

How it helps them live here

.

.

.
.

' 1.

.

.

c- ,

2

.

.

3.

4.

.

.

-

.

.

5.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

ANIMAL INVESTIGATION Task Card
Forest Service-USDA
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TASK D
Using the information from Tasks A and B, construct at least a five-stage food chain that shows,
predator /prey relatioriships.

TASK E
List the animals or their evidences you have seen in the appropriate places in this diagram. Put in arrows.
What other words and ways can you think of toillustrate a similar cycle?

Plants

Herbivores
(plant eaters)

Nutrients

Carnivores
(meat eaters)
Death
Decomposers

(bacteria, fungi)'

What would happen if the group were eliminated?

Al-16

TASK F.
Working with another person, evaluate this area for one animal. Fill out the animal data card below before
doing the task, or use the data for one animal on the back of this card.

AniMal Data

ANIMAL
Whtre it lives
Food needs
Predators

Other. (adaptability to man, life span,
reproduction rate, etc.)

1. How would you rate the area for the animal's following needs:
a. General habitat

.1

b. Winter and summer food supply

c. Evidence of predators.for your animal
cl. Other factors
2. How many of your assigned animals or their eviderces did you find in the area?
.List some relationships you think exist among the animals of the same species already living
there.
How might theanimals react to others-of the same species moving in?

3. Which of the habitat types will these animals use?

Where will they probably locate home, nest, den or burrow? Why?
4. What are some ways that this species of animal affects thiserivironment?

5. Summarize how the animal assigned to you might react to living-in this environment.

ANIMAL INVESTIGATION Task Card
Forest Service-USDA

so
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HABITAT: Prairies, desert, open s4oicl.
lands, brushy and bouldarotrewn
aren. Usually not more than 0 Miles,
(9,6 km) from water.

Evidence:

Evidence:

COTTONTAIL RABBIT

*COYOTE

HABITAT: Brushy thickets with'

fouler toes

openings. Woodland erne with open
sunlit patches, cover to hide In, and q
with winter food supply imOortcnt.

larger) '

Weed Order and brushy fence rows

dwa

good habitat erns

DOG
Went 10.11

3.4 in
.176.10 2 Cr"

.

Droppingi small 1/8".114" (.3,6 cm)
diarnirtir,ton to brown, round, glossy.
Burrows hidden In brushy places.
Small 4 "-6" (10.2.12.7 cm) diameter.

Narrow well-worn trains and resting forme
under brush dumps.

FOOD NEEDS: Small rodents, raboits:
slice, almost any week'br old
animal, the young of moil, animals.
vegetatinn, carrion,, ekrio,t,
anything,

Prow '

FOOD NEEDS: bummer) Many green
%scooted plants, weed node, grass.

(winter) Small twigs and bark. Birch,
willow and sumac used.

a

POPULATIONS: One per eq. mild
where found. Hunting routa
1
about 10 miles 16.9 km)

Dog4Ika drcCPIngt. wide hair, often

light colored.
PREDATORS; Cra young: bobcats -\
eagles, dogs. On adults: men

Partially consumed remains of animals,
log bones broken.

POPULATION: One rabbit ;Niel spas
12 hectares) I, considend a good
population. Two rabbits per aces Is
considered high.

LIFE SPAN: 2.10 gem
OFFSPRING: One litter of 5.10 pups/

Dons under treed. rocky nos, lops: with
M) In diameter.
openings

year.

QUITE TERRITORIAL
COMPATIBLE WITH MAN

PREDATORS;

On adult and young; Most foU
Small twigs *anon and bark showing
teeth marks neer to ground level:

looted, winged, and teptillan
PreglatOrS, plus want.
Evidence:

Eve:Tones:

11ABITAT: Wooded areas along streams
and lakes, corn fields.

RACCOON

DEER MOUSE

4 4r.

411114W

FOOD NEEDS: Princpally fruits, nuts,

4iNtw

it-741e

grains, insects, crayfish, bird eggs,

almost anything.

',tat; nem
..

38

3 tn

19cm,

ticln

Droppinortmell 1/10"/3" long,
oblong, shaped like rice grains.

Burrows 3/4".1" 11.94.5 cm) diameter
in the ground under fallen logs. Notts
may to found In old buildings, in -

Rump, or awn in nanding died noes.
Usually Was and down constructlorL

Empty nod hulli from Wm, spruce
_

and fir units, acorns,

POPULATION: One animal per 15 acres
Is considered high. Depends on food
supply,

HABITAT: Nearly every dryeand
habitat is occupied somewhere bY
this species. Forests. grasslands,
damns, or combinations of the
above;

1

211

PREDATORS: Man, dog, coyote.
Der In

o

burr

FOOD NEEDS: Seeds, nuts, acorns,

\

indicts. Storm food for winter.

LIFE SPAN: 10.14 yearn
OFFSPRING: One litter/vear. Average ot

Scat close, often found on logs, and often
con An shells of crayfish, froth water
cl s, nods, etc.

POPULATIONS: 5.10 mice per acre
11/2 hectare) is considered normal.

four/litter.

10.15 Mice per acre is considered
high.

PREDATORS: Owls, hawk coyotes,

Bomes,f ound in owl pollen and
droopineo of Aredetors.

TERRITORIALITY.: Not a strongly
territorial animal.

ollow trees, caves, logs, groUnd
Opening 1' 1.3.m)

1

DOES NOT TRULY HIBERNATE
COMPATIBLE WITH MAN
. OTHER: Meat edible, animal primarily
nocturnal, valuable turbans,

bobcats, house cats, los,'Munks,
weasel, snakes, almost 11 meet onus.
Evidence:

WOODPECitiR
Evidence
.

MULE DEER
Ft IV

NNW
1.4ey not

allot*

3'
ITBCmi

HABITAT:. Conifer forests, desert shrub.
chaparral, grassland with shrub, hardwood Icent 0 brown plants present
FOOD NEEDS: Shrubs and twigs inost of
the year. gran, in spring. Favored foods
include near growth of bit terbrush,
mountain mahogany, chokecherry. w ill
also eat sagebrush, juniper, pine and
fir boughs

The sound of unpin.; or ciruntringrzt

Seer. Roundish polies, about 1/4"
W.1 cm) diameter, from block to
ten In color, usually a dozien or more
In one place.

FOOD NEEDS: Eats woodborIng

Notts in 1.5".3" 13.8.7.6 cm) diameter..

POPULATION: About one pair of

holes In trees, posts, etc.

t
Sightings of !sleek and white birds
Mow a '- dipping" flight pattern.

POPULATION: Variable dining. May be
10.50 par to. mile on winter range. 24
dn. per square mile 10.6 -KUM kin)

I -air an fences, hollow logs. etc., grey
brown.
Hoof serape Pocks

1 fallen logs.

insects, grubs, wood ants, insects.

woodpeckers ror p-rry 40 acres
116.2 hectares)
forest land is
average.

PREDATORS: (Almost no animals
bother woodpecker:.) Opossums.
snakes, end some kinds of birds
may eat their eggs.

PREDATORS: Man, dog, cougar, coyote.

wolf.

trees may use telephone poles, old
buildings, etc.

Drill holes in deed trees, logs, fence
posts, and talaphons Poles.

oi,SUrflaler.
e

HABITAT: Foetus with some dead

1.0 .1Iy,

TERRITORIALITY Often defend
eeeev gy,Net

their territory against other wood.
Peckers,

TERRITORIALITY: Gregarienn in
winter Icon live tbgetherl.

OFFSPRING: Woodpeckers lays
16 eggs each year.

.L1FE SPAN: 2.10 years.
OFFSPRING: One or two fremns Per
year.

COMPATIBLE WITH MAN

COMPATIBLE WITH MAN..

tot

SI
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a.

:TASK G

Describe in writing ree Influences that you observed that have changed the habitats in this area
and the cause and effect relationships that occurred.
4

Consider:
a. Evidence of changer influence that cause i?
b. What the area may have lOoked like before the change occurred and the animals that
iived there then

c. Whatthe area looks like now and what animals live there
d. How the 'change affected the habitat and the animal species that diq and do live there.

TASK H (individuals or slim!! groups)

InradditiOn to the factors we have collected information about today, list others that affect the wild]
and their habitat.
.
cfr

Factor

Who Is Involved

r

'

AI-19.

Influence:on Animal

ANIMAL INVESTIGATION rask Caret-----Forest Service-USDA
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: ' ... \ :
,' ' '
... ,:, (.': :; !..;:..... ,:: ..:'`.;`,.!.:,-..r.::.,: ,..:,z :.i ; :, .,
Set the stagefoi thiifnirestigetion'*reViewing quickly what will "itake plaCk,for exempla; liurinfi,.t4,is activity, we
in a hypothetical
community, analyze what we have done,
will participate
in Sinitsieticingerne.Ccirieerninileicd;Ute
,
,
.
I.
-\,
,'

.

.

:

.

.

I

I

.

:.

Y

.

issues or
to develop your own SiniutatiOn'gameabOUt
isiUme the roles
Concerpcs.77he`tich queSCOmbine elements of simulations, games, and role-playing. Participants assume
of decisiiiiiinekettin a sirpilleted,envirOninent and compete for Certain ObjeOtivi*.accOrilingtO.Specified procedures

id discuss aiiiiiide:Strid:Wiiti for

...

fecilitetor 'Both the metrit and Engiish systems of measurement are inG1udec in the lesson plan. If it has not
,:eeady been determined, you should discuss and decide with the group which system iviII be used
I

.:
-

NAMING, RECORDING, AND CLASSIFYING POSSIBLE USE OF LAND
1. Distribute Task A. Read the problem to the grOup and then have them read the given information on Task A
and list possible uses of the land to meet the cty's'needs.
,

2 "The problem is to identify some possible uses for the 1 square mile (640 acres, or 259 hectares) of county
farrnland, 4 mileV(6.4 k) 'northeast of the city'
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Investigating Your Environment Seriq
Forest Saniice(United States Department of Agriculture
0.
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/
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Questions and Discussion

en most people havestartedrto wine down uses on Task A go ahead with question 1.
1, "What are some possiI.ileUteslor the Undeveloped land?" As people ilspond, write all comments just as
they.aillaid,;:britteaciof fiaraPhiesingitthe aretooirrdy, ask: ''How shall I write that on the chart?"
LittalisUggestiOns,'inecifkorgerier4.NUMber the items: as you go along, to simplify idenlifitation later.
,When you few
;you have enough material, go Orito:q'tiaition Z.

2 'ti/Vhiehoftheie Postibil uses are

Designate similar uses by letters, sYmbols, or Colors. When most
are designated, or the giotip seems to run out ofthoughts; stop. Changes items among categories if the prticipanti'change their Minds:, Do not get bogged down in.the details'of groUPing. For example, if some people
think one use should beiii another CategorY, then put that use in both categories and go on to the next
step.

3. "What label could we give to all the items in the same category?" (Recreation, indultrial, utilities, housing,
commercial.)
-*

r

.11.

DEVELOPING'ANDGIVING PRESENTATIONS
1. Divide tiv group into the'number of lancluse categories identified, with not more than eight persons per,
*ton. Assign one' of the categories to each group for them to represent One way to set up groups,islo
have the; total group count off by the number of categOries identified.
2. Pass out Tail( B. Inform the participants, "You have 10 minutes to list and analyze the' acjvantages and disadvantages of poisible uses for the vacantland in the assigned category. You may consider those listed on
the board plus, any other possible uses you can think of inyoUr category." it is irporrtant to stress that this
task it to just analfie the uses of the land. .

_: TASK B (in groups)
Group

.

.
Assigned Category of Land Use

,

Your only task is to analyze and list possible consequences oiC/lifferent land_ ses within your assigned
land use category: Do not de-cide which is the best use.
.

f

1

Use

I

Advantages to

peo
/1ple
and//7

\

1

Disadvantages to land/people .

.

.

.

/
/
//

.

.

.--

,

/

LS.2
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\

(After ibouf minutes) Tell the grOuPs, "Your pe
next task IS to deVelop a land use plan for the area in ybur
assigned land use`categoiy'' (About20 miniites).ftereich group has started their plannirig (5-16 minutes),
go IOStep4.'0:allifie:direCticiniare given it 4irii;.miny groUpiatart drawing a ;nip before considering difnt land.
received
theturrent workload, from reading environmental impact
statements; the members Of the,BoarcLOf (Aity ConimissiOneii have all resigned. EaCh group has one
minute to elect one Member torepresent th= em on theB'oard.e!

One of thrifacilitatiors takes the new Board membersio another 6Orn an

i

.;

.

PaSsei out Task tend reviews it with them
Tells theM,they have 15'thinutes Until,die group Meeting starts'.:
Has them concentrate on 0\01,o3tioneriteria first
Tells the Board -tO alecta Chairperson io:piiiside'duiing the group presentation \
instrucis the chairperion .to read. over tip announcements at the bottom of Task C to the whole group.
GroUp:deCides Which staff person will be the 'timekeeper.
.

TASK C (County. Soard members only)
,

.

-

"One square mile of unused country farmland, four mileenortheest of the city, i now available for the city's use."
.

.

.

.

.

1. Using this information, your task is to: .
a. Develop criteria to evaluate the proisosals.
b. Devil lo0 a system to record your evaluation of each proposal.

.

,

.

,

-,.

.

.

Background information Sheet For Centerpiece

Ori'

=
."
Er UMW

,

KW MANN

The Pipe River. is unpolluted and is the source
of irrigatioh water as well as the municipal
water supply.
The rivet is too small for freight transportation.
' but logs could be floated on it.
The gravel bed c ; the river is appropriate raw
material for s.7increte manufacture. i
The present sewage treatment plant end garbage disposal area are at maximum. capacity.
The citizens of Centerpiece are concerned about
the maintenance of a scenic regional
environment.
The County Board of Commissioners is the

.

..,/,....

...-....

.

.....--,
rests

.

The population is 250,000 and rapidly in'creasing,

.

The city's boundaries are being extended,
.
-but the suburban fringe is expanding
even more rapidly,
.
The rapid' population growth is accbmpanied

by demands fooretousing, more lobs,
'additional city services, and recreational

/'

-------

//

Group Making Presentation
: (use category)

(011141 IMP=
...

Ot'..i

.

6E1.
The power for industrial uses. adequate public
transportation, and a skilled labor force
are available.
The city is loCated nett( forests, to the north.
The land to the eais4s devoted mainly to
'farming.
i,,...,..

ii:
-

.

SCAII NNW

.groups ..kveloping are being formed to
influence zoning decisions,

.

'1

.

N
4

authority foriand zoning, and many citizens

.

T

1

ty

-

.,

I

.

','

Criteria to Evaluate Proposal
(Rating)
2

3

4

5

6
-

.

Elect a chairperson to preside during the presentations to the group and to run the meeting in' n orderly manner. (5 minutes Announcements to be made
by chairperson:
Because of time constraints, there will be no rebuttal after presentations.
The Board may ask two or thre.larifying,questions of each group alter all the presentations,
- You have 3 minutes to .,re youi.presentation. You will be given a warning when you have 1 minute left.
.

LS-3
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$
:

.

'

elop.e3-minute presentation to be made to the
prase tatiOnMiiitinclUde a visual display,
7. land use map, as a Pert of : Y911r.',P!!te,r1;aPPr! 00 more an one person in each
must participate in
making the presentation." Pass out markers andlarge pertoeachgroup
'When

groups araready, haves:he:Board:enter the room
:,
in
ahhOuneemettte ttohl,Ta!k0 al10.;r0c.:;9,01071,*,order:

,

.

7

.

r.

:

d sit
chairperson makes the
ictiep, the proCeSsramirig. The timekeeper is to

,

":.stOR`eil:PresentetiOnt:it 37M iniitaS: and give 1-minute warn

6. When the presentations are finished, the Board retires, fOr6 tol 0 minutes to telset the best prOposai.-,

7- "While the Board is meeting, each gro up is to develop a. Hato criteria
that-they think should be used in
1
evaltiatingthe plans submitted." Pass out Task C to use in dev loping the criteria.

.."

8. The County Boar d reenters the room, reads their criteria aloud 'linnoUnces their decision, WA reads criteria
used in making the decision: Board adjourns.
Person in charge must move rapidly to the Mixt quest on to avoid shout!ag matches beydeen losing groups.
Have Board-members rettirn to the roUpswho'seleced them. Themain Purpose is to evaluate the prcicess,
mit to get bogged down in the content' of the issue.
Questions arid Discussion
.

.

1. "What additiunal.data would you have liked to have for planning yuir group's proposal?
.

List example resPonses-on board:- Topography, vegetation, economy of prim, railroad, shopping center,
adjacent 10,0, climate, soil survey, historical information, flood plain, wildlife, intereLt of board of control,
money available, educational needs, regulations by State, existing zoning; Political climate, rtmulation information (age needs, race, jobs). 7
'-'

2. "Where woUld you gd to collect infordiation on these topics?"

-

8

3. Point out to the group that this is one of the most imikortant parts of the /activity because it emphasizes ,
that we need a variety of information and data before we canintedigently make a land management-or
environmental decision to best meet the 'reeds of peOple and their environment. This Hit has many of the
element that need to be considered in studying a l9dal environmental issue or concern. It also includes
elements of all the curriculum subject areas (soci studies, science, language; arts, etc.). We have to'use,
therefore; the total community as a classroom/or learning environment to collect the information.
.

.

,

4. Discuss any 'case histories of teachers or groups usingthis appmach.

ANALYZING CHARACTER ISTICS'OF SIMULATION'S
"One group of people working with simulation games has identified at least three basic characteristics of
most simulation'games: (Have on chart)

1. "There is a clearly defined problem.

2. "There are factors 44t influence the decision.
3. "There are individuals
IV.

groups'interested in the decision."

DEVELOPING YOUR' OWN SIMULATION GAME
1. "The most exciting simulation games are ones people develop thernselves,bn the beSis'af local environmental
issues in their community,State or region.",
.
N
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2. "Can you think of some current environmental issues in your own community around Which yoU could
develop a game?" Call, for
responses.
.
for a simulation gai*.fI2
3. "For the next 30 minutes, work with one or two other people to develop the fo
based on a lOCal iartd use iasue Or toPiC of your choice. At the end of the time, 'w would like to hear from
several 'Of yoU about what you havedevelciped." Have cOpies of current ne+ivsp er articles available if
participants want to use diem. Pais 'but Task D.

TASK D (groups of 2 or 3)""

DEVELOPINGA IMUtATION GAME
Using a cowspaper article about a loczl environmental land use problem, develop the format of-a
simulation game, considering the fo(liaWing items:

Identifization of the problem or issue to be decided upon

Identification of some factors !laving

.

Identification of individual Of group roles (those ovople or groups itf:1
interested in, the problem). I

he affected( by, or

Other things you may want to consider in developing simulation games:
,

-

Establishment of conditions for the players (noting procedures, available resources, money, etc.)
Devfriiipment of specific goals or objectives for players

Inclusion of limits, or rules for what is permissable behavirA (time fac,-:s, trading, point system,
money aildeations, etc.). -6,

LS -5

'SUMMARY
1. Disc\is.s Task D.
.

2. i"HoW can you use the techniques in this session in your job situation? In the classroom?"

3.

'll-fcnfv\could a game like thisdevelolideCisionrnaking skills-in environmental management?"

. "1-km can we take this prOcesi and Use it to involve the public in-social and political decisiOmaking action
Projects in the community ?"
5. 'Now can we summarize the use of simulation dames ilvenvironntental interactions?"
6. "Simulation games can help People to understand problems-ine environment and develop awareness and
'wncern about these' problems and the skills -needed-for;itizen action and involvement in erwirornmntal
' management."
7, You may vivant ine participants to evaluate the session by writing how they 'felt about it.
SOME OBJECTIVES
Behavioral Outcortitis in Knowledge

1. A( a result of this sessktn, each participant should be able
Identify and describe three component parts of simulation games
b.I Construct his or her own simulation game based on a current environmental issue

c, Name and describe at least 10 important typetof data needed before making a land management decision

d. Identify cause and effect relationships that exist in environmental management
e. Describe alternative solutions to solving 'a specific problem.
Behavlpral Outcomes in Feelings,'Awareness, Values, and Action

result of this session, each participant should be able to:

a. Describe hoWithe information in Part lit could affect.their 11;a, community, and the management of the
oyivironrient
--"!
b. Outh.,..i a plan of action to develop their own land use simulation model.

VII. EQUIPMENT NEEDED

-

Blackboard and chalk or easel and markers
Newsprint or butcher paper (enough, for each group to make visual display)
Markers (four colors for each group to make visual display)
Masking tape
Task Cards
Commercial games on display (optional)

The Centerpiece city prOblem has been adapted with permission from the May 1970 Journal of Geography frOm
the article, "A Land Use Alternatives Model for UpperLEJementary Environment Education," by Dennis Asmussen
and Richard Cole, University ofNashington.
The tasks and discuision topics in this lesson are designed so that many can be done individually or in combination,
depending upon the facilitators' objectives and time constraints.
It is suggested by the writers that continual plan revision 'be done by the people who use this plan.
LS-6
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TASK A tiddividuals;4
"One square mile (640 .acres or 250 hectares) of unused countYlarrnland, 4 miles (6A k) northeast of thecity, is now available for Ow ci.,y`s use."
.

.

Read the background informaiLM for Centerplace Citi, and then list some possible uses. of the vacant
farmland.

.

Background informatien Sheet For Centerpiece
City
1

The population is 250,000 and rapidly
increasing.

The city's bougd4riqsari. being extended,
the suhurhen fringe is expanding
even More rapidly.
The rapid, population growth is accompanied
by demards for more housing, more jobs,
additional city services, and recreational
=

areas.

The power for industrial uses, adequate pub-

lic transfiitation, and a skilled labor
force are available.
is lucated near forests, to the north.
.

'fie it

The land to the cast is devoted mainly to
farming.
The Pipe River is unpolluted and. isthe source'
cf irrigation water as well as the municipal
'water supply,
The titter is too small for freight transportalion, but logs could be-floated on it.:
The gravel bed of the river is'appropriate raw
niAterial for concrete manufacture.
The present sewage treatment plant and gar.
bage disposal area are at maximum capat'!ity.
The citizens of Centerpiece are concerned &mat__
the, maintenance of a scenic regional,erivironment.
The County Bdard of Cormissioners is the
authoity for land toning, and many citizens'
groups are being formed to influence zoning
decisions.

List possible uses of the land.

LAND USE SIMULATION Task Card
Forest Service-USDA

LS -7
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TASK B (in groups)
Group

Assigned Category of Land Use

Your only task is to analyze and list possible consequences of different land uses
land use category. D6 not &icicle which iithe best use

Use

Advantages to land/people

Disadvantages to land/people

90

I
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thin your Assigned

TASK C leounty Board members only)
"One square mill of unused country farmland, four miles northeast of the city, is now available for the city's use."

I. Using this information, your task is to:
b.- Othie lop a system to record YOur evaltietiokof each proposal.

'.

..,2*
..1:14,

..,nn,

..

4--

...

1, .=.:1 ;

.

.....N.

111115 cruses DS

t:

Background tnforma`JoilSheet Fqr,'Csinterplace

The Pipe River is unpolluted and is the source
of irrigation Water as well ;e the municipal

The population (51250,000 and rapidly in-

'water supply:
:
f
..
.
The river is too small for freight transportation,
but logs could be floated on it

The city's boUndarieS are being/extended,
but the suburbanlinnge is expanding
,
even more rapidly..'..
The rapid population...growth:is accompanied
by deMands for more housingprnore jobs,
additional city services, ancirecreational '.,

The gravel bed of the river. is appropriate raw
u.:
matecial for concrete manufacture.
.
The present sewage treatmentplant aria gar- .
bags dispoial irei.are at'Maximum capacity.
The citizens of Centerpiece are concerned about
the d;:sinierianee
of weenie regional
......

. \ --

------..
Failkl

.

UNIMI MINCE

.

.

areas..

.../-N-

F.. RIA111011

'

environment. '

.

The power for industrial uses, adequate public
transpOrtation, and a skilled labor force
are available:
r'
The city is located near forests, to the north.
The land to the east is devoted
mainly to
_
'...----farming.
..---

..

.

''''.

,

N

The County Board of Commission'ers is the
authority for land zoning, and many,citizens'
groups developing are. being formed to
influence zoning decisions.

;el
$

pm's!,

.

.

Group Matting Presentation
(use category)

..

Criteria to Evaluate Proposal
(Rating)

-

5.

.

6

.

1

.

I
.

.

.

Elect &chairperson. to preside during the presentations to the group and to run the meeting in an orderly manner. (5 minutes Announcements to be made
.
by chairperson:

.- ,Because of time constraints, there will be no rebuttal after presentations.
.- The Board'may ask two or three clarifying questions of each group after all the presentations.
- You have 3 minutes to give your presentation. You will be given a warning when you have (.minute left.
.

r

.

LAND USE SIMULATION Task Carc
Forest Service-USDA
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TASK 1-.? (grouPs of 2.or 3)

DEVELOPING A SIMULATION GAME:. ,
Using a newspaper article about a local environmental land/use problem, develop the format of a
simulation game, considering the
items:
-

Identification of the problem or issue to be

upon

Identification of some factors having an influence on the decision

Identification of individual or group roles (those people or groups that will be affected by, or
interested in, the problem)...

.0ther things you may want to consider in developing simulation games:
Establishment bi conditions for the players (noting procedures, available resources, Toney, etc.)
_ Development of specific goals or objectives for players

Inclusion of limits; or rules for what is permissable behaliior (time factors, trading, point system,
money allocations, etc.).

LS-10
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a lesson plan for
INVESTIGATING:THE HUMAN COMMUNITY
Set the stagefor this session by reviewing what 'II take plebe. For example: "During this session we will identify
'parts of a human community. Look at the pa ern of.land use, construct a procedure and plan to investigate one
-part of the community, collect some data, analyze different solutions, and then develop an action plan to implement
one of your solutions or recommendations."
.

.:Overview of the Process

a

..t

,

.

':-Tiie.procedure.Outlined in this process fall's into the following 10 basic steps or phases and could be used as a check.. list fOrpreparing almost any investigation.
.

I.

.

BECOMING FAMILIAR WITH THE COMMUNITY'
Identification of land use areas and patterns

IL

IDENTIFYING AND FOCUSING ON LAND USE PATTERNS AND INTERRELATIONSHIPS
Overall view of the community
.Cons ruction of a three-stage data collecting chart

log ,TIFYING AND ANALYZING THE TOPIC FOR YOUR INVESTIGATION
Investigation with data that are opservable, collectible, and recordable
Use of three-stage, data-collecting chart to analyze investigation
Construction of a data-collecting and recording-deviceto use in investigation
Development of a. procedure to test out the investigation process

IV.

CONDUCTING-T.HE INVESTIGATION
Testing of the invest_ igation process

Modification of the procedures, data collecting tools, etc.
V.

PREPARING AND REPORTING ON THE INVESTIGATION
Description of the prociss, ,procedures, and modifications made in the investigation process (this step is not
giving solutions to the sUbject or content investigated)

VI.

ANALYZING FACTORS AND ALTERNATIVES TO THEIR PRESENT CONDITIONS
Listing of factors that contribute to problems
Brainstorthing of changes (elimination, modification,)ubstitution) affecting the problem
s.

VII. DEVELOPING AN ACTION PLAN TO BRING ABOUT AN IMPROVEMENT OR SOLUTION TO AN ISSUE
OR CONCERN JUST INVESTIGATED
Determining if solution is feasible .
Development of plan of action for implementing solution or recommendations

VIII: COMMUNICATING FEELINGS. AWARENESS, AND VALUES
IX.

IDENTIFYING A COMMUNITY BY USE OF THEMES

X.

SUMMARIZING THE INVESTIGATION
Investigating Your Environment Series
Forest Service, United States Department of Agriculture
Revised 1978
HC7'1

BECOMING FAMILIAR WITH THE COMMUNITY
Questions andDiscussion.

1. "What are some major land use categories found in rriost communities?" List on board responses; e.g.,
commercial, residential, recreation, industrial, ttc.
2, Pass out map of local community-being studied. Have each group locate the major land use categories on
the map with marking pens.

IDENTIFYING AND FOCUSING ON LAND USE PATTERNS AND INTERRELATIONSHIPS
-1. "Afte;toking at your map and locating the land uses on it, what can you say about the pattern of land use
in your community?" List on board.
2. "Se wantto find out more about the different land use categories.in this area."
3. "One tool that can help us is to construct a threestage; data-collecting chart."
4. "As an example, let's do one together." Pick a subject other than a land use category listed on the board to
illustrate the use of the chart.

a. "Let's pick Transportation as the topic to be investigated." Write transportation at the top of chart.
b. "The first column is labeled What we want to find out about the topic." Write this at far left on chart
and ask for group responses.

c. "The second column is labeled How to coiiect information about the item listed in column 1." Write this
heading next to column 1 and ask for group responses. Ask for ways to collect information on the first
four to five items in column 1, one at a time, then ask, "Are there any additional ways you can think of
to collect the information in column 1?"
d. "The third column is labeled HoW to record the information we are going to collect:"... Write this heading
next to column 2 and ask for group responses. Just ask or general ways to record the information for
aoy items.

Here is what a chart might look like after doing it with the total group.
Three-Stage, Data-Collecting Chart

Subject: Transportation
Column 1

Whatwe want to find out
Location of major artilrials
Kinds of transportation
What is needed
How much is available

Accessibility of terminals
Land topography
Is it working

Column 2
How to collect

Column 3
How to record

Observation
Interview people _
Existiiig studies
Count number of cases
at certain place
Count types of vehicles

Graphs
Statistics
Pictures

Film
'Tape recorders
Questionnaire
Map
Tables

What is bas;:; used now

Growth pattern
Traffic flov: ,...attern
Peak traffic needs.

Attitude of people

94
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Questions and Discussion

1. "What might be the benefits of analyzing a land use or topic this way before going out to do an investigation
about it?" (Sample response might include, it's easier to see all the parts of the topic; analyzing it breaks it
down into manageable parts to'siudy; you realize that problems aren't as simple as they seem.)
Here are two additional options to consider instead of investigating land use categories in step 2, depending
on the objectives of your plan.
.

Option 1:

)

.

Opiion 2:

If your objective is to investigate envronmental factors, then use this question after step 2:
"What are some factors that might affect the quality of the environment of the area on this
map and in whit ways will they affect the environment?" (List on chart.)`
.

If Y-our objectitie is to investigate a potential or existing problem, then ask this question after
step 2: "What are some problemstha might ba created by the pattern of the land use in your
community?"
.

7

III.

'IDENTIFYING AND ANALYZING THE TOPIC FOR YOUR INVESTIGATION
The following are criteria to be used by the facilitator i

identifying an area to investigate:

Within walking distance in the time segment allotted (3 hours of field investigation)
A variety of land use categories
Examples of changing land use
Interesting to study.

.

.

1. Describe the area that the group is doing to investigate and have each pal-sand raw that area on his or her
map.

2. Split class into appropriate number of study teams, (gr ups of 4-5) and have them pick a land use category.
(Make sure all land uses have been taken.)
3. Have study teams identify the land use category they ar goiiig to investigate in the designated area and fill
out column 1 of the three-stage- chart in Task A. (15-20 mutes)

TASK A. (small groups)

THREE-STAGE DATA COLLECTING AND ANALYZING HART
Working in your group, fill out the land use category and column 1 of the chart below.

Land Use Catgory

Column 1

What we want to find out
about our and use category

Column 2
I
How to collect the
information

in-the area

HC-3

Column 3
How to record the
information

4. "Identify one or t!.yo items from column 1 of yo,ur chart that you want to find ouemore about from actual
observations in the area to be investigated, and cOnstrtict a data - collecting and recording device to use in
collecting end recording your observations.'The 'items you select must deal with data that are observepla,
collectible, and recordable in your area during the actual field investigation and within the time constraints.

Fillingput columns 2 and3 may help in your planning." (30-45 min.)
5. Have sample data-collecting arid recording charts to hang up as sample displays.

Use of Parks by Age Groups
Age Group

Swim

Walk

Bike

No. of People in Cars at,Inesection
(4.00-4:15 p.m.)

Other.

0-6 yrs.

Location of Public .Services

k-%

Not of Cars

X

6.13

50

13-'21

21-30

"lb

40

-

30-4Q .

30

404-,

20

yi

to

Legend:

0

X
1

2

3

4

5

.

No. of Occupants

fire hydrant
teiephonefpole
restrooms

g .fire station
1

6. When'the groups have almost finished making the daxacollecting chars, tell them to duvelop a plan of
action to investigate their 'part of the erNironment.using the data-collecting and recording devices in the
allotted field time. (Considerviding responsibilities for collecting and recording igformation, who goes
where, other tooleneeded, etc.) Data must be obiervable, collectible, and ireatrdable.,

7, After 10 minutes into the planning, put up and read the following sign:

(4.4

Planning for an ilnVestigation

Usually, She problems that people have are deciding what to do and narrowing down the
scope of the topic to something specific enough to.actually investigate. Has your group
experienced 'this?

8. Before going out td do the investigatiorr, have each group make a short presentation to describe the procedures ',
and to display the recording devices toi.be used in the investigation. If you have a large class, have groups pair
up and critique each other's plans instead of each small group' presenting it to the total group.

9. just before dismissing the groups to do the field investigation, put up the following sign:
This Session is all About Learning How to Prepare-for an investigation

Today the procedures. are more importarrftian the content. The idea is lb try out yodr
data-collecting and recording methods.,
It may be necessary to modify Vour investigation procedures as You become involved in
your task.
HC-4

IV.

CONDUCTINGTHE INVESTIGATION
hours to doyour fiel8 work'. Be back-here at (time). You will then 1-pve 1
Tell group: "You now have
hour tap repare a:5-10 MinUte report about yojr.investigation. Instructions for the repOrt will be posted when .
'
you return."

/

,

PREPARING AND REPORTING ON THE INVESTIGATION
Have following ipstrUctions posted as grodps come back so they have some guidelines for their presentation.

Instructions for the Presentation
1. Describe your task.

-

/

-

/2. ,Report on what you did, how you did it and what it meant.
'3. Describe how you modified your procedure, methods, recording devicet,
etc..
/
.

4. Use more than one person-as spokesman.
:
5: Use vitual displays. .

-

/

1

6. Limit report to 5.10 minutes.

_

7 This is a airport about the investigation process and not
, the.content or solution
relates to the process.

problems, unless it
_,...-

.,

B.:Do pot re ort on all the minute devils.'

.

'----...,,,,,..

Each group should give its presentation. Stick to tirne limits and to the-process of the investigation.

"--,...,,,

1; "What Problerns did you encounter in yoUr investigation?"

/

:

.

/1

2. "What is the next thing to do with all this information,'"

VI.

ANALYZING FACTORS AND ALTERNATIVESTO.THEIR PRESENT CONDITIONS
Questions and Disdussion

:1. 'What are the bask fUnctions of your study area?

,

2 "What ark some of the needs of the area?"

.

3. "What impact does your survey area have on the'rnanadernent of your community?"
4. .'What exarpples are there in your area`that
./.1`

Illustrate the past
Typify the present
indicate the future."

5. ''What interrelationships can we identify in the area investigated, on the basis of your field' bservations
(resideritial to buiiness, past use to present itie\ business district to transportatioh routes, etc.) ?"
---

. "How do 'Mete thingi above affect the funczion f thecommunity?"
27: "Select oni issue, concern, or-problem that you identicfied in your 'onvestigation. Using Task B, list and
., imalyze'as manY factors' you can identify," (30 minutes)
8. I-12ve eXample'thoWn on Task B on flip:chart to show how chart shOuld be used:---

TASK B
.

\

';

.

ANALYZING FACTORS AND ALTERNATIVES TO PRESENT CONDITIONS
;TaSk Iriidesigned to brainiioim attliossible alternatives. Liit the 'f actors contributing to the issue. Take each factor and ask, "how can.this factor be
eliminated,modified, sUbstituted to bring about a change in the issue ?. Consider all alternatives, nematier how silly they may seem:
, changed eliminated,
,

-

'How It Contributes To

Factor

Alternatives To Its Present Conditioir

The Problem or Issue ...:

.

.

..

. Select one or more alternatives below
and describe how the !actin might be

Describe How The Change

..

.

Will Affect The Problem

7

'Or .Issue .

Elimination Modification Substitution

.,
Example:

Traffic Management

Width of

Causes traffic jams.

Put in walking
or bicycle

streets

Eliminate car traffic, cause
' changes in working and social
patterns
.

paths

.

0neway streets

Ease congestion because of

oneday floW
Mass Transit

Eireryone
starts and

Causes traffic jams

Adjust starting,
closing, Working

.

quits work

Minimize number of vehicles, no
congestion, less air polliition;etc.
Spread out traffic over a longer
period of time

hours

at same time
t.z,

Describe the alternative or combinati
Give reasons for your choices.

.

.

of alternatives Oat might bring about an an improvement solution to the quality of the environment investigated.
.

3c1

After you have analyzed the factors in Task 8. go on fogask C

ix o

,
w.

[
VII. DEVECT,PING AN ACTION PLAN TOURING ABOUT AN iiY1PROVEMENTR SOLUTION TO AN ISSUE
OR CONCERN JUST INVESTIGATED
"Select orie of the alterrliives from "i'isk B. Write it in Task C under Suggisted Solution and complete the task.
This can help you to determine ryf youi solution is feasible or not and, what course of action you should take
for its impiementation.";

IV 1:

TASK C.

.

DEVELOPING'ACTION PLANNING TO BRING ABOUT AN IMPROVEMENT

SOLUTIbNi TO THE ENVIRONMENT INVESTIGAID

-

-41

Select one of the solutions suggested by your group in Task.B. Write it below urider suggested Solution. Complete the rest of thechart.
Actitth Planning For ProbleM-Solving
Suggested

Solution-'

.',

Type Action Necessary
:.To ImpleMent Ti?.? ,.
'Solution.

.

_

Identify-ChanceAgents Who Could
Help Implemerrt The

Solution
,

P

In what order? When?.-

.,

.

done through
individual action?

...
Steps Target Date

-.1,

,

,

.

-

,,

2.

-3.

--

." e' ..

Groups

What kinds of things
could be do'ne by or

action would he
necessary,to implement

'this idea?
'
.

Of Your Action?'

,What -must be done?
,

....

'

Evaluation Methods. HoO,
Will you FollPw Up And .

,.,'' Evaluate The Effectiveness
.

..things could be

Social
What kinds of "social

N.

Steps To Problem
SolUtion'-'
.

'--

Individual
What kinds bf

Technological
What kinds of tech-.
riological action would
he necessary to intple
ment thii idea?

,IMplementation

through +ups?.

Informal ;
.

Political
What kinds of political
- 'action would be necessary
AO irliplement this idea?

Formal (organization's)

\
,
'

.

Agencies

What kinds of things.
could be done by or
thrOugh agencies?

Questions and Discussion

1. Have group give reports on Task C.

2. "What are- Ourrecommendaticas for meeting future needs'in this area?"

3. "If you were on the city planning commission; what guidelines would you develop for consideration for
future developments in this area?" '

VIII: COMMUNICATING FEELINGS, AWARENESS, AND VALUES
-

Write the following task on the board:

TASK. D

Describe your part in impleirTeTififfg the.action plan in Task C:'
As a membe\of a community action group.
Asa part, of.thepolitiCal decisionmaking process in your community.
.

_Questions and Discussion:

Discuss individual cbnirnents.

''What type' f community action .can-we taketo identify and
et alternative sokitions; and take intelligent ecticin to deOide on
he environment and societY?"

;.).ii,ople to collect interpret data arr,te
consistent with, the need:IA:R*-

IDENTLFYINE' 'A aOMMUNITY BY USE OF THEMES
We have just, investigated a community eneonment using a topical' approach of land use categories.

Another way to identify and investigate a district or,communityis by Lot:king at themes'. The-mes can be
one way to identify and define an Brea to investigate. e

Have each-person describe in writing the four items below for their own community or neighborhood.
:.

1. "Describe where 'your neighborhood is.':

2 : '.How do you get into your neighborhood?"
3. "What are sdi-ne outstanding features of your'neighborhood?"

4. "What is the central part,of yOur neighborhood?"
Questions and Discussion

1. (Have these thernes and their definitions on a`chart.). One set of, themes includes?
Pathway's
Lines of movement\lwalks, bus routes, streetri '
Nodes
Small areas of intensive iocus where an observer may enter and feel a sense of belonging,
safe, enclosed (small'park, courtyard, intersection, intimate shopping center)
Edges
'
Linear breaks in continuity (freeway, river, edge of hills),

Landmarks -- IderItifiablu objects or reference points (high-rise building, fountain).
2. Now h&ve each person identity which description of their community was a pathway, node, landmark, or
edge.

/

-3. If possible, have a snort slide p-esvtation (10-15 slide's) on examples of the theine's from different scales and
perspective.
4. "What are,sorne themes in the area we studied yesterday?"

5. !

e want to stu yd an area using the thernatic approach; and the categoi ies of pathways, nodes, edges, and
landmarks." Assign an'area to each group; it could be the.same arca or' new areas. Pass out Task E.

TASK E small'group-s)
'

Identify ant: analyze the themes in your assigned area. Describe them in Writing or sketch' or photograph
the theines in the area Analyze the area's problem and aotential in the 'chart below. , '
Pathways:
Nodes:

Edges:.;

;Landmarit:

Lines of
Small areas
:afe. enc.lo

vement (walks, bus roues, streets)
intensive focus where an observer may enter and feela sense of belonging.
(small parItcCurward; intersection, intimate shopping center)

:Linear brea s in continuity (f.teeway, rivers ecige.of hills)
Identifiabte objects or reference points (highrise building. fountaini, ;.

Use the following chart:
-

;

THEME IT
ILLUSTRATES

PROBLEMS TO.

.

POTENTIAL.TOCOMMUNITy

COMMUNITY.

,tt

6. Have groups share results.

7. (Have 'on .hart.) TN: following are some reasons fordentifying themes.,'
a.

If community has only one theme, it is offer, a boring environment.

b. If themes are varied and strong, then a strong excl-..ing cirnmunity environment can exist.
.

.

o. Kan area is 'dying out, nodes, points of interest, path ays, etc., might be created to strengthen. the
themes in ways that contriPute to the livability of the fernmunity.

d. You can klery a community or neighborhodd by themes.
"Let's make
"a comparisOn of the twoethods (thematic-topical) of looking afan 'area. Select four'to six
rn
;items in an area studied and describe thern in diematic andtopic terms."

Par

c. Major street

Node
::Pathway

r,

SUMMARIZING THE INVESTIGATION
.

1. "What procedures did we usen slurlirtvestigation today?"
,

2. "What did we find out about the environment

.

study?"

J

3. "How will this proce'ss tie!p you when you have students or community,groups investigate things?".
4;-"Hovti can we summarize our disCussicin and investigation ?"
.

.

You may warit participants to, evaate the'session by writing how they felt abOut this ession;
.XI.

SOME OBJECTIVES
BehaviOral OutComes In Knowledge
.

.

._.1-,--A-firesulfof these activities, each participant should be able to

a. Identify at least five different land use categoiles in anurban environment'
b. Name and describe.three themes oft7n found in communities.-

c. Construct 'adati-collecting and recOirding tool for some part of an urban environment for data that is
obseryable, c011ectible, and tecordable.

d Describe a proced.ire to use in initiating an urban environmental investigation
.

.

e. Identify at least three Component parts of an urban environment.,
f: Describ,e four interrelationships that exist among component parts of the environment.

Behavioral Outcomes in Feelings, Awareness, Values, and Action

2. As a result of these activities, each participant ohould be able to

Analyze factors and alternative solutions to present condition in an-environment
.

b. Identifyifordes andictiaribe agents tharei.

e.Used for or against the iitiprOVed livability of the.area

c. Describe what he or she can do to becom Involved in comrnunity actio_ n programs of identifying and
suggeiting solutions ;to local environme al problems

d., Describe how he orishe and the community' can become involved in affecting the local politicil decision
making process thratigh environmental urban investigations
e. Deseribe three ways that themes can

the livability of a community.

XII. EQUIPMENT NEEDED
`Maps of the urban area to,
investi3ated
Blackboard or newsprint arid easel.
Felt-tip markers or chalk
Paper and pencils

The tasks and discussion topibsin,thislesson'are designed so that manyian be done individually or in groups,
depending upo'n.the facilitators' objectives and time. Constraints.

'
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and procedures under the following five topics --,Land Use Syrm; Environmental Assets and
Li&bilities Survey; Community Facilities and Servicei Survey; Social Survey; and Micro-Urban Investigations are
included to give additional ideas and consi erations in developing the different components of a conimunity
LAND USE SURVEY.
1.

Inventory and plot on map

s,

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES SURVEY
1: eInVentory and plot on map

.

.

List the environmental assets of the area (physical and
_
. .
visual).

List the majdr uses of.land in the area.
intoappropriate categories.
Group these
Label thiCategories.-'

Examples:

Historic landmarks, visual impact structures, natural
features, and aesthetically pleasing entrances.

Develop a legend for plotting tire data on the ma

.

2. ,4dditional Information
.DEVISE,.YOUR OWN METHODS TO COLLECT AND
RECORD THESE DATA..
.'
)4SUBM1T THE METHODS AND THE. DATA; IN WRITING,
TO YOUR GROUP LEADER AT THE END OF THE ..

List the environmental liabilities of the area (phylidal and
visual).
Examples:

SESSION.'

Group the environmental assets and liabilities into apPropriai

How does each land use affect the other laild usep'.if the
,area?

What problems'exist becauseof certaiI land uses?

.

Label the categories.
Develop a legend' for plotting these data on the map.

,

What land use problems in this area are related to regional
environmental problems?
.

c.

,

.

2. Additional information

.

What things are being done to the land that are compatible

with the:
..

."'

Conflicting.land,uses,'high traffic streets, residential overcrowding;poor paving, curbi, sidewalks, adverse natural
features, and sameness of environment.

DEVISE-YOUR OWN METHODS TO COLLECT AND.
RECORD THESE DATA.'
SUBMIT THE'METHODSANOTTHE DATA; IN WRITING,
TO YOUR GROUP LEADER AT THE END OF:1-H E
r

,

, ..

Characteristics of the land ?'
Needs of the people?.
.

SESSION:

.

1,

How do the environmental assets affect the reslof the area?
Be specific.

Which land uses are changing?

VVhat Proposed projects could affect land use patterns in this
area ?.

5P"

How do the environmental liabilities affect the rest of,the

,

area? Be specific.

NOTE:

*.

The above questions are desig'ned to help you-look

for significant relationships amongthings in the
environment. Time may.not allow you-to investi-,
gate all Of the suggestions. theiefore, you wife.
have to deCide.whicliViings are most .significant
in the time a?lowed: Please feellree to add to-the liSt,
throw it away and start all over, etc.
.

.Someihing.to 'think about.
For each:of the land uses you investigate, .ask yourself:
Is it in a-g-dod location to serve its purpose?

What doei it do to the environment?
What kind of an environnient does it have?

Which environmental assets hawt potential for serving as
building blocks to improving the livability of this area?

What prolems exist because of adverse environmental
-4.
factors in the area?
What environmental prOblems in this area are related to
regional; environmental problems?
What proposed projects could affect environmental assets
and liat,ilities in this area?
.N0.17E: :',-The above questions are designed to help you look
.

; for significant relationships.among things' in the

.environinent..Tirne'rnai not allc..v you to investigate all of the suggestions. Therefore, yciu will have
to decide which, things are most significant in the
timeailowect Please leel,free to add to the list,_
thriw it away and start :ill over, etc.
Something to tt,:nk about
For each of the environmental assets and liabilities you invi
gate, ask yourself: Is it in a good location to serve its purpose?
What does it do to the environment?
'What kind of an envitonment does It have?

/

COMNITINITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES SURVEY.
.

,"5531,1/4t; SURVEY

.

1. Inventoiy and plot on map,

4 .
,

List the community facilities and services in this area:,.
Group these facilities and services into appropriate cate;gories.
Label the categories.
Develop a legend for plotting these data on the map.

2. Aciditional information

ION'rfotioh 013041

oopulatido CharareiiXties of.the

r

.

,

Oe;11Nirrif: etitratiOn, size of frrtilies.i.r.eilters wners,
,

re-51dence,.ele,

,

'1,N,90.1e,erld for Pltting these data on the rilp

\

DEVISE YOUR OWN METHODS TO COLLECT AND
\ 1.
RECORD THESE DATA.
SUBMIT THE METHODS AND THE. OATA, IN WRITING,
TO YOUR GROUP LEADER AT THE END OF THE
v*.' SESSION

rtvoll

/1/4/eY

-.0?

itdcls

fori71 on

01

csE
olno-AnTiaobs Tp ,pl..LEeT AND
PPV0 -)140SE
'lik:4;11'11)15 METTION.A0.THE DATA,
WRITING,
1),E.

Go0Up, 1..EAbEs AT THE END-0F THE.

List the user groups for each category in step 1'. '
What reasons can you give for the Iodations of each of the
community facilities and services you listed in step 1?

The
resideo are met 61,' living in this area?.
,
... ts

7:1

nee

r.\mitl.

300ack_P rc;b1a4i5. eiciii in the .area?

o

,

.

,L 1

''.,1,/ .

(1,;11,,\

.

,' WhSt needs of the people are being met by these facilities
and services?

'

-

-

bieitrnlist?ti is area

What naeds are not beir(g met by 'existing,facilities and
services?

u

e

,

What problems aee associated with the quantity and quality
of community facilities and services, in this area?

Which of these problems are related to regional environ
mental problems?
,
What PrOposod iirajeCts couldaffect the use and effectiveness of community facilities 'and services in this area?
_

N9TE:

.

Something to think about

I

of the commuditY facilities and services you
investigate, ask yourself:
.
Is it in a good location to serve its purpose?
- What does it do to the environment?
What kind of an environment does it have?
Fqr ea

.

The above questiont are designed to help you
look fog' significant relationships among ihings
in the environment. Time may
allow you to
investigate all of the suggestions. Th7refore, You
will have to decide which things are mostssigtlificant in the time allowed. Please feel free to edd
to the list, throw it away and stareall over, etc.

(i

are related to
1

ir

n

,,

0

.

ll .
fi4N ,chi,IN 0 conditions ifi the area are oreating.Problems
$11in
ent
.

r\O'

V

'so' p5ofects
IN.ifecf Thai Irfe style.of peoPle in this area?..,
pro

\oadt14 4-range in the population characteristics of this
t-#

a?
,,i

of the People in thii'area toward:
; Vve0Nerltal and,Privaie services
:
r/Iter' heeds

(161"N,.. ire N

iollif01

1Jf%\0:

.c.1)0,lilY of life in

area.

)1.oboveouetlions are designed to help you look
No, fagniiiiant iteiationshiP,s among things in the
l,10r13nrtiOt Titre may !let allow.You to investigate
4ii'of the suggestions ThOrefore, You will have to
g4Q1de *NO' thinys,aro most significan,t in the time

Noved. piene'leel free to at
an

'start ell over etc.

to the list, throw it

MICRO-URBAN INVESTIGATIONS
In addition to mak-4. , coMponent parts or categories of an urban
en-virOinneril; there are, many opportunities for small individual.
environmental, investigations I
'5

'

Investigations of this nature should be developed in writing along the :.
same procedures as in this Lesson Plan.

.TASK ,:

.

Develop in writing an investigation. about
some part of the huMan
.
environment.
\.
.
a.. Describe
procedures in action or .process terms.
.
b,State objectives in behaviOral outcomes\that
indicate some
.
minimal expectatiOniirtacquiring new knoWledge and skills.
Here:are some suggested micro-Orbamenvironrhental investigations:

1. Correlation pf observable weather conditions tosairepollution

2. Correlation of man-made sounds to noise\pollution,,
3. Effect of signs and billboards on sight pollution
4. Effect of architecture on aesthetics
\
5. Impact of local shopping center on community
6. Supermarket survey. (packaging, btiying habits)
7..Interpretatiorrof man -built landscape ulifig architectural

.

.

8. Onservation.and recording of life in a park
9. Under what conditi5lns faint life can live in a blacktop environ.
=ment
10. Determining the different responses of water-holdiog capacity . /.
and runoff to different tYpes of man-made surfaCes
..
11. Environment ,of a city tree
12. Determining what is in a city block
13. Noise pollution (determining where noises occur most frequently
And which city noises can be reduced to minimize noise pollution)
14. Inventory and classification of historic structures within the ceictral
business district of your hometown and determining necessities
for their protection
15, Identification of factors and development of tools to help in
recording and interpreting air pollution indexes in the local
community.

TASK 'A (small groups)

I.

-

HREE-STAGE GE DATA COLLECTING AND ANALYZING CHART
Working in your group, fill,ciut the, land use category-and column .1 of the chai-t below.
.

_

.

Land Use Category

' Column 1
What we want to finer out

-about our land use category
irithe area'

Column 2
HoW to collect theI
information

Column 3
-.

. How to record the
information

HUMAN COMMUNITY Task Card
Forest ServiCeUSDA

TASK B

ANALYZING FACTORS 'AND ALTERNATIVES TO PRESENT CONDITIONS
,Task 6 is designed to brainstorm all possible alternatives. List the `actors Contributing to the issue. Takereach factor and ask, how can this, factor be
changed, eliminated, modified, or substituted to bring about alliange in the issue? Consider all'alternatives, no matter how silly they may seem.
:

.

How it ontribiltel To

.Factor

Alternatives To Its Present Condition.
Select one,or more atteinatives below
...and describe how the faCtormight be

The- roblem or Issue

Eliminagon Modification Substitution

Describe How The Change'
Will Affect The Problem

r

,OrIssue
J.

''.
,

.-

.-

.

.

Describe the alternative or combirCaiion oi altern t;ves that might bring about an improvement or solution to the quality, of the environment investigated.
Give reasons for,your'choices.

_

..

.

After you have analyzed the Cacti*: in :iskeS, go oh to Task C

HC-16

TASK C

..

11:

.

.

.5

.

.

DEVELOPING ACTION PLANNING TO BRING' ABOUT AN IMPROVEMENT OR SOLUTION ko THE ENVIRONMENT INVESTIGATED
Select one of the solutions suggested by your grdup in Task B. Write it belOw underSuggestiii Solo tion,CoMplete the rese. of thechattA
.

.

.ActiCln Planning-foi ProblerwSolving'
.

.

Suggested

Solution

:.

.

Type Action' Necissaty
To Implement The
Solution.: .

!

I
::

..

El.falUabron lifeti5di. How

.

Agents Who Could
Help Implement The

. Solution '

.

Implementation
::Steps To Problem..
Solution
:

7 r --:-. -:- -identif):: Change , .1

Will iOutollow.dp And

'

..:

.

.

valuate The'Effeativeness.
Of -.
You? Action?.
,

:

,t

(1

Techriologicall

IndiVidual
.......___,

What kinds of tech
nological action would

Whit must be dotte?
In, what order? When?

hat kinds of
things, could be.

,

be necessary
ry to imple-

done through
-.
;individual' action?'

merit thiildea?
I

.

.. )

I

Sociil.

What kinds Of social

.

....
-

.

',What. kinds of p ings
,././ could be done by or

action wotild be
necessary to i plement

.
.

/ .trough 'groups?

this idea?

Political
r
What kinds of political
action would be necessary
to impliment this idea?,

-

G oups

.

' Steps Tai get Date

.

Informal
Formal (organizaticrs)

Agencies'.

/

What kinds of thingIps

could be done by or
I

through agencies?

HUMAN COMMUNITY Task' Caid
Forist Service-USbA
C.,

.

HC-17

r

.

TASK E (small groups)

Identify and analyze, the themes in your assigned area De:cribe themi in writing or sketchor photograph
the-themes in the area Analyze the area's prOblem and potential in the chart, below.
(

Pathways:
Nodes

Lines of movement (walks, bus routes, streets).
Small areas of;jirenskre-.focus-where:an
observer May enter and feel a sense_ of_ belonging,
,

.

.safe, enclosed, (small park, courtyard, intersection4ntimate shopping center)

s. Edgdi:

J..andrnkks:

Linear breaks in Continuity. (freeway, river,: edge of hills)
Identifiable objects oi'releience'points (high-rise building; fountain)
.

.

Use the follBwing chart:

ITEM .

\JJ:LE
T
I LLUSTRAT

PROBLEMS TO
COMMUNITY

POTENTIAL TO COMMUNITY

o.

r

7.

HC-18

.tom

a lesson"-

A environmentaPinveitigation\ should be designed so that all participants dan'take amacti4 part at,t110- own level
ability and interest.
the participant to make obs:3rvations, collect and record data make
The investigation should have opportunities
::some typioi interpretatidn of data and summarization of, how those interPietations relate to the, topic:
-The following dhapters''are designed
tiOn.

`Introduction

give the, participant some expet'iences to construct an environmental investiga-

Page*E1-2

,

Teach,ing Process Skills

Survival Values-in Learning\
/AxmajOr goal of teaching prOcess skills is todevelop the ability for each person to think for themselves.
1.

Page E1-4
3 hours
;
Developing Task Cirds
-Task cardi can promote small %oups and individual investjgatiRns with a minimum of teacher direc
.

.

i
tOn.
.

Using Questioning Strategy in. Environmental Investigation -. .. Page.EI-9
1 hour
The use of certain
kinds
of
questions
can
help
'establish
a
learning
climate
that
will encourage participa,
.;;
tion, discussion and interaction during the
invt
."-igation.
.
.

\

;

IV,

Eage El-12
A Basic QuestioI n Sequence for,the Interprkation of Data Process :
2 hobrs_ t
Thii question
on sequence can all ow the group to, interpret their own observations and recorded data

about the topic
.__.

Developing a Lesson Plan for an EnviroPmental Investigation.
Page EI-16; ,
-1% hours
..
If:you pot all the above pieces together yod 'can come up with the start of .a lesson plan for an environmental investigation.
,5

VI.

Mistdlaneous (Reading) :.PAGE Ef-18
Behavioral Objectives.

. Investigating Your Environment Series
Forest Service, United States Department of Agriculture
Revised.1978
.2
EI-1

TeaThing.Process

e.

A major goal of teaching process skips, is; to develoP the ability within each individueVearner b function autonomously at the:iii4Uiry'and proof level,. i.e., the ability tb.obtain, organize, translat4terpret and apply bodidsOf
knOWledge, and topresentprooffof the validity of the Process.
-:;

Have grodp do'TASK ASufyival Values in Learning Chart
.

1: In groups of 311-discuss the chart' and answer the 1questions at the bottom.
1 Hdve groups share their ideas about the implication ofthe chart.
. Some Implications aboutthe Chart: 'Survival Values in Learning._'.;
A

This chart relates to what you learn, not in comparison to how you learn it
-

-----Thelastingor,surviyal value of learning some things may not beta very p oductive use of our time. According to theCbartwe-Pnly_remember about 35% of the faCti and .50% f the cortceptual schtmes
shoved at us after onlYr 3 nionths.1
.

.

..

.

.

We retain the abilityto manipulate and operate things (fnac hives, tie shoes, write, etc.) up tp.70% of the
learning experience. ilfthe learning.ekPerience ths,designed for us tOdevelop.thinking skillsand processes (gather, sort; analyzing, interpret and provide' alternate sOlutions about. problems) we could i-etain
those'skillz'atithe 80% level of usefulnesS.4
,
Therefore, we might assume that a persor; who has developed the ability,to think for himself can collect
and analyze factual data; develop.a line of reasoning
or contribute
to the interpretation
or solution_of_a---.
,
.
problem or decision. Many times
the
learning.experience
dealftrily
with
memorizing
facts2and-olher
in
...
forrhation or'conceptis with no chance for putting.that
knowledgeto-wolfk
for,
us:
...
,

.

.

.

..

Before pilaniting a workshop and other learning exPeriences;*ask yourself,---

.

1. Why am I doing this?
To help people rrio-norizelkts, learn-concepts or to think for thernselves?
2. How can I structure learning experiences to insure participation and the development of thinking processes
along with the use of factual data, etc.?
.
..
1

.

.

_

We are noW-ecognizing that if we'deVelop thinking skills and proce
change behaviors. Only by actually involving'people in environmen
think about their role in environmental "management: We must be'eo
tally literate.persons who can think for themselves.
.

7

c.

E 1 -2

investigation, we may begin to
ng experienca can they begin to
with developing environ men-

.

TASK A

Used mi-the Higher Level ThinkingAb
Ability Course - N.;::A.L.
.W.
- as an interpretaticin 'from
Cronbach HarcoUrt Brace & World1963. I. .

100:

-100%

'
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1
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\

10%

,

NONViNSE SYLLABLES

;- 4
_.

.

.:.-

This chart'shows the retention rate of_different eikegoiies of learning. In small 'grtty(ps discuss and answer the following

question.

-

,

'What does this chart say about-the retention of, learning?.

\

tk.

/_,

Whatare the implications of thi,s chart to the way we plan learning experiences?

.

,

.

1

DEVELOPING TASktARQS .

II.

:

-

-

.

.

,

In developing 'an Environmental Inyestigation Lesson Plan, self-directediask r.:ards can be a useful tool$, The; :...'an '
Promote irtdividua) and small gibup data-collecting and interpretation.
--;
,

Task,cards are not new and haye been used in rnany`ways. A task card can be simpfila card on which you write
.\,.
the'directioils for a learning exPerience. :
1

,

''

Ourstionpand discussions
Pass out examples of task cards. Example:, Use examples of Investigating yd. -Environment Task cards,
waukie Schotil Distrirt cards, American Geological Institute, ("Essence"), et
,=1

ask A

30, minutes)

-

(group 4-6)

ft0ob ing at the task cards, that you have, fist some reasons for using.this method as one
iistrii&tiO al help.
Example :
alto s for different levels'of ability to participate at once.
sily adjustablecan add or delete tasks
3: can prombie small group interaction and acpomplishment
4. teachers'do preparation ahead of time
5. don't,feel bound to manual
6. can tailor-make investigations to fitneeds_of students

7.,
9.

2: Make a coMposite list on the basis of ail-the contribution's.
,

(

3:- Point out that .......
task. cards can alsb have the fallowing characteristics
------ ..._ -----,_,
.
.
.
. ,_
.
.
_._._
..Sequential, progYammed, assorted,.self-diFected, personalized,
.. -task
.. oriented, etc.
-1-.
..
Provide for a variety-of kinds of--involvdrnent, communication, feedback.
.

:

.

Is

.

Prbvide ilternatives.and choices for the (earnerlaminated for wet weather.
.

4. Ask the group if thdy can think of any other characteristics.
3

5. Have groups do Task. B.

(30thinutes)

TASK B

(group4:6)

List other topics fOr task card ideas inthe.follOwing giades.
dt.

Suggested assortment as samples:
_
Kiridergarten.f_Prirnary (K-3)
Assoc ted topics based on ob'serVatiori, using the senses
sense of:ouch

shapes

colors
sounds'

Intermediate grades (4-6),)\.

Assorteritopics basal ori.s.choolyard and curriculum enrichment aCtivities
develoPing:Obvatjons .(same as above)
,

.

.

.

language e)s Pie:Sion"

rschdolyaid

%

how-yOu'-feel-abilUt7tho-schoolYard-tyPe-activities
science-on-the-schoolyard-type-activities.

Norrgraded, (could be for, any level to adOlts)
Asiorted to ics folloNVing an,environMental action approach.
develo ing and conductinga litter carnpaign
invent ry sources of Air Pollution
".
improve your neighborhood: -,
.
cOnsunestudies
t.

observeand interpret some aspect of management
(wildlife habitat, timber manageMent, stream survey, etc.)

6. List additional (on the board) ideai for each category, in Task B; frbmthe

(1.(time allows.)

-

TASI;.CDevelbning Task Cards
7

(15 minutes)

(small groups)

Using the following criteria, 'reluate the saniblelask cards below:
the eineirofitherit? Hbw?
Does the activity actually invo
:
2. 'is the actimy relevant to the learner in his world? (age level;: topic,eTc.)
3. Does the activity include opportunities for peoblern solvihg?.
4. Doevheactivity.include opportUnities'fbrj.he earner to collect and record data based
:.
.
on ht own ob'sei-vations? :
;.
f,
:''''-',5. Does-the activity inelude opportunities for the learner to make his own interpretation
-D.,:
',..,
'
about the data he collects.? .
1

'"

.

,

., ..,

-

Circlethe#,

SAmPLETASK CARDS

.,forthe criteria

Veent on card.
Her are two
tw. leaves.
Make:a list of all the similarities you find..
Make' a fist of all the differencesyoblind.
(Siaple leaf here)
(Staple leaf here)

(From an..
assortrne4t

of task
cards for;
e nature

Leaf 1..

r

.

1

Leaf 2

.trail walk)1.

Differences:

'(Froth a'

Find a noisy placmd stay there for a little while:

sequence.
:of task., .

'

cardson "Sounds7)

(5rom a
sequence of
taskOards:

place makes you .feel.

Walk around your ciessroom.
HoW do you feel in this space?
Write or:tell about how it makes you feel:

,

'

'on 'Speees7)

(F.torn a

'Unit of,.
Survey".)

How do You feeiiin a nbisy place?
Write e few senteriees or a poem to tell how the noisy,

Go outside and sten,' near the school building.
Do youjeel differeAt here tlpan you do inside?
Write or tett how this space makes you feel.

In your backyard or schbolyard, bury different. kinds
.
of packaging meterials. Dig them up at specified'
intervals of time and compare decomposition rates.
-<,

-

Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Etc.

Alum. Can

;Glass Bottte

lastic

Cardboard
---- - -______ .

-

-4,

: '"-.'-

.

Etc.

TASK D.,' Developing Tei.CardS .:
In srrialigrOupi:(34) Construct at leait two task cards, on a topic of your 'choice. :
Some suggested lristruotion)t for Cards:
:
.

`selecta topid ortheine Or, a-particular environment
.
decide:on
selectscirrie activities:tO accomplish thoF:9,Purff?'-zs
;constrilpt ta;k;C.,,,,,di,berOvVaticiUt..the topic or:iheme you. chose:
consider inOludirio a -yarieiy'df4ypes of involvement..
sizes:at groupf.4,'

lengths of time
": --methods of recording or communicating information

"

When you finish; evaluate another groups.- task cardi using the criteria from TASK C.-

:.

.

.

Questions and Discussion
,
.
1
Han'several 'articles of, one page in length on environmental problems such asnoise pol ution, resource management, etc and have small groups' develop task card investigations -from the article that meets some of the cri'
- teria from Task C.- z--- -,
'
..
2." Now that fou have examined-and constructed severar task cards, what guideHrias would you write for another,
group of educatori muse in.developing task cards?
I.
,
A11.'

-

me example responsei:

a: haviorie,specific goal.

"

b. keep task brief enough" to maintain interest and sequence
c.coldr :ode them by -areas of study.or:abibty 7

d.'-keepdirect:64simPle
6:( shOuld
altipie

. -.

some forra Of self-eValbati6n 'Ftatement
Use processesof observing, co.tecting;recording, and interpreting date

07AL uA.,,EsTIO.TIoNs

Ill. -;USING QUESTIONING STRATEGY, IN

1

,....:,

One'objectivel in learning is to; elp:peo kl
Mkirn skills arid Processes that will allow them to interpret
the ilta the':'1:cOlject%'go
grind d. jSct,;isr, jorl'it,14 ad, Niling ,.410.e..rierice. will i?appeR.if appropriate questiollis are
-asked ,The i:LtiSf.certtail:1,qi..isit \. questions Yr\ .0.gei,..034hr q.,146;ling climat,that Will encourage individual.
participan3n; group iriterDction; and intetid, IN 4n0 `the r)f or rn ation collected in ,the(Pvestigation.

:

'''

i :,;:"..;:)
.

,

"."'"'!....:

'::

.

:

,

;:: ::1".,:,,(.,:::

'::;-,..,

,0::;7;': 77,

7

.\ ..;

:::?7,);,,.7.,

7.

sic.,',ca.c.f:1,:df..):i:h':e.:fo'lj: rCl.k10'51k;211'.',/)!\\!::',-iie)gt..).v,t71.ali'q'''a'.1,'.fp'er.(;n' Write..:.1.0.-P-W.1:1:as rh-a.

'

:

:

ny.things theY:Can

tiiiOk-'6.t:after7eaChiquedr.+Vie:Nic(Hij4v'e,.'rtitte!i their answers to each qUestion, ask how 7
.
What would hap0
doubled Your state next year?
HOW'many.acres
.\:pref.nee0.!n yo !".state
Why are recreatioqN
n
otateirrWeitontto:.the eaoriorny
What are some thi ^ Vp 1)1,1c51.1.°111d be'corie16 Plviron,Mefital EdUCation'in your ,

,:staie?.

Pass out TASK A (belo)

TASK-A;9iliestioning Strategy!:

(15

in

Questioris'asked:
.

:-.

.

.

'' :. Question'1
r

-

..

.

.

'

.

.

,

',;/,4
" i
Question .#2 - How mani adres of larj4,A11.14re k) vou. 1.,.Eate?
.

-

.- .

..
-...

..,

.

.

'What
a would.FlapPen if ke fr'l Vall!'0019 0le 10.-Yc)ur.ltate
r?e xt year?:

..

.

.

....-''.

Question
#3 :. Why. are recreation -rill, Om Noi.5Nte 1111Hziortart to the economy?
,..

...

..-

.

Question #4 .: What are some :thing's Ofilnip sil!

.

.

d- be Ogne'ir, Enyir' onrrie. otai Education i 'your state?
.

.

.

,.

Get into groups of 3-Aand answer the' follpvv:',i6.(,'V,so
,

-

.

''/t,e1

:

, yo)./

a) 'Which of;the :four questions did

b)' Which, question did you.ieel least y!{.11°1\
.1
2
3
4 . Why?

fa

,;);(1

,,irerng?:
tla DIQ an5
.;,.I

.-.,

*15o/44,e.

ye

tt,

.

c) Which question allowed for greatN P"'Y'V'pa(147 .
1

2

3

4i

Why?

/
3. Ask foi. verbal answers , ficl 111

assi

y.

n5

4. The following s
it, or summarize"

(AA\ gust

si(

:

quttion%. your proulerns'are/solVed,as'far as getting ih. ,-

iolvernent and tup irViAtreo,Niciog questitinsdoesn't rlei;essa6ly. insure more partiaipation,
better interacts , or: hidINI elsP4Ith°u9h.f Pto essee The ki 17 CISIOf questioni you ask' and ..
when you_ ask them is i4',It4

.,

orP)
TASK A4 You may want to read
on ri thesi' tficstiO0,5
h041; the, grtiOP discussion goes,

acopt,"1#.1-9

Sorne;people think that
.

froth the total group bout TASK A-

\ft

ye CV,

get different kinds of rOAkil!V
w

.

/

,-.

\

.6''P

from rAsk A, c! fferent kihas of questions

Question 1 - What WOuld.happen if the rainfall doubled in your state next year?...
This divergent r open: pe of question provideS th6 oPPortunity to consider many different systems and tryout many answers.
-

Many Systems
.

=

If you ask a question that allows dwide variety of resporiSes, the participation will be more
ree.,This allows i-noreopriortunitfor creativity and imagination'. (What would happen
if?...'1:.'2, How. might'. ... ::..?;What db;yOu see... .... .:.?)". Everyone can participate at
his or her own leYel and,'since the response depends on the viewpoint of the individual, there.
are no "wrong" answers:

i

.

d

i...

Question 2 .,. How marry
of land are in your state?:
This memory type question calls for recnembered content, rote memory, or selective
recall.

7-

,

.Memory or 'recall

:

a

:

..

If.you ask aquestion that has one.correct answer, then people will go after the correct answer
or the answen,thOitiink the leaderis looking for The kind ofithinking that k 'doing on is the
recall of brevioUsly learned information and faCts,..(Who is .. ; .. 1 .? What is . ; . :r...?)

-:!

.

Question 3 - Why are recreation lands in your state important to the economy? O'
This convergent type question'represents.the analysis of given-o remembered information.;It leads to one expecle0 end result Or answer.
-'
ar

Many .factors

affect one topic

.

If you ask eqUestion that focuses on solving a!problem or putting stVeral p ieces of data together,' then the audience has to reason, using given orsemernbered data. (Why are these things
,

? How do you account for

SO

..

,

?)

-..

.:

The participant beCorries a problernsolver in which the task is to apply the Proper orrerabor4
.,
,
at the proper tiriw.
,'
'
.,
t
..
:

.

.

.

Question 4

Whatardkirne things you think.should be done in Erivironmental Education in
your state? This evaluative type qUestion asksthe participant to use judgernegt; value, and choice, and
is characterized by its judgrnentalAuality.

The type-of question you ask then, can affect the learning atmosbhere and restrict_ or motivate
the pafticipants:to become involved in the discussion.:-

5: Have Group do TASK B
WItich questionS, are iimildr? (Not in theh.: content, but in the kind of responses they would
, receive)

a)

b) Put the questions that are similar into groups.
-

c) - _Label (give name to) each grouping of-questions,d)

Use thesilabels to

.e)

Completethe chart.

the first column on the following chart.

:

'.. TASkB Questioning Strategy
,"",41:

'' (30 minutes)
:

:'.

.:,1.:",''f:

.: \',

.

: .

.''':.,

1, In groups of:34;identifY'the following questions that
Would: rebeiye,,not
th
iri the 'content)
:'-:1 7.
:, .,....,

.

.-

.

.

similar. (similar in he kinds of responses they

,

hat is a nuclear, reactor?
.hyiare thedemands for energy doubling every 710'.Years in the U:S.?

Hold dayoUbaccbunt foi the decreasing amount of open space.in your,conmunity?
:

/bii dO;;OUjlunk is

of this

,iIin;e",tilt6- ii!rdasf,ciiVin:YOUr'State?: . .: 2..
icStfoirld n
ber,sOf=coyotes beCOntrolled1.Why, or why not ?.::.
g

What Would hipPeriifell'automobiles,Were binned within your city

h

HOw;ititicti land' has'been taken Outi?flirl.CUliVi'al'f5iiidUctiOn.in.the. U.S. in the last 5 years?

i,: What' effeci-Oqtreei end'ShAi6s fiare'OrinOiabatemerit?
What factors cOntributetothetraffic congestion problem:in your community?
I

'

In-yoUr Opinion;:what are the 3 most important problems in your; community ?.
What is:the relationship between population density and _natural resource allocation?

2. 'Put the numbers or letter's that represent each groUp identified.in the chart below and label each group.
.

Groups

Label each group of questions using your oio;n
names

3.- Put 'your labels in the chart below and describe your groUpings.

Kinds of Questions
(use the names yOu gave the groupings)

Characteristics of los.

questions in this group

;

What does your Chartell yo about the use of questions?
.1.

Questions and Discussion:
.

1.

.

Disatiss TASK B and particularlyWhit does your chart tell you about the use of questions? Ask different
,groUps whet ideas theycOme up with.

2. Here are' sOine:gdeas to'idirto the groups comments:
.
,

,

Thekirid of queatiOns,you ask affects the invOlvement level and atmospheie (Bored, stuffy, uncomfortable;":
excited):
; ;

'

.

--

The Type of questions you ask can' affect the otrtnber arid tYpe,of re'spOnies yOu get from a group.

Different types of questions can be used at different times in the course of a discuision.

'

The kind of thinking that takes place can be affected by the kinds of questions being asked.
.

_

The level of discutsion within the group can be affected by the kihds and sequence of questions being asked..
.
.

f yOu'are aware of the difference in the kinds of qUestiOns, you can do abetter job of analyzing the re7.
-:.
;
ponses.
..
.
,

.

ood discussions don't happen by accident.
,3i, Let's explore a basic question.seqUence usable as a part of an Environmental Investigation:

IV

A BASICQUESTION SEQUENCE FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF DATA PROCESS

.---1----=--4-7-'

.

-

It Can be important to develOP a basic questiOn sequence to allow Ipeople.to interpret their o
..
interpretation of data process: :.:.
's
.

.

f

:

.

-

observations in the
.

There are four basic:question categories that can be used in this process, Selecta t pic(common to all) about
which they-should write the'qUestionS.ili could be something in the immediate area or'rooM.
''
'V

1. Opel; Questions
;Open qirestions'are designed to providean opportunity fqr all persons-to participate:

ti:kobtSin\a

-

body,:of speak data which will piovidithe Opportunityto fOcUs on significant poinis.
;

his tYpe:9fTrestion provides an opporpnity.for every person to become pprpediately involved in the
disCussion, regardless of his or her abilitMr background:%It i$comptetely.freeOf the eleMent of "guess
What's on
my mind?! Since the response depends on the viewpoint of the participant there are no wrong
.
ansWers.

.

-.

THE CHARACTERISTIC OF THIS QUESTIONIS OPENNESS
"What do you:see as you look at ther'n'illside?"
':What dO y u notice about the sop' 'profile?"

ti

.

List two open.questiorit't at you could use to allow as many people as possible to particiPate in a discui
sion:

Note: Interpretation of data rh'ay ri9f necessarily begin withIn Open type:questioo. You May wish to
focus immedigtely upon specit:c points in the data.' In that case; begin the - question sequence with `a
ocus
.

.

,

.

.
.:..
.Z Focusini Questions
The focusing-Ouestion is an extremely important element
the ihterpretation of data process. It focuses
`.
specific point' 7 Oat will later be compared, contrasted, and related to other points.:.

Its 03SiC purpose is to focus`the attention on specific data asaCentrarpoint for discussion.

.

.

:

1

THE CHARACTERISTIC
-:-Whafare'sdrrie things:thatlrehelPing the log decay?"
"What are some things that affeCt tpe qUaJity,Of water-

.

:St 'two focUs questions that. you could use to focus on a specific point for discussion.
.

3 Interpretive QueStion

:

:

.

:

,-

' nterpretive questions are"designed to compare, contrast, and seek logiCal'relitionihipsbetween, the
specific points brought out irkthe focusing question(s).' '!
:

:

The learnei is asked to compare and contrast two or more specific points in the data two or more:
...
'groups of data two or MOrefeelings,-Concepts,or.ideas, and express a OeiCeived Or iiferred-ielationship:.
..
,. ..
,
:,:,
.between them: .
.
.

,

:

:

7

.

THE CHARACTERISTIC 6F THIS QUESTION IS-ITS Fixve.011.1:RELATIaNSHIPS
.."Ate there 'any of these that setrytO'belong'rfogettiei?"'''..
, ..
.. ,"What can we say about the pH of
wale from the aquatic life found.there?"
'-'"HOW do YOU aecOuntfOr,tbe.differeneei between theiei,fiVO:areas?"

"WhyWereitie two trjes,,theaitie age but different'ii:tie?'")1

'
,

:

:

:

.

;

-

.'
'. ' t'.',. .-.;.:'
'.: ,
.'
:',V., ', ,;:. 4.;
'. .7
1.`: .:I ',..'. :
! .:
.''
I' .., --it, :;'-'" tp,.;
list two interpretive queitiOns that you could use to seekielationship between specific points
.

7

.

:

-

..

'

..

-

f

.

'

.

.

.

..4: Capstime Questions
Capstone questions are designed to obtain conclusions,-summaries and closing.

They'cccur at the cloie of a particular: discussion and call for a statement which summarizes in a gen
eralized form what has been discussed so the generalization or big idea aprilies to:a variety otsi.tuations.

: THE CHARACTERISTIC OF-THE CAPSTONE. QUESTION !SITS CONCLUS IVENESS
"HoW could.we summarise our discusiion about architecture ? "'
.
"Based on OUrObservation and disCusSion, What can we Sa}i.abofit.urban environments ?"
List two questions you would use in summarizing or closing a discussion.

Questions and Discussions

1. Get into groupi of 4-6 and do Task A...
.

2. ksk for eicample;groupshave come up with.
Discuss;--aik if it fits criteria listed on-Task A.

,

--(-

TASKIk Questioning Sequence

..

(15 ininutes)

In small groups (4:6)..write Clown two examples of each of the four major questinn categories yoU have
.
been asked in field investigation sessions so far:
dre

OPEN Aallow everyone to participate. Get out a lot of data)
.

.

:
:. 2.
,

FOCUS

attention
ention on specific data as a central point for discussion)

INTERPRETIVE'

CAPSTONE

(seeks relationshipscompare, contrast, relate specific points in the Oka)

(calls for a statement which summarizes what hasbeen discussed)

Quessions and Discussion:

/

Show film(Environmental Awareness--11 minutes)
Note: Other short, nonthreatening films can be used The demonstratinh olthe questioning sequence should
be modified to fit each individual film. . ,
2. _Involve the audience in discussing.the film using one of the following question sequences.
Examples of Two Ouestiori Sequences

The "Environmental Awareness " FilM
Here are three sets of questions for a facilitator's use in helping people discuss their thoughts about their environment.
a.

Pur'pose: :To ekplore different implications of the word "environment.
What did you see` in the film?
What were_the different kinds.oVenviionMents shown in the painting?
What were some-of the things that were similar in each environment?
What doe's the word "environment" mean?
.

Purpose: To eiplore,sOme:effects of cliange in the environment.
-What did. You see in.the],film? _
.
: What were the ehan6ii in the environments in the film?
.-Whatthing's were affected by changes in the inviionment? :'T,"
How can We tuinmarlieotir discuisiOn about change in the environment?

b.

.

-,3.

.

,

.

Pass"Out Task B and have the auOlence identify, list ancidiscuss the four rfialor questiOn categories just, used
.
.
,fin
n discusSing the film: ' .
.

r

a

:

TASK B' Questioning Sequence
.Identify, list and discuss the-four major questions used to diseuss the film.

\
!QUESTIONS (List four major quettions asked
by leader)

State PURPOSE of
each question
-

DEVELOPING' ''OUR OWN QUESTION SEQUEI4CE FOR INTERPRETATION, OF DATA PROCESS
IshoW anotherthOrt film (eg., Tree. HpUse, Spaigkle, Garbage)

After film pass out Task C and have each group write a question sequence...

(20 minutes):

TASK.0 Questioning Sequence

a purpose and question sequence to use in disCussidn of 'the film jusf

W king in groups of 3,
seen.

CRITERIA TO EVALUATE INTERPRETATION. OF DATA QUESTIONS
data.'
everYone to partiCipate. Get out a
Focus attention on specific data as a,centraipOint for discussion.
specifiC points in the
elnterpretation - Seek relationShips. Compare, contrast`

Open

-

FoCus

Capstone - Cail for a. statement wIiich summarizes what has-been discussed.

Film
i.

Purpose of showing and discussing film:
.

.Open question:

Focus:

Interpretive:
-TN
Capstone:.

(Questions must relate to the purpose of discussing the filnf on whatever the subject is)

3.

Have each group Share and evaluate their question sequence with another. group. (30 minutes

DEVELOPING A.LESSON PLAN FOR AN ENVIRONMENTAL INVETIGATION
Workingin a small group, select one topic in this area and develop your own 15-Mknute raini-investigatiOn using
.
.
laSkfards and the sequencing of questions and activities covered in this exercise.
Group members:
.

.

Purpose of InVestigation:.

-0

Evaluation:

Yes
Is the purpose clearly defined?
Is it tob.general to be workable?,, -Yes

No
No

.

.

..

.

re=investigation qdeftiOns,-qUestiops designed for maxi um group-responst:s and interactionhat can we find

out abOut the rottenlogWhat'enight be important to lo

Evaluation: ;' WillIthe pre'-aCtivitY quesii n create interest and motivation to the audience to gather
.data ?

Yei

'::

No

1-- Are the questioni varied?

.

:Yes

No;

.

Task Card

Directions for gathering data for the investigation:
See 7Developing Tisk Cards".

,

,

bata'recoraing for the investigation" (types of instruments, charts,graphs, tables,
deicription, etc.):

/

,

/

e

EvaltiatiOn: :DoeS the activity gather data that will help support the purpOse?
yes
No
SOoesthe aSivitY actually involve learner in collecting and recording dab?, Yes
;Does the activity include Ppportunities for learning to'rnake his own interPeetations?
Yes
No
.

ostInit
.

Operilkiestion't6
bring out.thei!Mhaf's",,(What did you -notice; What did YOu see?- etc.)
.

Foetiiing.QUeitiOrlOPSPecific points to be compared,: contrasted, Or:related to other points of specific
data (HOWdo,yOu'laCcOUntfor .,'".?.`Why are these thingslike that?)
A

C

InterPretive Questions toelicit comparing, Contfasting,"prid relating of points within the field of data
What differen.ces did you notice between rotten logs of the two different trees?
.

f.'

Capstone Question for summarizing genera tzatiansOhaf can we say about .? How can we summarize what
we've done and discussed about the rotten log stiidy?,
-.
,

..
Evaluation:

Does the question sequenCe lead the people to make generalizations that coincide with the
purpose?

.

.$

Doei eaditof the questions in the question .sequirice match(op with the criteria beloW?
Open is allOw everyone to participate Get a lot of data.
FoCiii."- focus attention ofv.specific,data asa central;
for discussion.* '. .
.
Interpretive,'-..Seekirelationshipi4COrnPare, contrast, relate sPecifiO Points in the data.
Capstone - ;call for a Statement whiali:surnmarizes whOAai been disOussed.
r

.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES' ,,
';'; ,3'1? 71

, c .6,,,

'-

.'.-

.

.

..

ManOinstructional specialists cOntencithat the single most important instructional advance of the past several,
decades is the 'current quasi fbr clarity in thestatement of educationa I outcomes Today more than at any pre
vious time in educational history,"educators are being urged to clarify the descriptions of the outcomes they hope
to achieve through their instructional effOrts.
..

.

:L ,

.

It is important that we, be able tclistinguish between instructional, objectives which are well formed and those
which are not Well formed
a tremendous advantage over other objettives in that theyfeduce
confuSion. This confuiion reduction
ds tO,significant. dividends in planning instruction andevalubtihn: The lesi'
confuiion that surroundi a statement of ari,eduoational outcome, the more cUesiVe have regarding what kind of
instructional sequence.will'prove'effective.,Thelless kmbiguity, the more readily.We can deviSe precise,: measures.:,;.
to reflict that
at Outcome. Well formed objectiv thus constitute a useful mechanism for improvinginsiruction and
evaluation::,'
(From .tatirig'eOucational outcome S W Regional Laboratory for Education R & D)

SO4iE GUIDELINES.FOR DEVELOPING OBJECTIVES OR PERFORMANCE TASKS
.
-

1. An objective demi:ies-an exPected.change in the learner's behavii.r.
.

?

2. When the learner has DEMONSTRATED this behavior the Objectives have been.achieved.
3

An objectiye is . groupof words and symbols.which.communicIte.the expectation of the learner so exactly
that the others can determine when the learner has achieved it

4. A "meaningiul stated objective, then, is one that succeeds in communicating yourexpectatiOn for the learner.

.

5.

.

.

.

The best objective is the one that excludes the greatest number of possible alternatives to your goal. (No(
.
misinterpretation)
Cromwell Park School, Shoreline, Wash.

CRITERIA TO EVALUATE OBJECTIVES
1.

Have you identified who the,learner is?

2.

Have you describeifthe behavior the learneriwill demonsti[ate as evidence.thet he hai'achieved the perform-

.

ance task?

.

Is it measurable action or performance by the learner? (see list of Action Words)

r.
3.

Have you stated the conditions you will impose upon the learnerwhen he is demonstrating his mastery of the
performance task?
Examples:

- using the length of his own step he will demonstrate
given a list of rocks he will distinguish
given a set of tree samples he will construct a dichotomous key
.

, using a highway map of his state he will describe...

ONE WAY TO SET UP YOUR OBJECTIVE,.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE: (put in 'phrases)
.

nat will the learner be'DOING?

°What CONDITIONS will be imposed?

iow will success be RECOGNIZED ?.

Now write the complete instructional -objective below evaluating it with the criteria above.

'
-

Select the statement in each number Flow that best-describes what the learner will be DOINGwhen deMonstrating'his acbievement of the performance tat.
Describe various things qbserved in nature.
Dekribe four observable differences between the aquatic and the soil environments.
Describe accurately a land area
Construct a map of predetermined land area by using compass bearingS;amd distances.

2.

Develop an appreciation of the aesthetics of our environment.
Identify one thing in your environment that makes it more beautiful to you.

.4. Dfmonsttate needed operations to calculate height of tree.
Dbmonstrate how to measure the height of a tree using a stick longer than-your arm.
ACTION WORDS
Here are nine action words from the American Association for the Advancernent of Science that apply to curriculum related activities in the environment. These are not the only usable action words:

Identify

- The individual stlects,a named or described object by pointing to it, touching it, or picking it up.
I

Name

The individual specifies what an object, event, or. reiationship is called.
.

:Order

The individiial arranges three or more objects or events in a sequence based on a stated prop

erty:
.

Describe"

.

-

- The individual states observable properties sufficient to identify an object, or relationship.

-

Distinguish.

'

t.

The indiYidual selects an object or:event from:two or more w ich might be.confused.
,

Constiu6t

.

.

.

individUal makes a physical-bbject,
a drawing or written or verbal statement (such as an ,
,
:infererccejiypothesis.; or_ a test of any of tbese).

- -%
.
Demonstrate

:

,

.

"

- The iniiividual performs a sequence of operations necessary to cartyopt a procedure.
.

Stare a-Rule

-- The indivi ual"comniUnicites,Yerbally or in writing,-a relationship or principle that could be
used to solv a problein or performs a task.

Apply a Rule

.Y.

Theindividual derives ari ansver to a problem by.usinga stated relationship or; principle.
.

:BEHAVIORAL TERMS
,

The majority of our educational objectives can and should be seated in behavioral terms. It is recognized that
/
there are some meta-objectives
which Inust be .ore subjectively stated and performance subjectiiely measured./
,
The terms listed below represent an effort to formulate a listbf the most common and applicable terms. Which-have Meaning for the teachey developing objeCtives related to the areas of knowledge, skills and habits, under- (4.
,

,

standing and concepts".

-

t, ,

Describe

14.

Locate

27.-

Present,'

2.

Interpret

15.

Express .

.28.

Discover'

3.

Obserye

16.

Analyze

Demonstrate

17; , Apply

.

.

5.

Sketch

6.

Identify

t

18.

.

support
Question

Operate

31.

jIlbstrate.

.32.

Crceate

Calculate

..

/

7.

Compare

20.

Diagram

8.

Translate

21.

Pei-fermi

9

Contrast

22

Listen

Recite

Relate

23.

Write

36.. Differentiate

11:

Generalize

24.

Read

37.

12.

Forthulate

13.

Define

3

Organize

34.

Delop
.

.

"10-

Fleyiew

.

26.

-38,7

Constrikt
Solve

List

Use

'

,

30

s

-

-

TERMS-TO AVOID INSTATING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

,

TASK C DeYelciping Task Cards

(15iniriutes)

'

*. (small grOU0s)

Using the following criteria,
ia.evP luate,

'

Doe
he-aqtr.! itypre

,.2:.

.2**
-5the'actn0Y.
3, :Dues:

the
include

4. Does the:activity ihclyderop

E

task lards beloW:i
.:

:.

include

learner in the environment ?. How?
_
etc.
his world?
for P
s9.1
rtuni-ties for
her to-collect and
-0 the

teP

:

data

tunities for the learner to make hisow ninte pretat ions

opporhii-own

."

about the datihecollects?

Cireleffie
for the criteria
present on'card
ad
.

SAMPLE TASK CARDS

(From an
assortment

,

task' .k'

cards. for:.
a nature
.

.

trail walk)
*.."`

(Froth a
>

sequence

ofk
tis
.

.

.
:

',cards'On

"Sounds")

Here are two leaves.
Make' a list of
the similarities you frill. "
Make'a list of all the, differences you find.
(Staple leaf here)
.(Stapleifeaf here)
Leaf 1
Leaf 2'
Similarities:
DifferenCes:
.

1

3

Find a'noisy Place and stay therefor a little While.
HOW do You feel in a noisy place?.
.
Write a few sentences or a poe to tell how the noisy place makes

you feel.'

Walk: around your ClesSroorn7,

:(From a
,sequence of
task cards

on "Spaces")

(From a

unit of
study for
a "Supermarket,
Survey")

HoW do you feel in this ipaee?
Write or tell abbot how it makes you feel.
.

,

.

2
4

.

Go outsideand stand..nea, the school building.
Do yOu'feel.different heia than you do inside?
Write or tell how this space makes yoU feel.

.

In your backyard orschoolyarde bUry different'kindsof packaging
pecified intervals Of time'andcompare
..
decomposition
Materials.' Dig them up

,' / '
Alum. Qin

tat

! ..

.-

':'

Glass Bottle

Plistic

Cardboard

Etc. r

_

Sept.
ct

Nov.
Etc.
c

DEVELOPING ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS Taik-Card
Forest ServiceUSDA
.

.

TASK'

beveloping Task Cards,

In smilt'grOtips (34) consthict.at least two task cards on a topic of Your choice.
suggested Iristiuctioni fdr Cards:
select a topic or theme of :a'particular environment

select "ufposes
decide-on YouV

rposes

;

,

iome'adti sties to accomplish those' p
;ConstruCt.teskCafds below about the topic or; ,therne you, chose
consider including a variety of-types of involVeinent
-sizes Of grotips--lengths of time
, `;- methods of: recording or communicating information

When you finish, evaluate another groups' task cards using the criteria from TASK C.
.

1.33
El-24

TASK A QUestioning Strategy

Questions iske:
Question

What would happerif the rainfall doubled in your statenext year?

.

.

.

QuestiOn 42 - HOw many acres of land are there in your state?

Question 43

Why are recreation lands in your state important to the economy?
.

.

.

n
.

:'

Question#4 - What are some things yoU think should be done in Environmental Education in your state?

Get into groups of 3.4,and answer the followingovestions.
a)

Which, of thefour questions did you feel,most comfoliable answering?

1-

2

'

3

4

.

Why?

S

.

b)

z

Which question did you feel least comfortable answering?
1
2
3
4
Why?

.

.

Which question allowed for greatest participation?
1.

2

3

,

'4'

Why?

DEVELOPING ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS Task Card
Fciresi Service:USD.c',

TASK B : Questioning Strategy.. I. (30 mjnutes)
11-

In groups of 3-4, identify the follbWing questions that are similar. (similar in the kind of responses they
would receive, not in the content)' .

.

,

a
Whit is a.nucleirireactor?
..
s
.
. ..,
ti ':: Why are the deMands for energy doubling every',10ears in.the U.S.?
c' ; HoW dO yoU F.Couiit fothe decreasing amount:of open space in yOurcommunity?
'd '.: What do you think is the besfuse of this land?:
e
Name the largest city in your state? .*.,
.
f ShOulti numbers of coyotes beAcoritrolled? Why, or why. not?
_g What would happen if all automobiles Were banned within your city limits? .,
11
How MUch,land has beentakenoutotegriCUltUral PrOduOtion in stheU.S. jn the.last 5 years?:
,

,

.

_

.

.:

.

.

-

.

:

.

.

.

-

i.

WhateffeCf dO trees and shrubs hillie on noise abatement ?`'.

'

ri ,.

",'

What faCtori-COntiniUte to the VeifiCCOngestiOnirObleniin yoUr community?
k., In ycnir opinion;'liyh'it are the 3 most important problems in your community?
__....1
What is the relatiorOip between population'densitY and iiatural resource-allocation?
:

1.

,

2.

:

.

`:1.:.

7',.--

.

Put the'numbers or letters that represent bach'group identified in the chin beiciiierid label each group.

GroiS

Label each group of questions using, your own names

3. Put your labels in the chart below and deicribe your groupings.
.

Kinds of Questions
(use the narnes you gave-the groupings)

What does your chart tell you about the use of questions?

Characteristics of
questions in this group

. .

..-..

TASK A Questioriing Sequence

(15 minutes)

.

.

.

.

In small groups .(4-6),wr,ite dOWn two examples of each of the four major question categories you hayki been. asked
in field irwestigation sessions so far. :
.

,

OPEN' (allow everyone, to participate. Getout a lot of data)

..

2.

.

.

...

`FOCUS- (focus attr.antion-onspedific data

central point fOr discusSion

2.

INTERPRETIVE

CAPSTONE

:

(seeks reletionshipscogipare, contrast, relate specific points inthe 'data

(calls for a statement which summarizes what has been discussed)_

-

DEVELOPING ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS Task Card
Forest Service-USDA
-

TASK B 'Questioning Sequ'ince
IderitifY, list and discuss the f't.:ar major questions used to discuss the film.'

Film
QUESTIONS (List four major questions asked by leader)

EI-28

